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WASHINGTON. O.C. 20220 TELEPHONE W04-2041 

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS October 10, 1974 

Attached are tables which illustrate the effect of 

the proposed 5 percent Surchar~e on families and individual 

taxpayers in varying tax situations. 
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Illustrations of the Effect of the 5 Percent Surcharge 

on Four Person Families 

dollars 
Adjusted gross income (wages) 

:15,000:16.000:17,000:lap00:20.000:25.000:3op00:40,000:50,000 

Present law tax ..................... o •••••••••••••• 

Surcharge •..................•....•..........•...... 

Surcharge as percent of present tax \k) 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

Note: Calculated assuming 17 percent itemized deductions. 

1,699 1,882 2,064 2,247 2,660 3,750 4,988 7,958 11,465 

0 3 12 21 42 97 158 307 482 

0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.6 2.6 3.2 3.9 4.2 

October 9, 1974 
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Illustrations of the Effect of the 5 Percent Surcharge 

on Single Persons 

dollars 
Adjusted gross income (wages) 

:7,500:8,000:9,000:10,000:15,000:20,000:25,000:30,000:40,000 

Present law tax •.........................•.......•. 

Surcharge .•.......•............•............•.....• 

Surcharge as a percent of present tax (%) 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

.......... 

995 1,087 1,283 1,482 2,549 3,783 5,230 6,850 10,515 

0 4 14 24 78 139 212 293 476 

0.4 1.1 1.6 3.1 3.7 4.1 4.3 4.5 

October 9, 1974 

Note: Calculated assuming 17 percent itemized deductions or minimum standard deduction if more favorable. 
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Illustrat.ions of the Effect of the 5 Percent Surcharge 

on Four Person F81llilies 

Case A: ............................... $15,000 income 

Case B: .......... ·• ... ·• '. ·• .............. . $20,000 income 

Case C: ................................ $50,000 income 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Case A: $15,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ................................ $15,000 

r.ess four personal exemptions. (@ $750) ••o•••••••••••••••••o•• -3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of inc0U1e) ••.•..•.•..•..•.•.•••••.•..•.••.•....•..•.••.••.• -2,550 

Equals taxable income ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 9,450 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 1,699 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns •••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 •• -1,820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

Five percent surcharge ······································· 0 

Tax after surcharge .......•..................•.•............. 1,699 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax 0 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Case B: $20,000 Income . 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ................................ $20,000 

Less four personal exemptions (@ $750) ....................... •3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of incCJID.e) •••••••••• •.• ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• •'• ••••••••••• -3.400 

Equals taxable income ..................................... ·• . . . ' 13,600 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 2,660 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns ....................... -1,820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 840 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 42 

Tax after surcharge ............................................ 2,702 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 1.6% 

Office of. the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 197.4. 
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Case C: $50,000 Incotne 

Wages (adjusted gross income)~···••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••• $50,000 

Less four personal exemptions (@ $750) ••••••••••••••••••••••• -3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (ass\lllled 17 percent 
of inc01D.e) •..•.•.••.••.••••..•.•..•.••.••• o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -8, 500 

Equals taxable income .... •'• ................................. . 38,500 

Tax before surcharge • 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 11,465 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns ....................... -1,820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 9,645 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 482 

Tax after surcharge ......................................... . 11,947 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ••••••• 4.2% 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Illustrations of the Effect of· the S Percent Surcharge 

on Single 'l'axpayers 

Case D_ ............................... $ 7 ,500 incane 

Case E ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $10 1 000 income 

Case F ............................... $l5 1 000 income 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Case D: $7,500 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) •·••••••••••••••••••••·~··•••••• $7,500 

Less . one personal exemptions (@ $750) ••••••••••• •.• •••••••••• -750 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of income) or minimum standard deduction..................... -1,300 

Equals taxable income ................... -. .................... . 5,450 

Tax before surcharge ........................................ ~ . •. 995 

Less surcharge floor for single returns ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• -995 

Equals tax subject to surcharge •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

Five percent surcharge••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

Tax after surcharge ••••••••••••••••·····•••••••••••••••••••••• 995 

Tax increase (surcharge). as percent of present law tax ••••••• 0 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 

I: 
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Case E: $10,000 Income 

Wages {adjusted gross income) ................................ $10,000 

Less one personal exemptions (@ $750) ............... ·-· ..... . -750 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
0£ income) ..•.......•.......•....•..•......••.. ; .•.•••.•..• -1,700 

Equals taxable income ............................... •-....... . 7,550 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 1,482 

Less surcharge floor for single returns ....................... -995 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 487 

Five percent surcharge 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24 

Tax after surcharge .. ~ ...•.................•...•...•..•..•..• 1,506 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 1.6% 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Case F: $ 15 ,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $15,000 

Less one. personal exemptions . (@ $750) ....................... -750 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of incOIDe) •..•.•..•.••..•.•..•.•.••.••.•.••.•••••••.••••••. -2,550 

Equals taxable income ....................... • ................ . 11, 700 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 2,549 

Less surcharge floor for single returns ....................... -995 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 1,554 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 78 

Tax after s urcl1arg e ... _ ............................•.......... 2,627 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 3. lio 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 8, 1974 
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Illustrations of the Effect of the 5 Percent Surcharge 

on Four Person Families 

Case G ............................... $25,000 income 

Case H ............................... $30,000 income 

Case I ............................... $40,000 income 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 9, 1974 
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Case G: $25,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $25,000 

Less four personal exemptions (@ $750) ....................... -3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of inc0111e) •..•.•.•••.. • .••••••••••••.•••••••.••••.••.••••••• -4,250 

Equals taxable income •····•··•·•··•·••·•··••••·········••···•· 17' 750 

Tax before surcharge .......................................... 3, 750 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns ....................... -1,820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,930 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 97 

Tax after surcharge .. • .. • .....•.•..•........•...•..•..•....•.. 3,847 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax 2.6% 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis October 9, 1974 
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Case H: $30,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ................................ $30,000 

Less four personal exemptions (@ $750) ........................ -3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of inccnne) ......•....•....•.......•..•.••.•..•.......•..•.• -5,100 

Equals taxable income ........................................ 21,900 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 4,988 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns ....................... -1,820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 3,168 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 158 

Tax after surcharge .......................•.................. 5,146 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax •.••••• 3.2% 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 9, 1974 
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Case I: $40,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ................................ $40,000 

Less four personal exemptions (@ $750) ....................... -3,000 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of income) ..•....•..•.......•..........•....•....•.•••.•.•• -6,800 

Equals taxable income ....................... ~ ............... . 30,200 

Tax before surcharge .................................. • ...... . 7,958 

Less surcharge floor for joint returns ....................... -1.820 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 6,138 

Five percent surcharge 0 ••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
307 

Tax after surcharge ...................................•...... 8,265 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 3.9% 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

October 9 ,. 1974 
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·. 

Illustrations of the Effect of· the 5 Percent Surcharge 

on Single Taxpayers 

Case J ............................... $20,000 income 

Case K .............................. $25, 000 income 

Case L .............................. $30,000 income 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

October 9, 1974 

. ., ..... -
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Case J: $20,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $20,000 

Less on~ personal exemptions.(@ $750) •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent· 
of income) •...............•....•..•....•....••.•..•.•.•.••. 

. . 
Equals ta::<.ab le income •.•.••••••••.•••• ft ••••• . 4! ••• _• ••••••••••••.. 

Tax before surcharge .......................................... 
Less surcharge floor for single returns ....................... 
Equals tax subject to surcharge•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

-750 

-3,400 

15,850 

3, 783 

-995 

2,788 

Five percent surcharge . . . . . . • . • . . • . . • . . . •. . . . • . • • . • . . • . • . . • • . • 139 

Tax after surcl1arge ..• _ .•..••••.••.•.••.•••••••.•.•••••.•.•••• 3,922 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 3.7% 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

October 9, 1974 
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Case K: $25,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $25,000 

Less one personal exemptions (@ $750) 
················~······ -750 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of inc01ne) ••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••• -4,250 

Equals taxable income ......................................... 20,000 

Tax before surcharge ......................................... 5,230 

Less surcharge floor for single returns ....................... -995 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 4,235 

Five percent surcharge·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 212 

Tax after surcharge •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5,442 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ....... 4.1% 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

October 9; 1974 

.· 
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Case L: $30,000 Income 

Wages (adjusted gross income) •••••••••••••••••••••• ' <!' •••••••• $30,000 

Less one personal exemptions (@ $750) ••••••••••••••••••••••• -750 

Less deductions for personal expenses (assumed 17 percent 
of income) or minimum standard deduction .•••••••••••••••••••• -5.100 

Equals taxable income ......................................... 24, 150 

' Tax before surcharge ........................ •· ............... . 6,850 

Less surcharge floor for single returns ....................... -995 

Equals tax subject to surcharge .............................. 5,855 

Five percent surcharge ....................................... 293 

Tax after surcharge •••.•.•••••.••••• ; ••••••.••.••••.••••••••• 7,143 

Tax increase (surcharge) as percent of present law tax ••••••• 4.3% 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysi.s 

October 9, 1974 



SUMMARY OF FACTS ON TAX CUT BILL 

1. Rebate of 1974 taxes 

--rebate generally equals 10% of 1974 tax liability 
--minimum rebate equals lesser of actual tax liability 

or $100 
--maximum rebate equals $200, phased down to $100 

between AGI $20,000 and $30,000 
--for married persons filing separately, $50 minimum 

$100 maximum and phase down between $10,000 and $15,000 
--rebates disregarded for purposes of other benefit programs 

COST: $8.1 billion 

2. Standard deduction changes 

--minimum standard deduction (low income allowance) in
creased from $1,300 per return ($650 for married 
persons filing separately) to $1,900 for a joint 
return or surviving spouse, $1,600 for single persons, 
and $950 for married persons filing separately 

--maximum standard deduction increased from 15% of AGI 
(with a maximum of $2,000, or $1,000 for -a married 
person filing separately) to 16% of AGI (with a 
maximum of $2,600 for a joint return or surviving spouse, 
$2,300 for a single person, and $1,300 for married 
persons filing separately 

--effective for one year (generally 1975 calendar year) 

COST: $2.5 billion 

3. Personal exemption tax credit 

--new $30 per exemption tax credit (except blind and 
aged exemptions) in addition to present law personal 
exemptions 

--effective for one year (generally 1975 calendar year) 

COST: $5.3 billion 
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4. Earned income credit 

--refundable credit equal to 10% of earned income of 
an eligible individual with maximum of $400 

--to be eligible, must maintain a household within the 
United States that includes a dependent child 

--maximum credit phased down to zero between AGI 
$4,000 and AGI $8,000 

--under AFDC provisions, the earned income credit is 
taken into account in determining AFDC eligibility 

--effective for one year (generally 1975 calendar year) 

COST: $1.5 billion 

5. Child care deduction 

--increases the income level at which the phase out of 
of the maximum allowable deduction ($4,800) begins. 
The old phase out began at $18,000, phasing down to 
zero at $27,600. The new phase out begins at $35,000, 
phasing down to zero at $44,600 -- permanent change. 

COST: $0.l billion annually 

6. Sale of principal residence 

--increases from 12 to 18 months the period. during 
which the seller of an old principal residence must 
purchasi a new principal residence, if he wishes to 
apply section 1034 to avoid recognition of gain. When 
construction of the new principal residence is begun 
by the taxpayer himself, the period is increased from 
18 to 24 months. 

--permanent change - COST: Nominal 

7. House purchase credit 

--new tax credit for purchases of a principal residence 
equal to 5% of the taxpayer's tax basis, with maximum 
credit of $2,000. A taxpayer's tax basis in a new 
principal residence may be less than cost if, for example, 
he sold an old principal residence, avoided recognition 
of gain through the application of section 1034, and 
was required to reduce his basis in the new principal 
residence by the amount of gain not recognized. 

--applies only to purchases of new houses (including mobile 
homes and residential units in condominiums or cooperative 
housing projects). That is, the taxpayer must be the 
first occupant. 
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--applies only to new houses, etc., the construction 
of which was commenced prior to March 26, 1975. 

--purchaser must attach to his tax return a certification 
by the seller that the purchase price is the lowest 
price at which the residence was ever offered for sale. 
If the certification is false, the purchaser may 
recover, in a civil action, three times the difference 
between the purchase price and the lowest offered price 
(plus a reasonable attorney's fee) and the seller may 
be prosecuted. 

--effective for acquisitions after March 12, 1975, and 
before January 1, 1977, but applies to 1976 acquisitions 
only if constructed by the taxpayer or acquired by 
the taxpayer under a binding contract entered into 
before January 1, 1976. 

COST: $0.6 billion 

8. Withholding 

--new withholding tables reflecting standard deduction 
changes, personal exemption tax credit, and earned 
income credit to take effect May 1, 1975. IRS 
advises that employers may be unable to meet that 
deadline even if new tables made available by IRS in 
record time. 

9. Investment credit 

--two year increase in investment credit from 7% (4% 
in the case of public utilities) to 10%. Upon 
lapse of the temporary increase, public utilities 
would again be eligible for a 4% credit only. 

--additional 1% credit (for-total 11% credit) during the 
two year temporary period for corporate taxpayers 
only and on condition that stock of the taxpayer 
(or a parent corporation) having a value equal to 
the tax savings generated by the additional 1% 
credit is transferred to an employee stock ownership 
plan (ESOP). No deduction is allowed to the employer 
for the transferred stock, and the employees are 
not taxed until they receive distributions from the plan. 
The plan may be a qualified or a nonqualified plan. 
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--for public utilities, increase in the portion of 
tax liability that may be offset by the investment 
credit from 50% to: 100% in 1975 and 1976, 90% in 
1977, 80% in 1978, 70% in 1979, 60% in 1980, and 
back to 50% in subsequent years 

--increase from $25,000 to $100,000 in amount of used 
property that may qualify for investment credit 

--provision for credit to be allowed as progress 
payments are made, a permanent change 

COST: $3.3 billion 

10. Corporate tax rate changes 

--surtax exemption (which determines amount taxable at 
rates below 48%) increased from $25,000 to $50,000 
of .taxable income 

--rate on first $25,000 of taxable income reduced 
from 22% to 20% (second $25,000 of taxable income 
will be taxable at 22% rate, balance of income at 
48% rate) 

--effective for taxable years ending in 1975 

COST: $1.5 billion 

11. Accumulated earnings tax 

--minimum accumulated earnings tax credit increased 
from $100,000 to $150,000 

--permanent change -•COST: Nominal 

12. Work Incentive (WIN) Program Tax Credit 

--win credit of 20% of wages paid to a new employee 
during first 12 months of employment extended to 
employment of welfare recipients if employment 
lasts at least one month. Under present law, the 
new employee must be a participant in the WIN 
program administered by the Departments of Labor 
and Health, Education and Welfare and must be 
employed for at least 24 months 

-~as under present law, the new employee may not 
displace another employee 
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--unlike present law, the expanded credit would apply 
to nonbusiness employees (e.g., domestics), but the 
maximum credit with respect to each such nonbusiness 
employee would be $200 

--employment of migrant .workers not covered 
--effective with respect to wages paid to employees 

hired after the date of enactment for services 
rendered between the date of enactment and 
July 1, 1976. 

COST: Nominal 

13. Certain Pension Plan Contributions 

--for H.R. 10 plans, advanced by one year (to 1976 
contribution for 1975 plan years) a provision 
permitting cash basis taxpayers to treat contributions 
made before April 15 as having been made in the 
preceding year. 

14. Unemployment compensation 

--extends the maximum period of benefits from 52 to 
65 weeks, for weeks of unemployment ending before 
July 1, 1975. 

COST: $0.2 billion 

15. Payment to Social Security Recipients 

--provides $50 payment to each individual who for the 
month of March, 1975, was entitled (without regard 
to sections 202(j)(l) and 223(b) of title II of the 
Social Security Act and without the application of 
section 5(a)(ii) of the Railroad Retirement Act 
of 1974) to (1) a monthly insurance benefit 
under title II of the Social Security Act, 
(2) a monthly annuity or pension payment under one 
of the Railroad Retirement Acts, or (3) a benefit under 
SSI 

--payments to be made no later than August 31, 1975 
--any individual entitled to only one such payment 
--only United States residents are eligible 
--payments to be disregarded for purposes of other 

programs 

COST: $1.7 billion 
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Note respecting permanence of changes 

As noted above, virtually all of the tax changes and 
increased benefits are drafted as temporary changes and 
benefits effective for only one year or at most two years. 
The only permanent changes are: (1) the provision for the 
investment credit to be allowed on progress payments, (2) 
the raising of the phase-out level for the child care expense 
deduction, (3) the expansion of the tax-free rollover period 
for sales of a principal residence, and (4) the increase in 
the accumulated earnings tax credit. 

16. Limitation on percentage depletion 

eliminated immediately for majors 
exception: 22% retained for all producers for 
regulated natural gas and natural gas sold 
under fixed contract 

royalty interest owners and independents (producers 
with no retail outlets who refine less than 
50,000 bbl/day) have small production exemption 

small production exemption: 22% remains for 2,000 
bbl/day and phases down 200 bbl/day each year for 
5 years, then holds at 1,000 while rate phases 
down: 20% for 1981, 18% for 1982, 16% for 1983, 
so that for 1984 and thereafter the exemption is 
1,000 bbl/day at 15% (applies alternatively at 
taxpayer's election to natural gas on 6,000 cu. 
ft.: 1 bbl. equivalence) 

for secondary and tertiary production at the rate 
under the small production exemption stays at 
22% until 1984 when it drops to 15% 

except for new fields acquired in ~ection 351 
transfer or-transfer at death, small production 
exemption applies to production from new fields 
only if discovered by taxpayer ~-

aggregation rules prevent multiple exemptions for 
related entities. Family members treated as one 
taxpayer 

depletion allowance under small production exemp
tion limited to 65% of taxpayer's taxable income 
(computed without regard to any depletion on small 
production amount, capital loss or NOL carrybacks) 

INCREASED REVENUE: $1.6 billion 
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17. Foreign Oil-Related Income 

new limitation on foreign tax credits of oil 
companies to 110% of the U.S. rate in 1975 (52.8% 
of income); 105% of the U.S. rate in 1976 (50.4% 
of U.S. income) and 50% of U.S. income in 1977 

carryforwards from years prior to 1974 to years 
after 1974 will be computed as though the fore
going rules were in effect during those years 

excess credit resulting from the application of 
these rules can only be used to shelter other 
oil-related income, including income from shipping, 
refining, marketing, interest, and dividends 

requires for taxable years beginning after 1975, 
the use of the overall limitation in the computa
tion of the foreign tax credits of oil companies 

new recapture rule for losses incurred in oil opera
tions; foreign oil income earned after December 31, 
1975, will be treated as U.S. source income to the 
extent of any oil-related losses sustained after 
that date 

bars use of tax credits with respect to the purchase 
of oil where the taxpayer does not have an economic 
interest in such oil and where such oil is not 
purchased and sold at its fair market value. This 
provision is effective for years after D.ecember 31, 
1974 

18. Deferral - Changes in Subpart F 

terminates the minimum distributions exception to 
subpart F (Section 963) 

terminates the exception to subpart F which allows 
deferral where tax haven income is reinvested in 
a less developed country corporation 

revises the present rule permitting deferral of 
tax on foreign tax haven income where less than 
30% of such income is tax haven income to terminate 
such deferral where the tax haven income exceeds 
10% of income 

terminates the exception to subpart F for shipping 
income except where such income is reinvested in 
shipping operations 

allows deferral of income on sales by a foreign 
sales corporation of agricultural products which 
are not grown in commercially marketable quantities 
in the U.S. 

all of the foregoing changes are effective in taxable 
years beginning after December 31, 1975 
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19. DISC 

--terminates DISC deferral privileges for sales of 
energy resources such as coal, oil and uranium 

--effective for sales made after March 18, 1975 

20. Oil Rigs - Investment Tax Credit 

--disallows investment tax credit for oil rigs used in 
international or territorial waters outside the 
northern portion of the western hemisphere 
effective fo~ investments after March 18, 1975, 
unless made pursuant to contracts binding on 
April 1, 1974 

ADDITIONAL REVENUES: (Sections 17, 18, 19 
and 20 combined): $0.l billion first year, 
$0.6 billion in following years 



• 
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COMPARISON 

Comparison of the effects on Fiscal Year Receipts of the 
President's Stimulus Package, The House Bill, The Senate Bill, 
and The Conference Bill 

President's Stimulus Programl .•.••••..•• 

House Bill ............................. . 

Senate Finance Committee Bill2 .••..•.••.. 
. ' 

Conference Bill3 .•••....••••.•••••••••••. 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 

Off ice of Tax Analysis 

{ . 
Fiscal Years 
1975 1976 

. . $ billions 

-7.3 -9.0 

-10.0 -7.3 

-13.0 -16.5 

-10.7 -10.5 

1Adjusted from original estimate for different timing on the 
first rebate payment. 

. 

2Excludes $3.4 billion of payments to social security benefits 
and $0.2 billion of unemployment payments. 

3 Excludes $1.7 billion of payments to social security benefits 
and $0.2 billion of unemployment payments. 

. ) 



Comparison of House, Senate and Conference Bills 

($ billions) 

Tax Reductions House Senate Conference 

I. Individuals: 
Refund of 1974 liability .•.•••..•. 
Standard deduction increase .•..••• 
Credit . .......................... . 
Tax rate reductions •.•.••.•.•....• 
Earned income credit ..•.•••.•..•.. 
House purchase credit .•.•....•..•. 
Child care . ...................... . 
Home insulation ....••••.•..•....•. 

Total individuals 

Business: 
Investment tax credit .•.••••...... 
Corporate surtax exemptions •••..... 
Tax rate reduction •...•.•..•..•••. 
Loss carryback, carry forward .•••. 
Repeal truck excise taxes .••••.... 

Total business ....•.•........•.• 

II. Increased expenditures: 
$100 payment to certain program 
beneficiaries ..•.......•..•...... 
Emergency unemployment benefits •.. 

Total increased expenditures .... 

III. Tax increases: 

8.1 
5.2 

2.9 

2.4 
1.2 

Depletion ............•.•...•....• (2.2) 
Foreign oil taxation ......•..•..• 
Deferral of foreign income .•....• 

Total tax increases. . . • • . • . . . . . . (2. 2) 

Total net revenue loss ..•...•.. 17.6 

Off ice of the Secretary of the Treasury 
Off ice of Tax Analysis 

9.7 

6.3 
2.3 
1. 5 
1.1 
1. 7 
0.7 

23.3 

4.3 
1. 2 
0.7 
0.5 
0.7 
7.4 

3.4 
0.2 
3.6 

( 1. 7) 
( 1. 5) 
(0.5) 
( 3. 7) 

30.6 

8.1 
2.5 
5.3 

1. 5 
0.6 
0.1 

18.1 

3.3 
1. 2 
0.3 

1. 7 
0.2 
1. 9 

( 1. 6) 
( 0. 1) 

( 1. 7) 

23.1 

.. 
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MATERIAL RELATING TO THE PRESIDENT'S TAX 
PROGRAM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

Twenty-six years ago, a freshman Congressman, a y'oung 
fellow, with lots of idealism who was out to change the 
world, stood befor•e Speaker Sam Rayburn in the well .of 
this House and solemnly swore to the same oath you took 
yesterday. That is an unforgettable ·experience, and I 
congretulate you all. · .. ' 

Two days later. that same freshman sat in the back row 
as President Truman: all charged up by his single-handed 
election victory, reported as the Constitution requires · 
on the State of the U:nion. . 

When the bipartisan applause· stopped, President Truman 
said: 

11 I am happy to report to· this. Eighty-first Congress 
that the State of the Union is good. Our Nation is better 
able than ever befor!: to meet the needs of the American 
people and to give them their fair chance in the pursuit 
of happiness. It is foremost among the nations of the 
world in the search fo!' peace." 

Today, that freshman Member from Michig-an stands where 
Mr. Truman stood and I must say to you that ·tr.e State of _the 
Union is not good. ·· 

Millions of Americans are out of ,work .. Recession· and 
inflation are eroding the money of miilions more. Prices 
z.r-e too high and sales are too slow. 

(1) 
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This year's Federal deficit will be about $30 billia~; 
next year's probably $45 billion. The national debt will 
rise to over $SOO billion. 

Our plant capacity and productivity are not increasing 
fast enough. We depend on others for essential energy. 

Some people question their government's ability to make 
the hard decisions and stick with them. They expect Washington 
politics as usual. · 

Yet, what President Truman said on January 5, 1949, is 
even more ttue in 1975. 

We are better able to meet the peoples' needs. 

All Americans do have a fairer chance to pursue 
happiness. Not only are we still the foremost nation in 
pursuit of peace, but today's prospects of attaining it 
are infinitely brighter. · · 

There were 59,000,000 Americans employed at the etart 
of 1949. Now there l}re more than 85,000,000 Americans who 
have jobs. In comparable dollars, the averaf!e income of 
the Am~rican family has doubled during the past 26 years. 

Now, I want to speak very bluntly. I've got bad news, 
and I don't expect any applause. The American people want 
action and it will take both the Coneress and the President 
to give them what they want. Progress and solutions can be 
achieved. And they will be achieved. 

My message today is not intended to address all the 
complex needs of America. I will send separate messages 
making specific recommendations for domestic legislation, 
such as General Revenue Sharing and the extension of the 
Voting Rights Act. 

The moment has come to move in a new direction. We 
can do this by fashioning a new partnership between the 
Congress, the White House and the people we both represent. 

Let us mobilize the most powerful and creative 
industrial nation that ev~r existed on this earth to put 
all our people to work. The emphasis of our economic 
efforts must now shift from inflation to jobs. 

To bolster business and industry and to create new 
jobs, I propose a one-year tax reduction of $16 billion. 
Three-quarters would go to individuals and one-quarter to 
promote business investment. 

, 
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This cash rebate to individuals amounts to 12 percent 
of 1974 tax payments -- a total cut of $12 billion, with a 
maximlim .or $1,900 per return. · · . . 

• .J ••• 

I call' today on the Congr<ess to act by April 1. If you 
do, the Treasury can send the first check for half the rebate 
in May and the second by September. 

·' • v ••• • • • 

The other one-fourth of the cut, about $4 billion, will 
go to businesses, including farms, to promote expansion and 
create more jobs. The one-year reduction for businesses 
would be' in the form of a liberalized investment tax credit 
increasing .. the rate to 12 percent f?r all businesses~ 

'This tax cut does not include the more fundamental 
reforms needed in our tax system. But it points us in the 
right direction -- allowing us as taxpayers rather than the 
Government to ;spend our pay. . . . 

'cutting taxes, now, is essential if we are to turn the 
economy around. A tax cut offers the best hope of creating 
more jobs.· Unfortunately, it will increase th,¢ size of the 
budget deficit. Therefore, it is more important than ever 
that· we take steps to control the growth of Federal 
expenditures. 

Part of our trouble is that we have been self-indulgent. 
For decades, we have been voting ever-increasing levels of 
Government benefits -- and now the bill has come due. We 
have been adding so many new programs that the size and 
growth of the Federal budget has taken on a life of its 
own.: · 

One characteristic of these programs is that their 
cost increases automatically every year because the number 
of people eligible for most of these benefits increases 
every year. When these programs are enacted, there is no 
dollar amount set. No one knows what they will cost. All 
we know is that whatever they cost last year, they will cost 
more n~xt year. . 

1 
· · 

It. is a question of simple arithmetic. Unless we check 
the excessive growth of Federal expenditures or impose on 
ourselves matching.increases in taxes, we will continue to 
run huge inflationary deficits in the Federal budget. ' 

If we project the current built-in momentum of Federal 
spending through the next 15 years, Federal, State, and local 
government expenditures could' easily comprise nalf of our 
gross national product. This compares with less than a third 
in 1975. 
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· .· I ·am now in the process ·or :prep·aring the ·budget sub
missions for fiscal year 1976. In:chat budget, I will 
propose legislation to restrain the growth of a number of 
existing programs. I have also concluded that no new 
spending programs can be initiated this year, except those 
for energy. Further, I will not hesitate to veto any new 
spending programs adopted by the ·congress. 

As an additional step toward putting .the Federal 
govel'nment's house in order, I recommend a five percent 
limit. on Federal pay. increases in 1975.. In all Government 
programs tied to the consumer price index. -- including 
social security, civil service and military retirement 
pay, and food stamps -.., I also propose .a _onE!-year maximum 
increase or 5 percent. ., •" 

None ·or these recommended ce1i'inf(l1mitati~ns. over 
which the Congress has final authority, are easy to propose, 
because in most cases they involve anticipated payments to 
many_ deserving people. Nonetheless, it must be done. I 
mu~t· emphasize that· I am not asking you to eliminate. 
reduce or freeze these payments. I am merely recommending 
that we slow down the. rate at which these payments increase 
and these programs grow. 

Only a reduction in the growth in.spending can keep 
Federal borrowing down and reduce the damage to the private 
sector from high interest rates. Only .a reduction in 
spending can make it possible for the Federal Reserve 
System to avoid an inflationary growth in the money supply 
and thus restore balance to our economy. A major reduction 
in the growth or Federal spending can help to dispel the 
uncertainty that so many feel about our economy, and put 
us cm the way to cµring our economic ills. 

If we do not act to slow down the rate or increase in 
Federal spending, the United States Treasury will be legally 
obligated to spend more than $360 billion in Fiscal Year 
1976 -- even if no new programs are enacted. These are 
not matters of conjecture or prediction, but again of simple 
arithmetic. The size of these numbers and their implications 
for our everyday life .and the health of our economic system 
are shocking. . 

I submitted to the last Congress a 'list or budget 
deferrals and recisions. There will be more cuts recom
mended in the budget I will submit. -Even so• the level 
of outlays for .fiscal year. 1976 is still much too high. 

. Not· only is it too high for this year bu.t the decisions 
we make now inevitably have a major and growing impact on 
expenditure levels in future years. Tnis is a fundamental 
issue we must jointly solve. 

1. .. , 
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The economic dlsruption we and others are experiencing 
stems in part from the fact that· the world price of petroleum 
has quadrupled in the last year. But we cannot put all of 
the blame on the oil-exporting nations. We in the 
United States are not blameless. Our growing dependence 
upon foreign sources has been adding to our vulnerability 
for years and we did nothing to prepare ourse~ves for an 
event such as the embargo of 1973. ·c 

During the 1960s, this country"h'ad a surplus capacity 
of crude oil, which we were able to make available to our 
trading partners whenever there was a disruption of supply. 
This surplus capacity enabled us to influence both supplies 
and prices of crude oil throughout the world. Our excess 
capacity neutralized any effort at establishing an effective 
cartel, and thus the rest or the·'World was assured of 
adequate supplies· of oil at reasonable ~rices. 

In the 1960s; our surplus capacity vanished and, as a 
consequence, the latent power of the oil cartel could emerge 
in full force. Europe and Japan, both-heavily dependent on 
imported oil, now struggle to keep their economies in 
balance. Even the United States, which is far more se}f
sufficient than most other industrial countries, has been 
put under serious pressure. 

r» 
I am prop~sing ·a program which will begin to restore 

our country's surplus capacity in total energy. In this 
way, we will be able to assure ourselves reliable and 
adequate energy and help roster a new world energy stability 
for other major consuming nations. . . 

B~t. this. Na~fon and, in fac·t, the world must face the 
prospect of energy difficulties between now and 1985. This 
program will impose burdens on all of us with the aim of 
reducing our consumption of energy and increasing pro
duction. Great attention has been pai:d to cons·iderations 
of fairness.and I can assure you that the burdens will not 
fall more harshly on those less able to bear them. 

I am recommending a plan to make us invulnerable to 
cut-offs of foreign oil. It will require sacrifices. 
But it will work. 

I have set the following national energy goals to 
assure that our future is as secure and productive as 
our past: 

First, we must reduce oil imports by l million 
barrels per day by the end of this year and by 
2 million barrels per day by the end of 1977. 
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Second, we must end vulnerability to economic 
disruption by foreign suppliers by 1985. 
I : 

•Third, we must develop our energy technology 
and resources so that the· United States has 
the ability to supply a significant share of 
the energy needs of the Free World by the end 
of this·century. 

........ 
To attain these objectives, we need immediate action 

to .• cut imports. . Unfortunately, in the short-term there 
are only a limited nwnber of actions which can increase. 
domestic su~ply. I will press for all of them. 

· .. I· urge quick action on legislation to allow commercial 
. production at·the Elk·Hills, California, Naval Petroleum 
. Reserve, In order that .we make greater use of domestic coal 
resources, I am submitting amendments to the Energy Supply 
and Environmental Coordination Act which will greatly 
increase the number of power plants that can be promptly 
converted to coal. · · · · 

. '~ ' ... 
vol.Ul1~ary· conservation continu~s to be essential~ but 

tougher programs are ·also needed -- and needed now. There-, 
fore, I am using Presidential powers to raise the fee on , 
all imported crude oil and petroleum products. Crude oil 
fee levels will be increased $1 per barrel on February 1, 
by $2 per barrel on March·1 and by $3 per barrel on April 1. 
I will take action to.reduce undue hardship on any geo
graphical region. The foregoing are interim administrative 

· actions. ·.They will ·be rescinded when the necessary 
legislation is enacted. · 

To that end, I am· requesting the Congress td act within 
90 days· 6n a more comprehensive energy tax· program.· ·It_." 
includes: · · 

-.Excise taxes•and import fees totalling $2 per 
barrel on product imports and on all crude.oil. 

. . ' . . 

Oeregulation of new natural gas and enactment of 
·a~natural gas excise tax. 

Enactment of a windfall profits tax by April l 
to ensure that oil producers do not profit 
unduly. At the same time I plan to take'·· 
Presidential initiative to decontrol the price 
of domestic crude oil on April 1. 

'' 
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. •The sooner Congress· acts, the more effective the oil 
conservation program will be and the quicker the Federal 
revenues can be returned to our people. 

I am prepared to use Presidential authority to limit 
imports, as necessary, to assure the success.of this program. 

I want you to know that before deciding on my energy 
conservation program, I considered rationing and higher 
gasoline taxes as alternatives. Neither·would achieve 
the desired results and both would produce unacceptable 
inequities. 

A massive program must be initiated to increase energy 
supply, cut demand and provide new standby emergency 
programs to achieve the independence we want by 1985. 
The largest part of increased oil production must come 
from new frontier· areas on the Outer Continental Shelf 
and from the Naval Petroleum Reserve N.;.i. 4 in Alaska. It 
is the intention of this Adrninii··;:::::ntj_cn tc r·.c·.rc a.·~.~2c~ ~7ith 
exploration, leasing and production on those fr0n~ie= 
areas of the Outer Continental Shelf where the ·environ
mental risks are acceptable. 

Use of our most abundant domestic resource -- coal -
is severely limited. We must strike a reasonable compromise 
on environmental concerns with coal. I i;tm submitting Clean 
Air Act amendments which will allow.greater coal use with
out sa~rificing our clean air goals. 

. I Vetoed the strip ~ining legislation passed by the last 
Congress. With appropriate changes, I will sign a .revised 
version into law. 

·I am proposing a number of actions· to energize our 
nuclear power program. I will submit ·legislation to · · 
expedite• nuclear licensing and the rapid selection of sites. 

In recent months, utilities have cancelled or postponed 
over 60 percent of planned nuclear expansion and 30 percent 
of ·plarined additions to non-nuclear capacity. Financing 
problems for that industry are growing worse. I am there
fore recommending that the one year investment tax credit 
of 12 percent be extended an additional two years to 
specifically speed the construction of power plants t_hat 
do not use natural gas or oil. I am also submitting 
proposals for selective changes _in State utility commission 
regulations. 
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To provide the critical stability for our domestic 
energy production in the face of world price uncertainty, 
I will request ._legislation to authorize and require tariffs, 
j_mport quotas or pri'ce floors to protect our energy prices 
at levels which will achieve energy independence. 

Increasing ene'rgy supplies· is, not enough. We must also 
take additional steps to cut long-term consumption. I 
therefore propose: . , . 

. '. j 
I 

Legislation to make thermal efficiency standards 
mandatory for all new ·buildings in the United States. 
Th_,ese standards would be set after appropriate 
consultation with architects, builders and labor. 

· -- A new tax credh of up .to ·$150 'for tho~e horn~ 
owners who tnstall insulation equipment. 

,The· establishment of an energy con~er,j.ation. 
program to help low income families purchase 
insulation supplies. · · , . . • 

Legislation to modify and defer automotive 
pollution standards for 5 years to enable us 
to improve new automobile gas mileage 40 percent 
by 1980. 

These proposats and actions, cumulatively, can reduce 
our dependence on foreign energy supplies to 3-5 million 
barrels per day by 1985. To make the United States · 
invulnerable to foreign disruption, I propose standby 
emergency legislation and a strategic storage program of 
1 billion barrel~ of oil for domestic needs and 300 million 
barrels for defense purposes. 

I will. ask for the funds needed for energy research 
and development act

0

i"'.ities. I have established a goal of 
1 million barrels of synthetic fuels and shale oil p~oduction 
per day by 1985 together with an incentive program to achieve 
it. 

I believe in America's capabiliti~s. Within the next 
ten ·years, my program envisions: · 

· 200 major nuclear power plants, 

250 major ne_w coal mines, 

·150 major coal-fired power plants, 

30 major new oil refineries, 

.... 

•' 

~I 
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20 major new synthetic fuel plants, 

the drill~ng of many thousands of new oil wells, 

the insulation of 18 million homes, 

and construction of millions of new automobiles, 
.trucks and buses that use much less fuel. 

··''We can do it. In another crisis -- the one in 1942 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt ~aid this country would 
build ·60-,000 aircraft. By 1943, production had reached 
125,009. airplanes annually. . . , •. 

lf the Congress and the A~erican people will work-with 
me to .. attain these, targets, they will be achieved and , 
surpassed~ .' · .... ,..... " 

From adversity, let us seize opportunity. Revenues of 
some,$30 billion from higher e~ergy taxes designed to 
encourage conservation must be.refunded to the American 
peopl~ in a manner which corrects distortion& in our tax· 
system wrought by ~nflation. 

.... Pe.'.>pi~ have been pushed into higher tax brackets by 
inflation with a consequent reduction in their actual 
spending power. Business taxes are similarly distorted 
because inflation exaggerates reported profits resulting 
in excessive taxes. . . 

Accordingly, I propose that future.individual income 
taxes be reduced by $16.5 billion. This will be done by 
raising the low income allowance and reducing .tax rates. 
This continuing tax cut will primarily benefit lower and 
middle i_ncome taxpayers. . . . .. 

For example •. a typical family o'r f~ur with a g;oss 
income of $5,600 now pays $185 in Federal income taxes. 
Under this tax cut plan, they would pay nothing.· A family 
of four with a gross income of $12,500 now pays $1,260 in 
Federal taxes. My plan reduceo that by $300. Families 
grossing $20,000 would receive a reduction of $210. 

Those with the very lowest incomes, who can least 
afford higher costs, must also be compensated. I propose 
a payment of $80 to every person 18 years of age and 
older in.that category. 

' State a:nd local governments will receive $2 billion 
in additional revenue sharing to offset their increased 
energy costs. 
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To offset inflationary· distortions and to generate 
more economic activity, the corporate tax rate:will.be 
reduced from 48 percent to 42 percent. · 

Now, let me turn to the international dimension of the 
present crisis. At no time in our peacetime history has 
the state of the Nation depended more heavily on the state 
of the world. And seldom if ever has the state of the 
world depended more.heavily on the state of our Nation. 

. The economic distress is global. We will not s·olve 
it· at home unless we .. help. to remedy the profound economic 
dislocation abroad. World trade and monentary structure 
provides markets, energy, food and vital raw materials 
for all nations. This international system is now in 
jeopardy. : ~ .: .~. .. . ~ : . r 

This Nation can be proud of significant achievements 
in recent years in solving problems and crises. The Berlin 
Agreement, the SALT agreements, our new relationship with 
China, the unprecedented efforts in the Middle East -- are 
immensely encouraging. But the world is not free from 
crisis. In a world of 150 nat~.ons, where nuclear technology 
is proliferating and regional conflicts continue, inter-
national security cannot be . taken .. for granted. · 

So let there be no mistake about it: international 
cooperation is a vital fact of our lives today. This is 
not a moment for the American people to turn inward. 
i1ore than ever bef6re, our own well··being depends on 
America's determination and, .leadership in the world. 

· We are a great Nation -- spiritually, politically, 
militarily, diplomatically and economically. America's 
commitment to internatjonal security has sustained the 
safety of allies and friends in many areas -- in the 
Middle East, in Europe, in Asia. Our turning away would 
unleash new instabilities and dangers around the globe 
which would, in turn, threaten our own security. 

At the end of World War II, we turned a similar 
challenge into an historic achievement. An old order was 
in disarray; political and economic institutions were 
shattered. In that period, this Nation and its partners 
built new institutions, new mechanisms of mutual support 
and cooperation. Today, as then, we face an historic 
opportunity. If we act, imaginatively and boldly, as we 
acted then, this period will in retrospect be seen as one 
of the great creative moments of our history. 

The whole world is watching to see how we respond. 

'·· 
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A.resurgent American economy would do more to restore 
the confidence of the world in its own future than anything 
else we. can do. The progr•am that this Congress will pass 
can demonstrate to the world that we have started to put 
our own house in order. !~.can show that this Nation is 
able and willing to help other nations meet the common 
challenge .. It can· demonstrat·e that the United States 
will fulfill its responsibility. as a leader among nations. 

. . . ; 

·:•'..At ·stake .is the future of the industrialized democraci·es, 
which have. perceived their destiny in ·common and sustaine~ 
.it in common for 30 years. 

·. · :· · The- developing nations. are a1·so at a t·i.trhing poin.t. 
The poorest nations see their hopes of feeding their hungry 
and· developing their societies shattered ·t(y· the economic · 
crisis. The long-term economic future for the producers 
of raw materials also depends on cooperative solutions. 

Our relations wi-th the Communist countries are a basic 
factor of the world environment. We must seek to build a 
long-term basis for coexistence. We will stand by our 
principles and our interests; we will act firmly when 

. challenged. The kind of world we want depends on a broad 
policy of creating mutual inceutives for restraint and 
for cooperation. · 

As we niove" forward to meet OUr·"l!;lobal 'Challenges. and 
opportunities, we must have the too~s to do the job. 

;_ .. 
Our military forces are strong and ready. This 

military strength deters aggression against our allies, 
stabilizes our relations with former adversaries and 
protects our homeland. Fully adequate conventional and 
strategic forces·cost many billions, but these dollars 
are sound insurance for our safety and a more peaceful 
world. 

Military strength alone is n·ot sufficient.· Effective 
diplomacy is also essential in preventing conflict and 
building world understanding. The Vladivostok negotiations 
with the Soviet Union represent a major step in ;inodera'fing 
ntratogio arms competition. My recent discussions with 
leaders of the Atlantic Community, Japan and South Korea 
have contributed to our meeting the common challenge. 

But we have serious problems before us that require 
cooperation between the President and the Congress. By 
the Constitution and tradition, the execution of foreign 
policy is the responsibility of the President. · 
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In recent years, under the stress of the Vietnam War, 
legislative restrictions on the President's capability to 
execute foreign and military decisions have proliferated. 
As a member of the Congress, I opposed some and approved 
others. As President, I welcome the advice and cooperation 
of the House and Senate. 

But, if our foreign policy is to be successful we 
cannot rigidly restrict in lee;islation the ability of the 
President to act. The conduct of negotiations is ill 
suited to such limitations. For my part, I pledge this 
Administration will act in the closest consultations with 
the Congress as we face delicate situations and troubled 
times throughout the globe. 

When I became President only five months ago, I promised 
the last Congress a policy of communication, conciliation, 
compromise and cooperation. I renew that pledge to the new 
members of this Congress. 

' .. · 
To sum up: 

America needs a new direction which I have sought to 
chart here today -- a change of course which will: 

put the unemployed back to work; 

increase real income and production; 

restrain the growth of government spending; 

achieve energy independence; and 

-- advance the cause of world understanding. 

We have the ability. We hav~ the know~how. In.part
nership with the American people, we will achieve these 
objectives. 

As our 200th anniversary approaches, we owe it to 
ourselves, and to posterity, to rebuild our political and 
economic strength. Let us make America, once again, and 
for centuries more to come, what it has so long been -- a 
stronghold and beacon-light of liberty for the world. 

GERALD R. FORD 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

January 15, 1975 . .. 

'• 
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':'he President's Economlc and Tax Prograr.i 

The President's State of the Union Address outlined the 
nation's current economic situation and outlook, and his 
economic and tax proeram which are.designed•to wage a 
simultaneous three,front ciµ:ipaign against recession, in
flation and enercy dependence. 

BACKGr..omm 

The u.s.·econQ'i!ly.is faced with'the closely linked problems 
of inflation.and recession. Durin~ 1974, the econooy 
experienced t11e hi~hest rate of inflatiop since Uorld 
Har II. Late in ];';7lp,_ l'lhen a -r~cessi'cfo set in, une::iploy
ment rose sharply.to over 7 percent, the hiP,hest level 
in 13 yeara . ., ., · · · · 

Accelerated inflation had.its roots in the policies·of the 
past an<l several recent develop~ents not subject to IJ.S. 
control. Specifically: ·;·. . . 

Excessive Federal spendin3 and lendine for·over 
a decade anu too ouc~1 oon~y and credit e;rowth. 

Unusually poor harvest~· contributed heavily to 
world-wide food shortases and escalating food 
prices. 

Horid petroleur. product prices increased · ... 
drarnatical+y due to t~e Arab n&tions' enbarzo 
on shi?uents of oil to the u.n., the quadru
plinr, of the price of crude oil by the OPEC 
nations, and their sharo recuctions in 
crude oil production to .. Bair..tain hi:;her prices. 
~iiGher ener3y pricec ware passed through in 
the prices of othe4 products and services. 

'.i.'he clecline in U.S. domestic production of oil 
and natural gas ti1at be.::;an in the 19'.i•J' s also 
contributed to hisher ener~y prices. 
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An economic boom occurred simultaneously in 
the industrialized nations of the world. 

There were two international devaluations of the 
dollar. 

Inflation contributed strongly to the forces of recession: 

The real purchasing power of workers' paychecks 
was red~;ed. 

Inflation also reduced consumer confidence, 
contributing to the.most .severe slump in 
consumer purchasing since World War II. 

Inflation forced interest rates to very high levels, 
draining funds out of financial institutions that 
supply most mortgage loans and thus· sharply reducing 
construction of homes •. 

Federal Government spending and lending programs, 
accounting for over half the funds raised in 
capital markets, reduced the amount ,of money 
.available for capital investments needed to. raise 
productivity and increase living standards_. 

CURRENT SITUATION AND NEAR-TERM OUTLOOK 

The economy is now in a full-fledged recession and unemploy·· 
ment will rise further. Inflation continues at a rapid pace 
and the ·need 'to take· iminediate steps to conserve energy will 
further complicate the problem initially. 

There are no instant cures. A careful and balanced policy 
approach is required. It will take time to yield full results. 
There is, however, 110 prospect of a long and deep economic 
downturn on tbe·scale of the 1930's. 

,., 

'" 

.. 
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~ ELEl1ENTS OF THE Pil.ZSIDEnT'S !:CONOHIC AtlD TAX PROGRAM 

I. 

II. 

III. 

A $16 Billion Temporary, Anti-Recession Tax 
~ei!UCtion. This major reauctlon rn taxeS"P'roposed 
for lnalviduals and businesses is designed to 
restore consumer confidence and promote a recovery 
of production and employment. The recession is 
deeper and more widespread than expected earlier, 
but the tax reduction -- together with the easing 
of monetary conditions that has already taken 
place -- will support a healthy economic recovery. 
The tax reduction must be temporary to avoid 
excessive stimulus resulting in a new price 
explosion and congested capital carkets. The 
temporary nature of the reduction is consistent 
with the long-term economic goals of a~hieving 
and maintaining reasonable price stability and 
raising the share of national output devoted to 
saving and capital formation. 

Enerny Taxes and Fees. Energy excise taxes and 
fees on petroleumliiiCf natural gas will reduce use of 
these energy sources and reduce the nation's need 
for importing expensive and insecure foreign oil. 
Removal of price controls from domestic crude oil 
(together with other energy actions) ldll encourage 
domestic oil production. A windfall profits tax 
would recover windfall profits resulting from 
crude oil decontrol. Energy taxes and fees are 
expected to raise $30 billion in new Federal 
revenues on an annual basis. 

Permanent Tax Reduction !lade Possible !!Y Energy 
Taxes ana Fees. The $30-sirlion annuai-revenue 
from-energy conservation excise taxes and fees 
and the windfall profits tax on crude oil would 
be returned to the economy through a major tax 
cut, a cash payment for non-taxpayers, and direct 
distribution to governmental units. Tax reductions 
are designed to go mainly to low-and middle-income 
taxpayers. · 
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One Year Moratorium on New Federal S~ending Programs. 
The mor.atorium on newspending programs proposed by 
the President will permit the Federal Government to 
move toward long-term budget responsibility and to 
avoid refueling inflation when the economy begins 
rising again. 

Budget Reductions. The President will propose 
significant spending reductions in his Fiscal 
Year 1976 Budget. The reductions total more than 
$17 billion, including $7.8 billion savings from 
reductions proposed last year and $6.1 billion 
from the 5 percent ceiling to be proposed on 
Federal employee pay increases and on Federal 
benefit programs that rise automatically with 
the Consumer Price Index. 
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SPECIFIC PROPOSALS ANNOUNCED ~ THE PRESIDENT 

I. ·, ! Temporary •. Anti-Recession Tax Cut of $16 
· ·.': rl'lillion. The President proposed a temporary, 

· · tax reductfon of approximately $16 billion to 
provide prompt stimulus to consumer spending 
and business investment. The tax cut is 
divided 75 percent to individuals and 25 percent 
to corporations, which is approximately the 
ratio that individual income taxes bear to 
corporate income taxes. The cuts would be: 

A. ! Tax Reduction for Individuals of $12 Billion. 

1. Individuals will receive .a cash refund 
equal to 12 percent of trnHr 1974 tax 
liabilities, as reported on their 1974 tax 
returns now being filed, up to a limit of 
$1,000. Married couples filing separately 
wou_ld receive a maximum refund of $500 each. 

2. .The temporary reduction will be a uniform 
12 percent for all taxpayers up to about the 
$41.,000 income level where the $1,000 maximum 
takes effect, and will then be a progres
sively smaller percentage for taxpayers above 
that level. 

3; The refund will be paid in two equal 
installments in 1975 with payments of the 

. first installment beginning in· May and the 
second in September. 

4. The .proposal does not affect in any way 
the manner in which taxpayers complete and 
file their 1974 tax returns. Th~y will file 
and pay their tax in accordance with existing 
law, without regard to the tax reduction. 
Later .they will receive their refund checks 

. .from the: Internal Revenue Service. Because 
·.;nn changes in deductions and other such items 

are.involved, the Internal Revenue Service 
:will be able to determine the amount of the 
refund and mail the checks without requiring 
further forms and computations from taxpayers. 
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5. The effect of the tax refund can be 
illustrated for a family of four as follows: 

Present Proposed Percent 
Gross Income Tax Refund Saving 

$ 5,000 
7,000 

10,000 
12,500 
15,000 
20,000 
40,000 
50 ,_000 
60,000 

100,000 
200,000 

$ 98 $ 12 -12.0% 
402 48 -12.0% 
867 104 -12.0% 

1,261 151 ··12. 0% 
1,699 204 -12.0% 
2,660 319 -12.0% 
7,958 955 ·12.0% 

ll,465 1,000 - 8. 7% 
15,460 1,000 - 6.5% 
33,340 1,000 .. 3. 0% 
85,620 1,000 - 1.2% 

Although the taxpayer will not ·figure his own 
refund, it is a simple matter for him to 
anticipate how much the Internal Revenue 
Service will be sending him, by calculating 
12 percent of his total tax "liability for the 
year (on Form 1040 for 1974, it is line 18, 
page l, and on Form 1040A, line 19). 

B. A Temporary Increase in Investment Tax Credit 
for Business an<_! Farmers of J4 billion.---

1. There will be an increase for one year in 
the investment tax credit to 12 percent for 
all taxpayers, including utilities (which 
presently hav.e, in effect-, a 4 percent credit). 
Utilities will continue to receive a 12 percent 
credit for two additional years for qualified 
investment in electrical power plants other 
than oih or gas-fit'ed facilities. 

2. This-increase in the credit will provide 
benefits· of $4 billion in 1975 to immediately 
stimulate job-creating investment. (In view 
of the need for speedy enactment and the 
temporary nature of the increased credit, 
this change does not include the basic re
structuring of the credit as proposed on a 
permanent basis in October_ 1974.) 

., 
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3. With respect to utilities, it includes a 
temporary increase in the amount of credit 
which may be used to offset income tax. 
Under current law, not more than 50 percent 
of the income tax liability 'for the year may 
be offset by the investment credit. Since 
many utilities have credits they have been 
unable to use because of this limitation, 
under this proposal utilities will be permit. 
ted to use the credit to offset up to 75 per-· 
cent of their tax liability for 1975, 
70 percent for 1976, 65 percent for 1977. and 
so on, until 1980, when they will in five 
annual steps have returned to the 50 percent 
limitation app~icabl~ to industry generally. 
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4. The 12 nercent credit will apply to 
property placed in service during 1975 and 
to property ordered during 1975 if placed 
in service before the end of 1975. Tae 
credit will also be available to the extent 
of construction, reconstruction or erection 
of property by or for a taxpayer durin~ 
1975, without regard to the date ultitr~tely 
placed in service. Similar rules will apply 
to investment in electrical power plants other 
than oil-or gas-fired facilities for which 
the 12 oercent credit will continue through 
1977. • 

Endr~y ~onservation Taxes ~nd fees. Energy taxes 
an ees, in conjunction witn domestic crude oil 
price decontrol and the proposed windfall profits 
tax, would raise about $30 billion on an annual 
basis. The fees and taxes and related actions 
(discussed more fully in Part Two of this Fact 
Sheet) include: 

A. ~dministrative Actions. 

l. Import Fee -- The President is acting 
imediate!y"WTthin existing authorities to 
increase import fees on crude oil and 
petroleum products. These new import fees 
uill be modified upon passage of the 
President's legislative package. 

(a) Import fees on crude oil and petroleum 
products will be increased by $1 effective 
February l, 1975; an additional $1 effective 
Harch l; and another $1 effective April l, 
for a total increase of $3.00 per barrel. 
Currently existing fees will also r~rnain 
in effect. 

··1 
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(b) FEA' s nold Oil J:ntitle1nents" proerarn will 
be utilized to spread price increases on crude 
among all refiners, and to lessen dispropor
tionate rer;ional e~fects, such as New England, 
or in any specific industries or areas of 
human need where oil is essential. 

(c) As of February 1975, product imports 
will cease to be covered by FFA's "Old Oil 
Entitler.1ents 11 program. In order to overcome 
any severe regional impacts that could be 
caused by large fees in import dependent 
areas, imported products will receive a fee 
rebate correspondinr, to the benefit which 
would have been obtained under that program. 
The rebate should be approximatelr $1.00 in 
February, $1. 40 in l.farch, and ~l . ..;O per 
barrel thereafter. 

(d) The icport fee procram will reduce 
imports by an estimated 500l000 barrels 
per day and ~enerate about ~400 million 
per month in revenues by April. 

2. Crude Oil Price Decontrol -- To stimulate 
domei'ffC'"production and further cut demand, 
steps will be' taken to remove price controls 
on domestic crude oil by April 1, 1975, 
subject to congressional disapproval as 
provided by §4(3) of the Emergency Petroleum 
Allocation Act of 1973. 

3. Control of Imports -- The energy conservation 
measures to oe imposed administratively out
lined above, the enerey conservation taxes 
outlined below and other ener~y conservation 
measures covered in Part Two below, will be 
supplemented by the use of Presidential power 
to limit oil imports as necessary to fully 
achieve the President's goals of reducing 
foreign oil imports by one million barrels 
a day by the end of 1975 and by two million 
barrels before the end of 1977. 
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Taxes Proposed to the Congress. The President 
iiKiCI' the Conr,riis to pass Within 90 days a 
comprehensive energy conservation tax program 
which will raise an estimated $30 billion in 
revenues on an· annual basis. The taxes proposed 
are: 

1. Petroleum Excise Tax and I~ort Fee -- An 
excise ta:c on all dor:iesticcrue ollO! $2 per 
barrel and a fee on W.norted crude oil and 
product inports of $2 per barrel. 

2. Hatural Gas Excise Tax -- An eltcise tax 
on natural ~as-of 37¢ per-thocsand cubic feet 
(ocf), the equivalent on a Btu basis to the 
$2 per barrel petroleum excise tax and import 
fee. 
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3. Windfall Profits Tax -- To ensure that 
the end of contiOIS'"""on .crude oil prices 
does not result in one sector of the 
economy benefitting unfairly at the expense 
of other sectors, a windfall profits tax 
will be levied on the profits realized by 
producers of domestic oil. This tax is 
in~ended to recapture excessive profits 
which would otherwise be realized by 
producers as a result of the rise in 
international oil prices. This tax does 
not itself cause price increases, but simply 
recaptures the profits from price increases 
otherwise induced. It will, together with 
the income tax on such profits, produce 
revenues of approximately $12 billion. 
In.aggregate, the windfall profits tax is 
sufficient to absorb all the profits that 
would otherwise flow from decontrolling oil 
prices, plus an additional $3 billion. More 
specifically the tax will operate as follows: 

(a) A windfall profits tax at rates graduated 
from 15 percent to 90 percent will be ioposed 
on that portion of the price per barrel that 
exceeds the producer's adjusted base price 
and therefore represents a windfall profit. 
The initial "adjusted base price" will be 
the producer's ceiling price per barrel on 
December 1, 1973 plus 95 cents to adjust for 
subsequent increased costs and higher price 
levels generally. Each month the bases will 
be adjusted upward on a specified schedule, 
which will gradually raise the adjusted base 
price to reflect long-run supply conditions 
and provide the incentive for new investment 
in petroleum exploration. Percentage deple
tion will not be allowed on the windfall 

(b) The windfall profits tax rates will be 
applied to prices per barrel in excess of 
applicable adjusted base prices as follows: 
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Less than $0.20 

$0.20, under $0.50 

$0.50, under $1.20 

.$1.20, under $3.00 

$3:00 and over 

15% of amount 
within bracket 
$0.03 plus 30% of 

··amount within bracket 
$0.12 plus 60% of 
amount within bracket 
$0.54 plus 80% of 
amount within bracket 
$1.98 plus 90% of 
amount within bracket 

(c) The windfall profits tax does not include 
a "plowback·' provif\ion; nor do~s it contain 
exemptions for' classes of prod'uction or 

·producers. It does, however, 1nclude the 
limitation that the amount subject to tax may 
not exceed·75 percent of the net income from 
the barrel of crude oil.' The. tax will be 
retroactive to January 1. 1975; 

(d) The windfall profits tax reduces the 
base for the depletion allowapce. 

.. 
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III. Permanent Tax Recluctions and. Paynents_ to :'ion
Taxpayers Ri:i'Oe Possible £z Ener~y Conservatr'On 
Taxes. 

Of the ~30 billion in revenue raised annually by 
the proposed conservation taxes outlined above, 
about $5 billion is paid by governnents throueh 
the hi3her costs of enersy in their 1'urchases. 
This $5 billion includes: ' 

· . $3 billion by the Federal governoent. 
. $2 billion by state and local govern~ents. 

The President is prooosin~ to the Congress that 
$2 billion of the revenue~ be paid· to State and 
local covernments, pursuant to the distribution 
!ormulas anplicable·to general revenue sharin~. 
1he other °$25 billion will be returned to the 
economy mostly in the forn of tax cuts. As in 
the case of the tenporary ta;• reduction, this 
permanent change will be.divided between· indi
viduals and corporations on a 75-25 percent 
basis, about $19 billion for individuals and 
about $6 billion for corr,orations. Specifically, 
this would include: · 

A. ~eductions for In<lividuals in 1975 --
TaJt cuts for in'1iv!duals will be achieved in two 
ways:· (1) through an increase in the Lm~ Incot1e 
Allowance and (2) a cut in the schedule of tax 
rates. In this way, tax-riaying i11divir:':u

0

als will 
receive a reduction of a7'proxipately $16 1/2 
billion, with proportionately ,lar~er cuts soin~ 
to low-and mid:!le-income fanilies. The Low 
!ncooe Allowance will be increased frou the 
present $1,300 level to $2,6JO for joint returns 
and ~2,000 for sincle returns. That will bring 
the level at which returns are nonta~:able to 
what is appro:dnately the current "poverty level" 
of $5,500 for a fanily of 4. In addition, the· 
tax rates a:,:>plicable to various brackets of in
come will be reduced. The aggregate effects of 
these chanzes are as follows: 

45-417 0 - 75 - 3 
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(1:175 Levels) 
($billions) 

lnf:OIII~ Tax kiount of Percentage 
Paid ·U!1der Income Tax :!.eduction in 

# 

Gross Incol'le 
Class 
($OOJ) 

Present Law D.eduction : Incor.ie Tax 
--''--...;;-'.:::..::.:::..::.::.::..::.:.:..__;(r.-.-.-.~.~.~.~.::::::~~~~.~.~.~.-.-.-.-.-.~.) 

0 - 3 
3 - 5 
5 7 
7 - 10 

10 - 15 
15 20 
20 - 50 
50 - 100 

100 and over 

Total 

3 
Lo 
4.1) ., ~ 

u. ';) 
21. ~ 
22.3 
44.4 
13.5 

_]_!:]. 

130.9 

.25 
1.20 
1.96 
3.3n 
4. 72 
2.70 
2.15 
.ll 

_Jll 

-16.50* 

*Does not include payments to nontaxpayers 

-03. 3~~ 
-66.7 
-49.0 
-38.0 
-21.6 
-ll.3 
- 4.C 
- o.c 
:..JLl. 
-12.6 

The effect of these tax chanaes can be illustrated 
for a family of 4, as follow~: 

Adjusted Present lleii Tax 
Gross Incor~e Tax fl rax SaViilB 

$ 5,600 $ 135 $ 0 $Ul5 
7,000 402 llO 292 

10,0'JO 867 513 349 
12,500 l,2Gl 961 31)0 
Li' 000 1,699 1,470 221 
20,000 2,G60 2,450 210 
30,000 4,930 4,337 151 
40,000 7,950 7,iJ23 130 

Calculated assuming Lou Incone Allowance or 
itemized deductions equal to 17 percent of 
income, whichever is greater. . 

Percent 
Saving; 

100.0% 
72.6 
40.3 
23.e 
13.0 

7.S 
3.0 
1.6 

:3. Residential Conservation Tax Credit (Discussed 
in the Energy Section of this---vii'ct Sheet). The 
President seeks legislation to provide incentives 
to ~lomeowners for uakin3 thermal efficier1cy imorove
ments, such as storm windows and insulation in 
existin~ :1omes •. This measur2, along with a' stepped-Ur> 
public information program, could save the equivalent 
of over 500,000 barrels of oil per day by 1935. Under 
this legislation: 

•.. ... c. 

• 

.. 
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1. A 15 percent tax credit retroactive 
to January 1, 1975 for the cost of certain 
improvements in thermal efficiency in 
residences would be provided. Tax credits 
would apply to the first $1,000 of 
expenditures and can be claimed during 
the next three years. 

2. At least 18 million homes could qualify 
for these tax benefits, estimated to total 
about $500 million annually in tax credits. 

Payments ~- Nontaxpayers of $2 billion. 
The final component of the $I9 billion 
distribution to individuals is a distribu
tion of nearly $2 billion to nontaxpayers 
and certain low-income taxpayers. For this 
low-income group, a special distribution of 
$80 per adult will be provided, as follows: 

1 .. Adults who would pay no tax .even without 
the tax reductions in A above, will receive 
$80. 

2. Adults who receive less than $80 in such 
tax reductions will receive approximately the 
difference. 

3. Persons not otherwise filing returns but 
eligible for these special distributions 
will make application on simple forms provided 
by the Internal Revenue Service on which they 
would furnish their name, address, social 
security number. and income. 

4. For purposes of the special distribution, 
~adults~ are individuals who during the 
year are at least 18 years old and who 
are not eligible to be claimed as a 
dependent under the Federal income tax laws. 

5. Since most taxpayers will receive their 
1975 income tax reductions in 1975 through 
reductions in withholding on wages and 
estimated tax payments, the special distribu·· 
tion to non-taxpayers and low--income 
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taxpayers will also begin in 1975. 
It is anticipated that disbursement, 
based on 1974 income can be made in 
the summer or 1975. 

Tax Reductions for Corporations. The 
corporate rate will be reduced by 6 
percentage points, effectively lowering 
the corporate rate from 48 percent to 
42 percent for 1975. The resulting 
benefit in 1975 is estimated at about 
$6 billion. 

Moratorium on New Federal Spending Programs. 
The President announced that he would propose 
no new Federal spending programs except for 
energy. He also indicated that he would not 
hesitate to veto any new spending programs 
passed by the Congress. The need for the 
moratorium is demonstrated by preliminary 
FY 1976 Budget estimates: 

Fiscal Years Percent 
1974 }.97~ -1976 75174-

Revenues 264.9 280 303 5.7% 

Outlays 268.4 314 ~ 17 % 
Deficit -::-r:5 32-311 5 7 

Cha~ 
76175 

8. 2% 

11.1% 

NOTE: Estimates for 1975 and 1976 are subject to 
a variation of $2 bi-lion in the final budget. 

Budget Reductions. 
The budget figures shown above assume that 
significan~ budget reductions proposed by 
the Preslde.nt are effected. Including re
ductions proposed in a series of special 
message.s sent to the last session of Congress. 
these budget reductions total more than $17 
billion. Of this total, over $6 billion will 
result from the proposed 5% ceiling on Federal 
pay. increases and on those Federal benefit 
programs that rise automatically with the 
Consumer Price Index. 

... 

.. 
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The following sWDl!14rizes reductions in 1976 spending 
to be included in the upcoming budget: 

Effect of budget reductions 
proposed last year (including 
administrative actions) • • • 

Amounts overturned by the 
Congress • • • • • • . 

Remaining savings • 

Further reductions to be proposed: 

Ceiling of 5% on Federal pay 
and programs tied to the 
CPI • • • • • • • • 

Other actions planned 

Total reductions • 

(Outlays 
in billions) 

$8.9 

-1. l 

1.a 

6.1 

3.6 

17.5 
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Th~ following lists those programs to which the 
5~~ ceiling will apply and shows spending amounts 
for them: 

Effect of 5% Ceiling on Pay Increases 
and Programs Tied to CPI · 

(Fiscal year estimates; Dollars in billions) 

1976 Outla~s Difference 
1975 P!.t:ioutith 1975-1976 

Programs Affected Outlays ceiling ceiling (with ceiling) 

Social security 64.5 74.3 71. 3 +7.3 

Railroad 
retirement 3.0 3.4 3.3 +0.3 

Supplemental 
Security 
Income ....... 4. 7 5.5 5.4 +0.7 

Civil service 
and cilitary 
retirecent 
paynents ..... 13 • .J i6.2 14.9 +1.4 

Foreign Service 
retirement .1 .1 .1 * 

Food stamp 
3.7 3.9 3.5 -0.1 program •••••. 

Child 
nutrition •••• l. 3 1.8 1. 6 +0.3 

Federal salaries: 

i1ilitary 23.2 23.l 22.5 -0.7 

Civilian 35.5 33.9 38.0 +2.5 

Coal miner 
benefits 1.0 1.0 1.0 * 

Total 150.5 16B.2 162.1 +11. 7 

* Less than $50 million. 

The 5% ceiling will take into account increas~s 
that have already occurred since January 1, 1;75. 
Under the plan, after June 30, 1976 •. a~justments 
would be resumed in the same way as oe:i:ore the 
establishMent of the 5% ceiling. :~owever, no 
catchup of the increases lost under the ceiline 
would take place. 

• 
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SUMMARY OF THE ~UDGET IMPACT OF THE NEW '£AXES AND FEES 
fill'D THE TAX ~ --- - ---- -- -- - --

The following table summarizes the es.timated direct budget 
impact, on a full-year-effectfv.e basis, of the tax and related 
changes proposed by the President to deal with the economic 
and energy situations: 

Revenue Raising ~eas~~ Estimated Amounts -rf billions) Oil excise tax and import fee + 9 1/2 Natural gas excise tax + 8 1/2 Windfall Profits tax +12 Total +30 -
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Revenue Disbursin.1£ '.k-asures. 

Energy rebates: 
Income tax cuts, individuals 
Residential tax credit 
Uontaxpayer distribution 
Corporate tax cut 
State and local governments 
Federal government costs 

Subtotal 

Temporary economic stiraulus: 
Individual tax refunds 
Investment credit increase 

Subtotal 

Total Revenue i:>isbursing Measures 

Estimated Amounts 
(~ billions) 

-16 1/2 
1/2 

2 
- 6 
- 2 
- 3 

-30 

-12 
- 4 

-16 

46 

The tax and related changes will go into effect at different 
times, but all of them during the year 1975: 

The enerBY conservation taxes are proposed 
to go into effect April 1. 

The increase in import fees would go into 
effect 

$1 per barrel February 1. 

To $2 per barrel Harch 1. 

To $3 per barrel, if the energy taxes 
have not been enacted, April 1. 

The windfall profits tax on crude oil would 
be effective as of January l, 1975. First 
pa)TT!!ents of the tax would be made in the 
third quarter. 

The pennanent tax cuts for individuals and 
cor:iorations oade possible by the revenues 
from the energy conservation taxes would be 
effective as of January 1, 1975. The changes 
in withholding rates for individuals are 
expected to so into effect on June 1. The 
withholding changes will be adjusted so that 
12 months reduction is accomplished in the 
7 months from June through December. 

.. 

.. 
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The tax credit for energy-·saving improvements 
to existing residences would go into effect 
as of January 1, 1975. 

The special distribution to nontaxpayers is 
expected to be paid out in the summer of 
1975. 

The $2 billion distribution to State and 
local governments would be effective with 
the second quarter of 1975. 

The temporary anti-recession tax cut for 
individuals will be paid out in two 
installments, in the second and third 
quarters. 

The one-year increase in the investment 
tax credit becomes effective retroactively 
to January 1, 1975. 

The timing of the various changes suggests a pattern of 
direct budget changes as follows. The timing of the 
economic stimulus or restraint will depend, as well, on 
such factors as the inqirect effects of the budget changes, 
the timing of the pass-·through of higher energy costs to . 
final users, the extent to which the changes are anticipated, 
and a variety of monetary and financial developments that 
arise out of these changes. 

Energy Taxes 

Return of Energy 
Revenues to Economy 
Tax Reduction .o 
Non taxpayers 
S&L Gov'ts .0 
Federal Govt. .o 

Temporary '):ax Cut . 0 

Net Effect +0.2 

Timing of Direct Budget Impact 

( $ billions) 

-3.2 .. 9.0 -9.0 -5.6 -7.9 
- 2.0 

-0.5 - 0.5 .. o. 5 -0.5 -0.5 
. 0 - 0.8 -0.7 -0.8 -0.7 

-6.1 ~1.:.-'?. -0.6 -0.8 ~0.9 

-5.7 - 7,6 .. 3. 2 -0.1 -2.5 

-6.3 -6.4 
-2.0 
-0.5 -0.5 
-0.8 -0.7 

0 0 

-2.l -0.1 
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INFLATION IMPACT 

Both major parts of the tax package require inflation 
impact analysis. The excise taxes on crude oil and 
natural gas, combined with the tariff and decontrol of 
prices of both "old' oil and new natural gas, will add 
to the general price level immediately. The consumer 
price index is expected to rise by about two percent 
when these tax and price increases go into effect. 
However, this increase has a one-time impact on the 
price level that, with exceptions in some areas, should 
not add materially to inflationary pressures in future 
years. 

The inflationary impact of the $16 billion anti·-recession 
tax cut is more difficult to assess. While some eco
nomists may argue that a tax cut will add to the rate 
of inflation during the ye~r ahead> others would contend 
that under present e12onom1c conditions, with unemploy·
ment high and.many fn'°tories operating well beiow 
capacity, the predom~nant effect of the tax cut will 
be to stimulate spending, and that additional spending 
will have only a slight impact on prices. 

Whatever the precise price impact of this $16 billion 
tax cut during 1975, the most important fact about it 
from the standpoint of inflation is that it is temporary. 
With the recession still under way, the rate of inflation 
will be coming down -- it will be too high, but never-· 
theless moving in the right direction. After the economy 
gets well into recovery, however, tioo much stimulus would 
be sure to reverse the slowing of the inflation rate and, 
indeed, start a new acceleration. Thus, the tax stimulus 
must be temporary rather than permanent. 

The President has declared a moratorium on new Federal 
spending programs for this same reason. Budget expen· 
ditures are rising rapidly this year, in part, because 
of programs to aid the unemployed. That: is acceptable 
and highly desirable in a recession to relieve the 
burden on workers who are affected; It is also 
desirable because spending under those pl"ograms 
phases out as the economy recovers and unemployment 
falls. The increased Federal spending is only temporary. 

Over the long-term, however, both Federal spending and 
lending have been rising much too fast, a fact that 
accounts for a substantial part of our current economic 
problems. A new burst of expenditure programs cannot 

,. 
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help the Nation recover from the current recession -- the 
impact would come much too late ·-· but it woulQ. surely do 
much inflationary harm as the economy returns to prosperous 
conditions in the years ahead. Therefore, at the same 
time that taxes are being reduced, to support a healthy 
recovery, policies that' woul,d revive· inflationary pressures 
must be avoided after the recovery is underway. The size 
of currently projected Federal budget deficits precludes 
introduction of new spending programs now that would raise 
inflationary pressures later. For this reason, the President 
requested that no new spending programs, except as needed 
in the energy area, be enacted so that we can regain control 
of the budget over the long-run and permit a gradual return 
to reasonable price stability. · 

PRESIDENTIAL t~OPOSAL_§_ ~E OCTOBER ~ 1974 RESUBMITTED FOR 
CONGRES~IONAL ACTION 

In addition to the comprehensive set of economic and 
energy policies discussed in the State of the Union 
Message, the President asked that the new Congress 
pass quickly certain legislative proposals originally 
requested in his October 8, 1974, message. Those 
proposals would: 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5, 

6. 

Remove restrictions on the production of 
rice, peanuts, and extra-long-staple cotton. 

Amend P.L. 480 to waive certain restrictions 
on shipments of food under that Act to needy 
countries for national interest or humanitarian 
reasons. 

Amend the Antitrust Civil Process Act to strengthen 
the investigation powers of the Antitrust Division 
of the Department of Justice. 

Eliminate the U.S. Withholding tax on foreign 
portfolio investments to encourage such 
investment. 

Allow dividends paid on qualified preferred 
stock to be an authorized deduction for de
termining corporate income taxes to increase 
incentives for raising needed capital in the 
form of equity rather than debt. 

Create a National Commission on Regulatory 
Reform and take prompt action on other reforms 
of regulatory and administrative procedures 
that will be recommended in the future. 
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7. Strengthen our financ .. ial ins ti tut ions and 
provide ·a new tax incentive for.· investment 

· in residential ~ortgages~ 

8. Permit more competition between different. 
modes of surface transportation (The Surface. 
Transportation Act). 

9. Amend the Employment Act of 1946 to make 
explicit the goal of price stability. 
(Substitute "to promote maximum employ
ment, maximum production, and stability 
of the general price level~ in place of 
the present language, "to promote maximum 
empl9yme11~, production and purchasing 
power .. "):·: 

. , .. 
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The Presi6ent's Ener~y Pro~ran 
(includin:::; ener,:::y taxes and fees) 

The President's State of the Union Address outlined the ilation's 
energy outlook, set forth national energy policy objectives, 
and described actions he is takin;, imaediately and indicated 
proposals he is askin~ the Conp,ress to pass. 

IlACKG~OUiTD 

Over the past two years, progress has been i;iade in conservinr:; 
enercy, expandinz enerzy RCD and i~rovine; Federal government 
enerr;y ori;anization. Despite such accomplish:Jients, we have 
not succeeded in solvinz fundamental problems and oar ~7ational 
enerr,y situation is critical. Our reliance on foreien source~ 
of petroleum is contributing to both inflationary and reces
sionary pressures in the United States. World economic 
stability is threatened and several industrialized nations 
dependent upon i~ported oil are facine severe economic 
disruption. 

With respect to the U.S. ener~y situation: 

Petroleum is readily available from forei8J1 
sources -- but at arbitrarily hi~h prices, 
causin;, uassive outflow of dollar~, and at 
the risk of increasin" our i:ation s vulnera
bility to severe econouic disru:'.ltion should 
another eubargo be iraposed. 

Petroleum imports renain at hir:;h levels 
even at present hirh prices. 

;::,ornes tic oil production continues to 
decline as older fields are deoleted and 
new fields are years from production; J.C 
million barrels per day in 1974 compared 
to 9.2 million in 1973 . 

Total U.S. petroleura consumption is 
increasin~. although at slower rates 
due to hi3her prices. 

Hatu:ral zas shortai:;es are forcin~ curtailment of 
supplies to uany industrial firms and deni!'11 of 
service to new residential customers. (ll~1. 
eJ~pected this winter versus 7% last year.) This 
is resulting in unenploynent, reductions in the 
production of fertilizer needed tc increase food 
supnlies, anC: increasec dernm:i for alternative 
fueis -- prirn1rily imported oil. 
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Coal production is at about the same level as in 
the 1930's. 

Nuclear energy accounts for only 1 percent of total 
energy supply and new plants are being delayed, 
postponed or cancelled. 

Overall energy consumption is beginning to increase 
again. 

U.S. vulnerability to economic and social impact 
from an embargo increases with higher imports and 
will continue to do so until we reverse current 
trends, ready standby plans, and increase petroleum 
storage. 

Economic impacts of the four-fold increase in OPEC oil 
prices include: 

Heavy outflow of U.S. dollars (and. in effect, 
jobs) to pay for growing oil imports ··-- about 
$24 billion in 1974 compared to $2.7 billion 
in 1970. 

Tremendous balance of payments deficits and 
possible economic collapse for thos.e nations 
of Europe and Asia that must depend upon 
expensive imported oil as a primary energy 
source. 

Accumulation of billions of dollars of surplus 
revenues in oil exporting nations -- approxi 
mately $60 billion in 1974 alone. 

U.S. ENERGY OUTLOOK 

I. Near .. Term ( 1975·-1977): In the next 2·-3 years, there are 
only a rew steps that can be taken to increase domestic 
energy supply particularly due to the long lead time for 
new production. Oil imports will thus continue to rise 
unless demand is curbed. 

II. Mid-Term (1975-1985): In the next ten years, there is 
gl'.'eater flexibility. A number of actions can be taken 
to increase domestic supply, convert from foreign oil 
to domestic coal and nuclear energy .. and reduce demand 
if the Nation takes tough actions. Vulnerability to an 
embargo can be eliminated. 
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III. Long-Term (Beyond 1985): Emerging energy sources can 
play a biggel'.' role in supplying u .. s. needs .:..- the results 
of the Nation's expanded energy research and development 
program. U.S. independence can be maintained. New 
technologies are the most significant opportunity for 
other consuming nations with limited domestic resources. 

NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY GOALS AND PRINCIPLES ANNOUNCED BY 
THE PRESIDENT -- -

I. Near-Term (1975-1977): Reduce oil imports by 1 million 
barrels per day by the end of 1975 and 2 million barrels 
by the end of 1977, through inunediate actions to 
reduce energy demand and increase domestic supply. 

(A) With no action, imports would be about 8 million 
barrels per day by the end of 1977, more than 
20 percent above the 1973 pre-embargo levels. 

(B) Acting to meet the 1977 goal will reduce imports 
below 1973 levels, assuring reduced vulnerability 
from an embargo and greater consumer nation 
cooperation. 

(C) More drastic short-term reductions· would have 
unacceptable economic impacts. 

II. Mid-Term (1975-1985): Eliminate vulnerability by 
achieving the capacity for full energy independence 
by 1985. This means 1985 imports of no more than 
3..;.5 million barrels of oil per day, all of which can 
be replaced immediately from a strategic storage 
system and managed with emergency measures. 

(A) With·no action, oil imports by 1985 could be 
reduced to zero at prices of $11 per barrel or 
more -- or they could go substantially higher 
if world oil prices are reduced (e.g., at $7 
per barrel, U.S. consumption could reach 
24 million barrels per day with imports of 
above 12 million, or above 50% of the total.) 

(B) The U.S. anticipates a reduction in world oil 
prices over the next several years. Hence, 
plans and policies must be established to 
achieve energy independence even at lower 
prices -- countering the normal tendency to 
increase imports as the price declines. 
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(C) Actions to meet the 1985 goal will hold imports 
to no more than 3··5 million barrels per· day. · 
even at $7 per barrel prices. Protection against 
an embargo of the remaining imports can then be 
handled most economically ·with storage antl 
standby emergency measures. 

III. Long-Term (Beyond 1985): Within this century, the U.S. 
should strive to develop technology and energy resources 
to enable it to supply a si~nificant share of the 

IV. 

Free World's energy needs. 

{A) Other consuming nations have insuf.ficient fossil 
fuel resources to reach dome·stic energy 
seif-sufficiency. 

(B) The U.S. can again become a world energy supplier 
and foster world energy price stability -- much 
the same as the nation .d.id prior, to the 1960 's 
when it was a major suyplier of world ail. 

Principles: Actions to ach1.eve the above. national 
energy goals must be based upon the following 
principles; 

Provide energy to the American conswner at the 
lowe.st possible cost consistent with our. need 
for secure energy supplies. 

Make energy decisions consistent with our overall 
ec<>nQmic goals. 

Balance environmental goals with energy require-· 
ments. 

Rely upon the private sector and market forces 
as the most efficient means of achieving the 
Nation's goals, but act through the government 
where the private sector is unable to achieve 
our goals. 

Seek equity among all our citizens in sharing 
of benefits and costs of our energy program. 

Coordinate our energy policies, with those of 
other consuming nations to promote interde
pendence, as well as independence. 

,. 
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I. ACTIO!·JS AiHlOU~lCED ~y '.i.'t:E PP.ESI'JEtlT ':'O MEE'l" 
[.tAr~:~Rlr "G:QAUf \191s-T'.f1 n· - -----·- - -- --

Yo neet the national ~oals, the President outlined a con· 
prehensive pror,ram of le[;islative proposals to the Conrress 
which he requested be ena.cted within '.JO days and administra
tive actions that he \lill begin inplenentinn iunediately. 
:'l1e let;islative package is nore effective and equitable t~1an 
the adr.1inistrative pro0ram, but the :?resicient indicated that 
the seriousness of the situation der.1anded irar·1ediate action. 
Ti1ese actions Hill reduce overall enerr,y der.iand, increase 
domestic Droduction, increase conversion to coal, and reduce 
oil inports. '.L!1ey include: 

1. 

45-4170-75-4 

If polt Fee ··- Because of the ser:J.ousness o t i'e-probleo and because til'le is required 
for Coneressional action on his legislative 
proposals, the :'resident is actinr: iuue<liately 
within e:cistinr; authorities to increase the 
iinport fees on crude oil and ::ietroleun 
products. These new irnport fees r1ould be 
i.:odified upon passage of the ::'resident's 
legislative pacl:age. 

(a) · Iruport fees on crude oil and petroleun 
, . products under the authority of the Trade Expan·· 

sion Act of 1~62, as amended, will be increased 
by $1 effective February l, 1975, an additional 
!;il effective i'·iarch l; and another $1 effective 
April 1, for a total increase of $3 . .JO per 
barrel. Currently e>dstinr, fees will also 
reua:l,n in e!:fect. 

(b) FLA' s 'Old Oil ::ntitleraents" nroo:ran 
will be utilized to spr~ad price increases 
on crude auong all refitiers and to lessen 
disproportionate rer,ional effects, par· 
ticularly in the ilortheast. 

(c) As of February 1975, product inports 
will cease to be covered by FI'.A' s ''Old ~il 
Entitlenents' progran. In order to overcome 
any severe regional in-pacts that could be 
caused by larze fees in inport dependent 
areas, iuportedproducts will receive a 
rebate corresponding to the benefit ~lhic'.1 
would have been obtained under that 
~rogran. The rebate should be app~oxir.ately 
v l. 00 in February, $1. 40 in ~larch, and $1. 30 
per barrel in !.pril. 

(d) This i!ll!JOrt fee pro:::ran would reduce 
inports by about 500,000 barrels ~er day. 
In April it uoulc! generate a~>out -140'.) r.•illion 
per nonth in revenues. 
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Backup Import Control Program -- The energy 
conservation measures and tax proposals 
will be supplemented by the use of Presidential 
power to limit oil imports as necessary to 
achieve the near·-term goals. 

3. Crude Oil Price Decontrol -- To stimulate 
product!On and further cut demand, steps 
will be taken to remove 'price controls 
on domestic crude oil by April 1, 1975, 
subject to congressional disapproval as 
provided by §4(g) of the Emergency 
Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973. 

4. Increase Public Education on Energy 
ConservatI'Orl"==' Energy Resources Council 
will step up its efforts to provide infor
mation on energy conservation methods and 
benefits. 

Legislative Proposals 

1. Comprehensive Tax and Decontrol Program -
The President aB'Keathe Congress to pass 
within 90 days a comprehensive legislative 
package Which could lead to reduction of 
oil imports af 900,000 barrels per day 
by 1975 'and 1.6 million barrels by 1977. 
Average oil prices would rise about $4.00 
per barrel of $ .10 per gallo.n. The package 
which will raise $30 billion in revenues 
on an annual basis includes: 

(a) Windfall Profits Tax -- A tax on all 
domestic crude oil to capture the windfall 
profits resulting from price decontrol. 
The tax would take 88% of the windfall 
profits on crude oil and would phase out 
over several years. The tax would be 
retroactive to January 1, 1975. 

(b) Petroleum Excise Tax and Import Fee 
An excise tax on all domestic crude o~ 
of $2 per barrel and a fee on imported 
crude oil and product imports of $2 per 
barrel. The new, administratively established 
import fee of $3 on crude oil would be reduced 
to $2.00 and $1.20 fee on products would be 
increased to $2.00 when the tax is enacted. 
The product import fee would keep the excise 
tax from encouraging foreign refining and 
the related· loss of jobs to the U.S. 

2. 

3. 
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(c) New Natural Gas Deregulation -- Remove 
Federal interstate-price regulation on new 
natural gas to lncrease domestic production 
and reduce demand for scarce natural gas 
supplies. 

( d) Natural Gas Excise Tax -- An excise 
tax on natural gas of 37¢"P'er thousand 
cubic feet (mcf), which is equivalent 
on a Btu basis to the $2 per barrel petroleum 
excise tax and fee. This will discourage 
attempts to switch to natural gas and acts 
to reduce natural gas demand curtailments. 
Since the usual results of gas curtailments 
is a switch to oil, this will limit the 
growth of oil imports. 

Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve. The 
President is asking the Congress· to· permit 
production of the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum 
Reserve (NPR #1) under Navy control. 
Production could reach 160,000 barrels 
per day early in 1975 and 300,000 barrels 
per day by 1977. The oil produced would 
be used. to top off Defense Depa;-tment 
storage tanks, with the remainder sold 
at auction or exchanged for refined 
petroleum products used by the Department 
or Defense •. Revenues· would be used to 
finance further exploration, development 
and production of the Naval petro.leum 
reserves and the strategic petroleum 
storage •. 

Conversion to the Use of Domestic ~· 
The President IS""aSk!"ng-the Congress to 
amend the Clean Air Act and the Energy 
Supply and Environmental Coordination 
Act of 1974 to permit a vigorous program 
to make greater use of domestic coal to 
reduce the need for oil. This program 
would reduce the need for oil imports 
by 100,000 barrels per day in 1975 and 
300,000 barrels in 1977. These amend
ments would extend FEA 1 s authority to 
grant prohibition orders from 1975 to 
1977, prohibit powerplants early in the 
planning process from burning oil and gast 
extend FEA enforcement authority from 197~ 
to 1985, and make clear that coal burning 
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installations that had orir,inally planned 
. to convert from coal to oil be· elip;ible 
for compliance c.ate eJ:tensions. It would 
give t:PA authority to extend compliance 
dates ancl eliniriate restricti'll'e regional 
environmental linitations. A plant could 
convert as long as its own ernissions do 
.not exceed ai.1bient air quality standards. 

II. ACTIOES AimOm1CE1) BY T:·:z PilESIDEHT TO iIBET i1ID-Tr.!'J.I 
GOALS (1975-19C5) - - - --

These actions are designed to meet the goal of ac~ievin~ 
the capability for energy independence by 1935. ·The actions 
include measures to increase domestic energy production 
(including measures to cone with constraints and strike 
a balance between·environmental and enerey objectives), 
reduce _energy demand, and prepare for any future emer,.ency 
resulting from an embargo. v 

(A) Supplx Actions 

l. Naval Petroleum Reserve Uo. lf (Ledsiative 
~sal) -- '.i'lie President is asktng the 
ongress to authorize the exploration, de

velopment and production of HPP.-1:. in Alaska 
to provide petroleum for the domestic economy, 
with 15-20% earmarked for military needs anc 
strategic storar,e. '!'he 'reser_ves in iiPR-1~ 
which are_ now largely unexplored could pro
vide at least 2 million barrels of oil per 
day by 19C5. Under the le3islative proposal: 

(a) The President;would be authorized to 
explore, develop- and produce Nl'?.-lf. 

(b) The Governnent's share of production 
(approximately 15-20%) would be used to 
help finance the strategic storage system 
and to help fulfill military petroleuI'l 
requireoents. Any ot!-ier receipts go to 
the United States Treasury as oiscellaneous 
receipts. 

2. 

3. 
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~ Leasin~ Administrative -- The President 
reaffimed h s ntent 01~ to continue an 
ag3ressive OUter Continental Shelf leasing 
policy, includin~ lease sales in the Atlantic, 
Pacific, and Gulf of Alastr.a. Decisions on 
individual "lease sales will await completion 
of appropriate environmental stadies. In
creased OCS leasin~ could add domestic oro
ducticn of 1.5 ciliion barrels of oil and 
additional SU?plies of natural gas by 1935. 
There will be close cooperation with Coastal 
states in their planning for possible increased 
local develop1Jent. Fundin~ for environr.iental 
studies and assistance to States for Planninc 
has been increased in FY 1975. · ~ 

Reducing Dotestic Ener" Price uncertaintt 
~LenislatIVe-ro-osa ---i:e;;Tslation wil e requested aut or z ng and-'requirinB the 
Presi4ent to use tariffs, import quotas, 
import price floors, or other measures to 
achieve domestic energy price levels 
necessary to ~each self-sufficiency goals. 
Th;s legislation would enable the President 
to cope with possible large~scale fluctua-
tions in world oil prices. · 

Clean Air Act Amendments (Legislative· 
~§~ =-=-in addition to the ei,end~ents 
out in~earlier for short-tero goals, the 
President is askin2 for other Clean Air 
Act an1enJ1.<1ents needed for a balance between 
l}viroillilental and ener3y goals. These 
}elude: 

~a) Legislative clarification to resolve 
problems resulting from court .:Iecisions 
with respect to si;.nificant air quality 
deterioration in areas already neeting 
health an¢ welfare standards. 

(b) Extension of cor1rliance dates throu!>;h 
19C5 to irnpleoent a n'!!t-1 policy re~arding
stad: gas scrubbers -- to allow use of 
intermittent control systeI:lS in isolated 
power plants throu(!h 19.'.J5 and requiring 
other sources to achieve control as soon 
as possible. 
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(c) A pause for 5 years (1977-1981 model 
years) for nationwide auto, emission standards 
at the current California levels for hydro
carbons (0,9 grams per m11.e) and carbon 
monoxide ('f' grams per mile), and at 1975 
standards (3.1 grams per mile) for oxides 
of nitrogen (with the exce.ption of California 
which has adopted the 2.0 standard). These 
standards for hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon 
monoxide (CO) are more strin·gent than now 
required nationwide for 1976 model year's 
cars. The change from the levels now 
required for 1977-1981 model years in the 
law will have no.significant impact on 
air quality standards, yet they .will facilitate 
attainment of the goal of 40% increase in 
auto fuel efficiency by the.1980 model year. 

( a) EPA Will· shQrtly bitgin comprehensive 
hearings on emission controls and fuel 
economy which will provide more detailed 
data for Congressional consideration. 

Surface Mining (Legislative pr.oposal) --
The President is asking the Congress to pass 
a surface mining bill which st.rikes a balance 
between our desires for reclamation and 
environmental protection and our need to 
increase domestic coal production substan
tial'ly over the next ten· years. The proposed 
legislation will correct the problems which 
led to the President's veto of a surface 
miriing bill la.st year. 

Coal Leasing 
rapid product 
make new, low 
the Preddent 
Interior to: 

Administrative) -- To assure 
on rom ex s ng leases and to 
sulfur coal supplies available, 
directed the Secretary of the 

(a) Adopt legal diligence requirements to 
assure timely production from existing 
leases. · · 

( 6) Meet with Western Governors to explore 
regional questions on economic, environmental 
and social impacts associated with new Federal 
coal leases. 

(c) Design a program of new coal leasing 
consistent with timely development and 
adequate return on public assets, if proper 
environmental safeguards can be provided. 
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7. Electric Utilities The President is asking 

the Congress for legislation concerned with 
utilities. In recent months, 60% 
of planned nuclear capacity and 30% of non
nuclear capacity additions have been postponed 
or cancelled by electric utilities. Financing 
problems are worsening and State utility 
commission practices have not assured recovery 
of costs and adequate earnings. The transition 
from oil and gas-fired plants to coal and nuclear 
has been slowed greatly -- contribu~ing to 

·pressure for higher oil imports. Actions 
involve: 

(a) Uniform Investment Tax Credit (Legislative) 
an increase in the investment tax credit to 
eliminate the gap between utilities and other 
industries -- currently a 4% rate applies to 
utilities and 7% to others. 

(b) Higher Investment Tax Credit (Legislative) 
An increase In investme~tax credit for all 
industry, including utilities', for 1 year -
to 12%. The 12% rate would be retained for 
two additional years for all power plants 
except oil and gas··fired f'a-cilities. 

(c) Preferred Stock Dividend Deductions 
(Legislative) -=-'Achange in tax laws applica
bI"e to all industries, including utilities, 
which allows deductions of preferred stock 
dividends for tax purposes t~ reduce the 
cost of capital and stimulate equity rather 
than debt financing. 

(d) · Mandated Re.form of State Utility Commission 
Processes (LegIBiiitTveT -- The legislation 
would selectively reform utility commis.sion 
practices l:)y: (1) setting a maximum limit 
of 5 months for rate or service proceedings; 
(2) requiring fuel adjustment pass-throughs, 
including taxes; ( 3) requi·ring that con
struction work in progress be included in a 
utility's rate base; (4) removing any rules 
prohibiting a utility from charging lower 
rates for electric power during off-peak 
hours: and (5) alaowing the cost of pollu-
tion control equipment to be included in 
the rate base. 

(e) Energy Resources Council Study 
(Administrative) -- Review and report to the 
President on the entire regulatory process 
and financial situation relating to electric 
utilities and determine what further reforms 
or actions are needed. ERC will consult 
with State utility commissions, governors, 
public utilities and consumers. 
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i1uclea1: .t'ower - ·· To accelerate the growth of nucTear- r)Ci..7er- which supplies only one percent 
of our energy needs, the President is pro
?Osing, in additi.on to actions outlined ahove; 

(a) I::_er1~Ji.H.!!d IJ.~enlinr; a!\!1_ ~g..!!11'. q .. egislatiye) 
A lluclear Facility L censlnr, Act to assure mox·e 
rapid siting and licensinr, of nuclear plants. 

(b) 1976 Bud~e$ Increase (Ler,islativP.) ··-
An increa-seo .,..41!.lIIlTon fo aY,TiroprTations 
for nuclear safety, safeguards, and ~1aste 
r11anagenent. 

Lnerlll' Facilities Siti!!.f.2. (~islative) -
Legislatlon ~7oUl(f reauce energy-raCl.Tity siting 
bottlenecks d.nd assure sites for needed facili·· 
ties with proper land use considerations: 

(a) TI1e legislati.on would require that states 
have a cooprehensive and coordinated process 
for expeditious review and approval of energy 
facility applications; and state authorities 
which ensure that final State.energy facility 
decisions cannot be nullified by actions of 
of local governments. 

(b) Provision for momers of elif!;ible facil "!.ties 
or citizens to sue States for ins.ction. 

(c) Provide no Federal role in r:iaking case by 
''aan a:'. ting decisions for the States. 

The President ar>nounced a nunber. of enerr,y co".! .. 
aervati.on ueasur.es to -reduce: denand, includine: 

1. A\!!":::: 9~~.'?J_ine llil~~ ~p_cL_e_p.s£1!. (~dHl.ni.stratic!.£) -· 
~c Secretary ot l.ransportatTon has 
obtained writter! agreements with each of 
the r:iaj or domesti.c autonobile uanufacturers 
which will yield a 40 percent inprove--
1:\ent in fue.l efficiency on a weir;hted 

ii 

2. 
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average for all new autos by 1980 rnod~l year. 
These agreements are contingent upon .relaxation 
of Clean Air Act auto emission standards. The 
_agreement provides tor interim goals, Federal 
~onitor1ng and public reporting of progress. 

Buildini Thermal Standards (Legislative) --
.T.he President is asking Congress for legislation 
to establish national mandatory thermal (heating 
and cooling) efficiency standards for new homes 
and commercial buildings which would save the 
equivalent of over ·one-half mfllion barrels of 
oil per day by 1.985. Under this legislation: 

(a) The Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop
ment shall consult with engineering, architectural, 
qonsumer, labor, industry, and government repre
sentatives to advise on development of efficiency 
stan"dards. -

( 6) Thermal standards for one and two-family 
dwellings will be dev.eloped and implementation 
would begin within one year. New minimum 
per.rormance standards for energy in commercial 
and residential buildings would be developed 
and implemented as soon therea~ter as practicable. 

(c) Standards would be implemented by State 
and local governments through lo.cal building 
codes. · · 

(d) The President also directed the Secretary 
of Housing and Urban Devel_oprnen.t to include 
energ,y · ccim1erv.ation standards in new mobile 
hoine construction and safety .standards. 

~eidenj;ial Conservation Tax Credit --
e President is asking .Congress for -legislation 

to provide 1pcentives to homeowners for making 
thermal efficiency improvements in existing 
homes. This measure, along with a stepped-up 
public information program, could save the 
equivalent of over 500,000 barreli;i_per day 
by 1985. Under this legislation:'· 

(a) , A 15 percent ta.x .credit retroactive to 
January 1, 1975 for the cost of certain improve
ments in thermal efficiency in residences would 
be provided, Tax .;:redits wo.ul.d apply to the 
'first $1, 000 of expenditures and can be claimed 
during ~he next three. years. 

· (b) 'Improvements s·uch as storm windows, and 
insulation, would. 9µalify for the tax credit. 
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Low-Income·E)ergy Conservation Program 
(Le,islatifve· -- The President Is proposing 
leg ·slation to estab)-ish a Low-Income Energy 
Conservatibn Program to offer direct subsidies 
to low-income and elderly homeowners for certain 
.en~rgy'copseI?vation improvements suoh as insula
tion •. The pro.gram is modeled upon a successful 
pilot program in Maine. · 

(a) The program would be administered by FEA, 
under new legislation, and the,President is 
requesting supplemental appropr'iations in 1975 
and $55 million in fiscal year 1976. 

\ \1; 

(b) Acting through the States, Federal funds 
would be provided to purchase materials. 
Volunteers.or community groups could install 
the materials. 

Appliance Efficiency Standards (Administrative) 
· The Presi'dent directed the Energy Resources 
Council to develop energy efficiency goals for 
major appliances and to obtain agreements 
within six months from the major manufacturers 
of these app.liances to comply with the goals. 
The goal is a 201 average imp;itG\vement by 1980 
far all major appliances, including air condi
tioners, refrigerators and other home appliances. 
Achievement of these goals would save the 
equival,nt of over one-half million barrels of 

·oil per day by 1985. If agreement cannot be 
reached, the President will submit legislation 
to establish mandatory appliance efficiency 
standards. 

Applia,Qe and A.uto Efficiency Y\belling Atchet 
(Legis ativeT -- The President •ill ask 
Congress to enact a mandator~ labelling bill to 
require that energy efficiency labels be placed 
on new appliances and autos. 

Emergency Preparedness 

The President announced that comprehensive energy 
emergency ·1egislation'will be proposed, encompassing 
two major c-omponents. · 

Strategic Petroleum Storage (Le&islative) 
Devel:opment of' an energy storage system of one 
billionbarrelll for domestic use and 300 million 
barrel_s for military use. The legislation will 
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' atitiiorize' 'the gove.tlnment -to pur'<.1h9.8e and pre 
pare· thee ·'atorage- facilities ·(eau domes or steel 

.. tanitsf; while complex 1nstitutionaJ.. questions 
are xrosol.ved and before oil for storage is 
actu-ally put'chas.ed. FEA ·will develop the over
all program 1n c-ooperation with the Department 
of the: Interior. and the. Department of Defense . 

. .• u1' ehgineering,- planning., and environmental 
-. : . studies would be o.0111Pl:eted within one year. 

The 1.3 billion barrels will not be complete 
for sorqe. years, since time: is required to 
purchase, prepare. and fila.·· the fac111 ties. 

,.. ;.'· 

2. Standby fill£ Planning .Autho'riti.es (Legislative) 
The Pres·ident is requesting a set of emergency 
standby autnortties to be used to deal with 
any significant· future energy shortages. These 
authorities would also enat>le.the United States 
to fully implement the agreement on an Inter
natiottal Energy Program''Petween the United 
States and other nationsS'igned on November 18, 
<J;974. This legislation would include the 
authority to: 

(a) Implement energy conservation plans to 
'r&duce demand for energy; 

-(:b) allocate Pl'!troleum p:i:>oducts and establish 
price controls for allocat.ed produets; 

(c) ration fuels among end users; 

(d), allocate materials needed for energy 
production where such materials may: be in short 
S'µpply; 

(e) ,increase production- of domestic oil; and 

{f) regulate petroleum inventories, 

III. ACTIONS ANNOY@ED BY THE PRESIDENT TO .:MEET LONG-TERM 
Q.Q.fil&: (BEYOND. li§.2_} - - --

-The expandecf research and development program pn .wbich the 
nation is embarke,d_ will provide the basis for 1ncr_easing 
domestic energy_. ~-upplies iµid niaintai,ning energy independence. 
It will also !'lake it possible. in the .long run for the U.S. to 
export energy'aupplies and technology to others in the free 
.world. Importan~ -elements are: 
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(A) Synthetic Fuels 1'ro3ran (Ad1:iinistrativet -- The 
President announced a national SynthifTc Fuels 
Coimnercialization Progr8.l:l to ensure at least one 
million barrels per rlay equivalent of synthetic fuels 
capacity by 1935, using technologies now nearing 
cot:iDercial application. 

" 1. Synthetic fuel types to be considered will 

2. 

3. 

include synthetic crude from oil shale and a 
wide range of clean solid, liquid, and gaseous 
fuels derived from coal. 

The Program would entail Federal incentives 
(possibly includinz price guarantees, purchase 
agreements, capital subsidies, leasinc pro
grar~. etc.), granted competitively, and would 
be ainetl at the production of selected types 
of gaseous and liquid fuels froo both coal and 
oil shale. · 

The program will rely on existing legislative 
authorities, including those contained in the 
Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research and Develop
ment Act of 1974, but new legislative authori
ties will be requested if necessary. 

(B) Energy Research and Development Pro~ram -- In the 
current fiscal year, the Federal Government has 
greatly increased its funding for P.nerzy rasearch 
and development procrarns. These Federal programs 
are a part of a much larger national enerey ~ & D 
effort and are carried out in cooperation with industry, 
colleges and universities and others. The President 
stated that his 1976 Budget will continue to empha-
size these accelerated prozrams which include research 
and the development of technology for energy conserva
tion and on all forns of energy including rossil 
fuels, nuclear fission and fusio~. solar and geothermal. 

(C) Energy Research and Development Administration -- (ERDA). 
The President has sir;ned an Executive Order which 
activates, effective January 19, 1975, the Energy 
Research and Development Administration. ERDA will 
bring toeether in a sinele agency the major Federal 
enerGY R & D prograns w~ich will have the responsibility 
for leading the national effort to develop technology 
to assure that the U.S. will have an ample and secure 
supply of ener5y at reasonable prices. ERDA con
solidates major R ,; D functions previously handled 
by the AEC, Depart!'lent of the Interior, ~!ational 
Science Foundation and EnvirotlI'lental Protection Agency. 
ERDA will also continue the basic research, nuclear 
materials production and weapons pro3raos of the AEC. 

., 
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IMPACTS o:· NEAR AND !UD-TERH 

ACTIONS ON PETROLEUM CONSmipTION AND IMPORTS 

NEAR TERM PROGRAM 
(MMB/D) 

CONSUMPTION IF NO NEW ACTIONS 
IMPORTS IF NO NEW ACTIONS 

Less Service Savings by Short··term 
Actions: 

Production from Elk Hills 
Coal Conversiof 
Tax Package 

TOTAL IMPORT SAVINGG 

REMAINING IMPORTS 

MID-TERM PROGRAM 

CONSUMPTION IF NO NEW ACTIONS 
IUPORTS IF NO NEW ACTIONS 

Less Savings Achieved by 
Following Actions: 

ocs Leasing 
NPR-4 Development 
Coal Conversion 
Synthetic Fuel commercialization 
Auto Efficiency Standards 
Continuation of Taxes 
Appliance Efficiency Goals 
Insulation Tax Credit 
Thermal Standards 

Total Import Savings by Actions 

Remaining Imports 

Less: 
Emergency Storage 
Standby Authorities 

NET IMPORT VULNERABILITY 

9 5 
ra.o 

6.5 

IMPORT SAVINGS 
1975 

0.2 
0.1 
0.9 

1.2 

5.3 

23.9 MMB/D 
12. 7 MMB/D 

1985 IMPACT 
ON U!PORTS 

1.5 
2.0 
0.4 
0.3 
1.0 
2.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.3 

3.0 
1. 7 

977 
18.3 

8.0 

1977 

0.3 
0.3 
1.6 

2.2 

5.8 

8.0 

4.7 

0 

----·-----------·------·----·--------------
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INTERNAT~ONA~ ENERGY"POLICY-~D FINANOING ARRltNGEMENTS 

BACKGROUND 

':ri1~~- cartel created ~y the Organiza,tion 9f Petroleum 
•Exporting Countries .(OPEC) has succe~sfully incr~ased· 
their governments' price for exports of oil from· 
.approximately $2 per barrel in mid ·1973 to $10 per 
barrel today. Even after paying for their own increased 
importa,'OPEC.rtations will report a surplus of over. 
$60 billion in 1974, which· must' be invested. Oil .. 
price increases have created serious problems 'for the 
world economy. Inflation pressures have been inten-· 
-s1f1ed. Domestic. economies have been :disrupted.' . .,. 
{:onsuming nations have been reluctant· to ··bori'ow. t·o · 
r_j,nance their oil, pyrchases because of current , . 1 

balance of payments risks and th~ burden of fut~re 
interest costs and·· the repayment' of massive debts. 
International economic. .r.elat1ons have .been. disto21.tecl · 
by. the large flows of capital and uncertaint~es. 'l e . 

about the future. ' · · '' · · ·" 

. ·u~-~f. I'bsi:i:riot!_ 

The United States bel1e~e11 that-the increased price of 
~U :t,s J;h~ !115lJ9r int.e;rnational ~conomic. probl,em. ·anclJ~as .. 
proposed-a:c0mprehensive program·for reduc:t,ng'th1;?·-0~rrent: 
exorbitant· price.:· Oil importing nations must cooperate 

_!;o_ :r:~dl,IQ~ consumption and accelerate the de.velopment .of 
new sources of energy in order to create th.e eco!'lOl)liC . 
condition& 'for a lower oil price. Howevi!T,: until'. the . 
price of'·/otfl' d<ie& decline, international stability must 
be protected by financing facilities to assure _oil . 
importing nations that financing will be avahab'le'on. 
reasonable t&rms to pay for their oil imp6rts:- The.· .. 
United State& is active in developing these ·f'ina1'lcir:ig · 
programs. Once a coope!'at'ive program for energy con-· 
servation and resource development and -the int'erim·, · . 
financing arrangements are agreed t.ipori, it will be" 
possible to have constructive meetings· with th~ o1l,. 
producers. 

ACTIONS TAKEN BY OIL CONSUMING NATIONS 

The oil consuming nations have already created the 
In~ernational Energy Agency to coordinate conservati·on' ' 
and resource development programs and policies for 
reacting to any future interruption of. oil exports 
by producing nations. The four major el~ments of 
this cooperative program are: · ·" 
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An emergency sharing arrangement to immediately 
reduce member vulnerability to actual or threatened 
embargoes by producers 

A long-term cooperative program to reduce member -
nation dependence on imported oil, 

A comprehensive information syatem designed to 
improve our knowledge about the.· w.orld oil market 
and to provide a basis for consultations among 
members and individual companies; and 

A framework for coordinat'ing, ;elations with producing 
nations and other less developed consuming countries. 

The International Energy Agency has been established as 
an autonomous organization under the OECD. It is open 
to all OECD na,tions willing and able to meet the obli-· 
gations c;r.eated by the program. This ·internat.ional 
agreement ~stablishes a number of c.onservatJ.pn and energy 
resources development goals b1:t each member is .left. free 
to determ:ltne-what domestic mea:sures to use iJ'l achieving 
the targets. This flexibility enables the United Stat.es 
to coordinate our national and international energy goals . 

OTHER U.S. ~)'IONS !tND PROPOSALS 

The United States has also supported programs for pro-· 
tecting international stability against distorting · 
financial flows created by the sudden increase. of oil 
prices. Although the massive surplus of export earnings 
accumulated by the producing nations will have to be 
invested in the oil consuming nations, it is unlikely 
that these investments will be distributed so as to 
match exactly the financing needs of individual imper· 
ting nations. Fortunately the existing complex of . 
private and official financial institutions has, in the 
case of the industrialized countries, been effective 
in redistributing the massive oil export earnings to 
date. However, there is concern that some individual 
industrialized nations may not be able to continue to 
obtain needed funds at reasonable interest rates and 
terms during the transition period until supplies are 
increased, conservation efforts reduce oil imports and 
the price of oil declines. Therefore, the United States 
has supported various proposals for "reshuffling" the 
recycled funds among oil consuming nations, including: 
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Modificat:fon :·o! Inte.rnational Monetary Fund. (IMF) 
rules to permit more extensive use of existing 
IMF resources without further delay; 

Creation Of a financ.ial soU.darity facility as 
a ·'safety net" for parti-c:ipating OECD countries 
that are prepared to cooperate in an effort to 
increase conservation and energy resource develop
ment actions to create pressure to reduce the 
present price of oil; 

Establishment of a special trust fund managed by 
the IMF which would extend balance of payments 
assistance to the most seriously affected develop·· 
ing nations on a concessional basis not now pos~~ble 
under. IMF rules. · 'l'he United Stat~s hopes tM,t oll 
exporting nations mfght contribute a major share 
of the t·rust fund and that additional resources might 
be pr0v~ded ttirough the sale of a l\mall port19n or 
the IMF's gold holdings in which the d,irrerential 
between the priginal cost of the gold and the . 
curre.nt mar~et p:rfce would be added to the trust 
fund; and · 

An increase in IMF quotas which woµld ~ke more 
resources available in 1976 .. 

These proposals will be discµssed at ministerial.level· 
meetings of the Group of Ten, the IMF Interim Collll!littee 
and the !nternationii.1 · Mone~·ary Fund/International· Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development Committee in 
Washington~ p.c. Jan~ary 14 to 17~ 

In these meetings, the United States will continue to 
press its views concerning.the fundamental importance 
of international cooperation'to achieve necessary con
servation an~ energy resources development" goals as a 
basis for protecting our national security and· underlying 
economic strength. 
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE WILLIAM E. SIMON 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

BEFOFE THF HOllSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE 
WASHINGTON, D.C., WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1975 

It is a privilege to appear hefore this Committee as you 
begin the work of the 94th Congress. nurinp the next two years, 
you will be considering many of the most significant issues 
facinp the United States. There will be times when we will 
differ on those issues, but as in the last Congress, I want 
to work with you as closely as possible to ensure that those 
who are served best are those whom we all serve, the people 
of this countrv. Toward that end, I pledge to this Committee 
the full cooperation of my office and of all who work at the 
Treasury D~partment. 

President Ford, after considerable studv and consultation, 
has proposed to the Congress an integrated and comprehen~ive 
program in both the economic and energy fields. In my vi~w, 
the President's program represents the best means of dealing 
with those problems. In working with you, my first ohjective 
will be to obtain swift passage of legislation that is neces
sary to carry out our program. 

.The occasion for·my appearance this week is to discuss 
two items: First, the President's tax proposals and their 
impact on the economy; and secondly, the need to raise the 
federal debt limit. With the consent of the Committee, I 
propose to discuss the first of these items today and to ad
dress the second tomorrow. 

The President's program is designed to deal with three 
basic and ur>'ent problems: 
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--:inflation; 

--recession; and, 

--energy independence. 

These problems are difficult and complex, and their 
solutions will also be difficult and complex. To some extent, 
the remedies work at cross purposes with each other. The 
answers are neither black nor white, but matters of balance 
and judgment. 

Some say we can't· solve all these problems, at le':1st 
not all at the same time. I believe we can. The President 
believes we can, and has charted the course to do it. Indeed, 
we have no other choice, for the penalty for inaction could 
be frightening. We will ultimately be held responsible for 
the results, no matter what the pollsters say today about 
our approach. 

The proposal for a temporary tax reduction to stimulate 
the economy has the very highest orioritv and 1.,e urge that 
you enact "Lt immediately, even if that means separating it 
from the other elements of the President's proposals. However, 
all of the elements in the proposal are interrelated and, 
therefore, I need to deal with them all here today. 

Inflation. 

Inflation, like interest, tends to compound. It reached 
an annual rate of more than 12i in 1Q74, the highest level 
in peacetime history. The damage has been extensive. 'T'he 
lifetime savings of many have shriveled in real terms. 
Interest rates have risen to all time highs, with adverse 
effects on the livelihoods of millions, on the opportunity 
for families to own their own homes, and on the ability of 
others to start or stay in business. The uncertainties cre
ated by inflation undermined the confidence of both consumers 
and investors, with consequent damage to jobs and to the new 
investment and increased productivity which are required to 
stem inflation. I do not believe that our economic system, 
as we 1'-now it, could long survive such a trend. In 1919, 
J. M. Keynes wrote: 

"There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning 
the existing basis of society than to debauch the 
currency. The process engages all the hidden forces 
of economic law on the side of destruction, and does 
it in a manner which not one man in a million is 
able to diagnose." 
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I'm told that statement was a follow-up by Keynes on a simi
lar remark of Lenin, to the effect that inflation could destrov 
capitalism. 

Inflation is popularly said to be caused by "too much 
money chasing too few goods." That is an oversimplification, 
but it captures the essential truth. 

There have been many causes for this inflation, but, in 
my opinion, the biggest single factor has been a prolonged 
period of large government deficits, including the off-budget 
lending and loan-guarantee programs. 

The momentous growth in federal expenditures and federal 
deficits has been truly startling. It took 186 years for the 
federal budget to reach $100 billion, a line it crossed in 
1962 but then only nine more years to reach $200 billion, and 
only

0

four more years to break the $300 hillion barrier. Reve
nues, of course, have not kept up with expenditures, so that 
when we close the books on fiscal year 1Q75, we will have had 
budget deficits in 14 of the last °15 vears--and the accumulated 
debt for that period alone will exceed $130 billion. 

There can be no doubt about the inflationary impact of 
such huge deficits. They added enormously to aggregate demand 
for goods and services and were thus directly resp?nsihle for 
upward pressures on the price level .. Heavy borrowi~g by the 
federal government has also been an important contributing factor 
to the persistent rise in interest rates and to the strains 
that have developed in money and capital markets--a subject 
I will address in more detail tomorrow. Worse still, contin
uation of budget deficits has tended to undermine the con~idence 
of the public in the capacity of our government to deal 1'.n ~h 
inflation. In short, when the federal budget runs a deficit 
year after year, especially during periods of high economic 
activity such as the ones we have ~~joyed o~er t~e P<;1St de~a~e. 
it becomes a major source of economic and financial instability. 
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When the government runs a deficit--when it spends more 
than it receives--it must borrow to make up the difference. 
Under our modern monetary system, that kind of borrowing 
almost always results, sooner or later, in the creation of 
too much money. It seldom results in the commensurate 
creation of additional goods and services. 

Government borrowing does not necessarily require the 
immediate creation of too much money, for the government 
can borrow existing money in the private caoital markets. 
To that extent, it competes with private demands for caoit.al, 
preempts funds that would otherwise be used for private in
vestment and, in a period of strong private demand, causes 
interest rates to rise. 

If government borrowing in the private capital market 
grows so large that it threatens to dry up credit for private 
borrowers or causes abrupt changes in interest rates, the 
Federal Reserve customarily steps into the market and pur
chases government bonds for its own account. The Federal 
Reserve pays for that Purchase not with money already in the 
sy~tem, but by setting up a new credit balance on its rooks. 
That almost immediately causes the total money supply to 
increase by several times the amount of the credit. In this 
way, the financing of large deficits causes the money supply 
to increase substantially, which creates more inflation. 
This has been a major part of the inflation explosion over 
the past decade. 

In times of recession, private borrowing typically 
slackens as businessmen have fewer needs for credit. If 
additional government deficits simply take up that slack, 
it does not jeopardize the needs of the private sector and 
does not drive up interest rates. In the current recession, 
however, there may be less slackening in private demands 
than usual because of the high debt-equity ratios that have 
become typical, the general illiquidity of business, the 
inability of corporations to raise capital in the equity 
markets, and the necessity to finance inventories and capital 
goods at inflated prices. 

I 1· we cannot finance t :,~ deficit within the recession 
induc• slack in the capit: markets, then we shall have a 
credit ·'shortage" that wili drive up interest rates signif
icantly. The Federal Reserve could prevent that only by 
significantly increasing the supply of money. As we assess 
that situation, we must remember, too, that what appears to 
be slack at the moment may disappear as business bounces back 
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and its demand for credit returns to normal. When the re7es
sion is over, and goods and ser~ices have returned to their 
original pre-recession levels if the money supply has been 
significantly increased, we shall have created additional 
inflation. 

There is no way to escape the basic dilemma presented 
by large government deficits. On the one hand, if the def
icits cause a significant increase in the money supply, we 
shall have further inflation. On the other hand, if defi
cits are not permitted to increase the money supply, we must 
be prepared to endure tight credit and high interest rates. 

This is a very difficult circle to break. ·The only 
solution is to take a long-term view and resist the tempta
tion to deal with each painful aspect of the cure as a crisis 
to be solved by short-term remedies, i.e., by more deficits. 

A most important tool in beating inflation is increased 
productivity. We need to encourage and facilit~te conduct 
that will increase the supply of goods and services, so that 
the increased money supply that will surely flow from these 
deficits will be chasing an amount of goods and services that 
has also increased. Just getting back to pre-recession lev
els of goods and services is obviously not enough. 

Recession. 

We are presently in a full-fledged recession. It is in sub
stantial part attributable to our inflationary excesses. It 
is the hangover that follows the revelry. 

One of the major factors in the current recession is 
the decline in the housing industry, which is a key component 
in our economy. The housing industry is especially vulnera
ble to high interest rates, and was thus hard hit when infla
tion caused interest rates to rise ~o all time highs. Thus, 
so far as housing goes, it is inflation itself which caused 
the recession. We cannot expect the housing industry to 
regain its full health until we get inflation under better 
control. 
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It is tempting to believe that housing can be helped by 
driving down interest rates through a more rapid increase in 
the supply of money. That does not work in an inflationary 
climate, however, because the increase in the money supply 
further increases inflationary expectations, sometimes with 
a lag and sometimes almost immediately, and thereby sends 
interest rates not lower, but higher. Thus, housing is hurt, 
rather than helped, by such policies. 

In the same way, inflation was a major factor--perhaps 
the major factor--in demolishing consumer confidence. Polls 
taken by the Survey Research Center at the University of 
Michigan show that the precipitous decline in consumer con
fidence began when prices started hitting new peaks--
well before the effects of the recession were clearly felt. 
While the recession has driven confidence even lower, it was 
inflation that pushed it over the brink. This loss of con
sumer confidence has caused the biggest drop in 
consumer purchases since the Second World War and is a sig
nificant part of the current recession. 

Some part of the recession is also attributable to the 
program to bring inflation under control. When we embarked 
on that program, we knew that it would dampen economic activ
ity, for that is an inevitable side effect of the process of 
slowing inflation. The principal tool in winding down infla
tion has been a policy of monetary restraint, which was in 
effect most of last year. If the money supply had been per
mitted to increase fast enough to accommodate all of the 
price increases we were experiencing, the additional money 
would have caused the prices to spiral even faster. Thus, 
it was necessary to slow down the rate of growth in the money 
supply. Whenever that is done, some are caught in the crunch. 

Those are the hard trade-offs. Inflation causes dis
locations. And stopping inflation causes additional disloca
tions. Dislocations cause the economy to fall off. 

To cure our economic problems, we will have to adminis
ter the medicine continuously over a period of years. We 
are a long way from full recovery. And we have to watch the 
patient carefully all the while, because the side effects of 
the medicine are strong and we may need to adjust the pre
scription from time to time. 
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Our goal must be to keep a balance. We want to do as 
much as we can to stop inflation without unduly hampering 
economic activity. At the same time, we all recognize today 
that recession has become a much more serious problem, caus
ing widespread hardships and unemployment. Moreover, it has 
developed more rapidly and has been steeper than anyone 
expected. It is apparent that under these circumstances we 
must shift the balance of our policies more heavily in the 
direction of fighting the recession. The President's recom
mendations for a temporary tax cut are designed to ensure 
that the recovery we expect in the middle months of the year 
is sharper and Stronger than would otherwise be the. case. · 

We can and must have recovery from the cur.rent recession, 
but we must do that in a way that does not lead to an over
heating of the economy again. We will lose the 
opportunity to achieve stable economic growth if we switch 
to excessively stimulative policies. That has been the repet
itive pattern over the past decade. Every time the economy 
showed signs of hesitation, there was a pronounced shift to 
stimulative monetary and fiscal policies. 

One of the best examples occurred only a short time ago. 
After a rapid acceleration in the rate of inflation during 
the late 1960's, a program of fiscal and monetary restraint 
was started in 1969. As a result, inflation peaked out at 
6% and then declined slowly to about 3-1/2% by 1972. The 
upward momentum of inflation had been stopped. But then, 
instead of maintaining the policies of moderation, we became 
more expansive again and we very swiftly propelled ourselves 
into the inflation that we are experiencing today. 

The result of such stop-and-go policies is that w ~ave 
pushed the inflation rate up onto higher and higher pl. :'aus. 
In 1966, the peak inflation rate was about 4%; in 1970 it 
was about 6%; and now prices are rising at about a 12/.. rate. 
The same process ratchetted interest rates higher and higher. 
In 1966, rates on long corporate bonds peaked at a lit.tle 
over 6%; in 1970, they reached almost 10%; and this pant year, 
the high was 12%. 
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Energy Independence. 

Energy independence is both a political and an economic 
problem for the United States. 

Oil is an extremely important and pervasive commodity 
in our economy. In recent years, our consumption has risen 
rapidly but our production has declined. We are now depen
dent on foreign sources for nearly 40% of our needs. Major 
foreign suppliers have organized a cartel and, at least at 
present, have the power to bring about political and economic 
spasms of the kind which we have recently experienced. In 
the last year and half, the Arab embargo created major dis
ruptions throughout our economy, and the quadrupling of for
eign oil prices has contributec significantly to both the 
inflation and the recession we are now experiencing. 

Our economic system is strong and resilient and can 
undoubtedly survive almost any unfortunate development that 
is likely to occur in the near future with respect to oil. 
But many other nations are less fortunate, and our own econ
omy is so interconnected with that of other nations that 
their problems are in substantial degree our problems. Trou
ble in one or more national economies abroad could have very 
serious effects on our own. 

If we are to retain control over our 
tinies, we must achieve independence. We 
when it is clear that we intend to do it, 
great deal of control over the situation. 
very little from our knees. 

own economic des
can do it. And 
we will regain a 

We will control 

The President's energy program is therefore designed 
primarily to reduce our dependence on imported oil. In order 
to do that, we will need to develop alternatives for oil and 
we will also need to reduce our total demands for energy of 
all kinds. 

We are dealing with a long-term program. We believe 
we can achieve virtual independence in 10 years, but only 
if we start promptly, work hard and continuously, and make 
significant reductions in our demands for energy. ., 
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Rationing is one way of curbing demand and a number of 
nationa~ ~eaders have proposed it. Public polls also show 
a surprising amount of support for rationing. I cannot imag
ine, however, that the American public will really want it 
once they think it through or would live with it if they got 
it. Remember that we are talking about a permanent program. 
If we should opt to travel the rationing route, we will not 
get rid of it. If we were to let it go we would--overnight-
be again non-self-sufficient. 

We could perhaps live with rationing in a period of 
temporary emergency. But as a way of life, I suggest it is 
fundamentally inconsistent with our system and with the 
spirit of the American public. 

Even in times of emergency, rationing has never worked 
fairly or efficiently. To cut a million barrels a day from 
our consumption by rationing only gasoline for private house
holds, we would have to hold drivers to an average of less 
than 9 gallons per week--a reduction of about 25% 
from today. To reach the 1977 goal of a 2 million barrels 
a day reduction would require a second 25% reduction. Some 
persons would obviously need more, which means that the basic 
ration for ordinary persons would have to be even less. But 
gasoline accounts for only part of each barrel of oil, and 
we would clearly need to ration the remaining products, too-
fuel oil, jet fuel, diesel fuel, refinery products going into 
petrochemicals, etc. Who would decide which persons needed 
more and which needed less of each of these things? Every 
family, every car and motorbike, every store, school, church, 
every manufacturer--everything and everybody--would have to 
obtain a permit for a certain quantity of gasoline, electric
ity, natural gas, etc. Those allocations would have to be 
changed every time someone was born or died or moved or got 
married or divorced, and every time a business was started, 
merged, sold out or bought another, or the church or school 
added on a new room. And some government official would have 
to approve it. 

as: 
What would the rationing bureaucracy do about such cases 

The low-income worker who owns an old car that 
gets only nine miles per gallon but can't afford 
to trade it in? His affluent neighbor who buys 
a new car that gets 22 miles per gallon? 
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The low-income family that heats with oil a 
small but poorly insulated house, while their 
wealthy neighbor heats a large, well-insulated 
house with gas? 

The Montana rancher who drives nearly 600 miles 
per month and the Manhattan apartment dweller 
who drives less than 100 miles? 

The family that has to move from New York to 
California and use up several months' coupons 
in making the trip? One out of every five fam
ilies moves e¥ery year. 

The family with sick members? The family that 
does turn off the heat in empty rooms and the 
family that does not? The family with few chil
dren and many rooms to heat and the family with 
many children but few rooms? 

The migrant worker who drives large distances 
every year but can't afford a more economical 
car? 

The shortages that would inevitably develop in 
areas where the coupons happen not to match the 
gasoline supplies? 

The gas stations, wit-h limited quantities to 
sell, that maintain only limited services and 
are always closed on evenings and weekends? 

The collusion, counterfeiting and illegal activ
ities that would inevitably develop? 

Last year, when we considered the feasibility of ration
ing gasoline, we concluded that while it could be implemented 
it would take four to six months to set up, employ about 15 ' 
to 20,000 full-time people, incur $2 billion in federal costs, 
use 40,000 post offices for distribution, and require 3,000 
state and local boards to handle exceptions. When we con
sider the problems of just getting the mail delivered, are 
we really ready to trust an army of civil servants--however 
able and well-intentioned--to decide who deserves just what 
of this basic commodity? 

., 
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People should ask themselves which they prefer: the 
suggested increase in prices, or a system in which someone 
else could tell them now and for the indefinite future where 
and when they might drive or how warm they might keep which 
rooms. 

Does anyone honestly believe that the American public 
is willing to trade these basic freedoms--in perpetuity--for 
10¢ a gallon? 

The President has proposed instead that we reduce con
sumption of oil by the most neutral and least bureaucratic 
system available--through the price system. The energy pro
posals would raise the price of oil. At the same time, income 
tax cuts would increase the disposable incomes of every house
hold. Taxpayers could, if they wish, continue to purchase 
more expensive oil and oil products. And they would have 
extra money to do it with. The question they would face is 
whether they wish to spend that extra money for more expe~
sive oil or whether they wish to use it for some other pur
pose. A great many will choose to use it for other purposes. 
That is particularly true of businesses, which alertly switch 
to alternative products when a price advantage appears. The 
economic data available, updated by the experience of the 
last year, indicate that a tax of 10¢ a gallon spread across 
all the products manufactured from a barrel of crude oil will 
reduce consumption enough to meet our goals. 

There has been a great deal of talk about the public 
being willing to make sacrifices. I believe they are. But 
for the average consumer this program should involve little 
sacrifice. For most, it would not even involve inconvenience 
or extra expense. The average consumer would be faced with 
higher oil prices, but he would also have additional money 
that would fully compensate him. He would retain total free
dom of choice. 

I realize that it is not immediately apparent to the 
average citizen how this program as a whole would reduce con
sumption and yet cost him little or nothing. Education is 
essential and I -am counting heavily on the objectivity and 
expertise of this Committee and i " able staff to achieve it. 
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The Need for Business Tax Relief. 

The proposed program provides tax relief for both indi
viduals and business. Individual income taxes account for 
about three times as much revenue as corporate income taxes, 
and relief would be allotted in that same three-to-one ratio . 

Businesses, like people, have been badly buffeted by 
our economic difficulties. Many are in precarious financial 
situations. One need only look at the unemployment rolls in 
Detroit to see how important it is to all of us to maintain 
a healthy climate for business. Surely, the misfortunes of 
the auto industry have created many more hardships for auto 
workers than for auto stockholders. We will all be losers 
if our businesses are unable to earn reasonable profits and 
thus to make the investments that will mean more jobs and 
greater productivity in the future. 

The suggestion in recent years that businesses have 
prospered while individuals have suffered is simply untrue. 
Corporate profits in the aggregate, realistically stated, 
are at an all time low as a percentage of our total national 
income. 

Reported profits may be higher than in the past, but 
they do not tell the full story. There are two major elements 
which substantially overstate reported earnings in periods 
of inflation. They are inventories and depreciation. 

The inventory situation may be illustrated by assuming 
a company that normally maintains an inventory of 100,000 
widgets. If inflation causes the price of widgets to increase 
by $1, from $2 t o $3, under traditional FIFO accounting the · 
$100,000 increase in the value of the inventories is reported 
as profits, even though the company is no better off in real 
terms than it was before the inflation. Economists have 
long recognized that this increase is not a true "profit" and 
the Department of Commerce national income accounts have, 
from the inception of those accounts in the 1940 's, separated 
it from profit figures. 

For 30 years, business taxpayers have been permitted 
to exclude these amounts from taxable income, but only if 
· hey reported on the same basis to their shareholders and the 
. 1ublic. Many businesses have preferred to pay higher taxes 
rather than report lesser earnings to their shareholders. 
With the rapid inflation which has occurred in the 1~s t year, 
however, the penalty i n increased taxes on unreal i t ·~>me has 
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become so grea t that there has been a major shift to LIFO 
accounting. This is long overdue and I regret that it has 
taken the business world and the accounting profession so 
long to get there. 

A similar situation exists with respect to depreciation . 
In a period of rapid inflation, depreciation deductions based 
on historical cost resul t in reporting as income amounts 
which do not represent an increase in wealth but which are 
required merely to stay even. In a period of constant and 
substantial i nflation, t his subject urgently needs re-exami
nation. Under current tax and accounting rules, business 
management is powerless to deal effectively with this problem. 
Businessmen often complain that depreciation char ges are too 
low for tax purposes because of this facto r but their cred
ibility is severely i mpaired by the fact that, more often 
than not, they report to their shareholders and the public 
less depreciation (and therefore more income) than that which 
they are permit ted to deduct for tax purposes. 

I n fairness, I must note that the inventory and depre
ciation problems are more complex than meets the eye and 
r a ise further arguments about whether other items, too, should 
be adjusted. 

Nonetheless, the effects of the inventory and deprecia
tion adjustments by themselves produce dramatic overstatement 
of real income: Nonfinancial corporations reported profits 
after taxes in 1974 of $65.5 billion as compared to $38.2 
billion in 1965, an apparent 71% increase. But when depre
ciation is calculated on a basis that provides a more 
realistic accounting for the current value of the capital 
used in production and when the effect of inflation on inven
tory values is eliminated, after- tax profits actually declined 
by 50%, from $37 . 0 billion in 1965 to $20.6 billion in 1974. 
A major factor contributing to this decline is that income 
taxes were payable on these fictitious elements of profits. 
That resulted in a rise in the effective tax rate on true 
profits from about 43% in 1965 to 69% in 1974. Thus a real
~stic calculat~on shows that the sharp rise in reported prof
its was an optical illusion caused by inflation. 

Since, in ·ur · economy , corporate profits are the major 
source of fund ··or new investment in productive capacity, 
all of this ha rave implications for investment and growth . 
That is perhap jeen best in the figures for undistributed 
pro~its of non nancial corporations, restated on the same 
b~s is to a~cou: rea~ist~cally for inventories and deprecia
tion . It is tt~ undis tributed profit. that corpor ations have 
left to fund additional new capacity s distinguished jrom 
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the replacement of existing capacity). In 1965, there were 
$20 billion of undistributed profits. By 1973--after eight 
years in which real GNP (the rest of the economy) grew 36%-
the undistributed profits of nonfinancial corporations had 
dropped to $6 billion. And for 1974, our preliminary estimate 
is that the figure for undistributed profits is a minus of 
nearly $10 billion. That means that there was not nearly 
enough even to replace existing capacity, and nothing to 
finance investment in additional new capacity. 

The following chart shows with dramatic--and frighten
ing--clarity the true state of affairs . 

UNDISTF<IBUTED PROFITS OF 
NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS 
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The business community is properly distressed that the 
public does not realize the seriousness of this situation. 
I have to say, however, that at least a portion of the blame 
can be laid at th r door of business itself. Businesses like 
to report high ea , i.ngs to their shareholders and to the 
public. Reported ·'.lrnings are the "report card" for manage
ment. The willin1 ~css of business to continue using methods 
which overstate real economic incomes in an inflationary 
period leads the public to believe that business is a major 
beneficiary of rising prices. That causes the man in the 
street to believe that the total income pie is larger and 
that he has a legitimate claim on it:, which, in turn, height
ens the wage spiral and intensifies the squeeze on corporate 
profits and the difficulty of capital formation . 
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The fact that these overstated profits are also subject 
to tax presents a serious problem that we hope you will look 
into when you turn to tax reform later this year. The prob
lem is too complex to deal with quickly, but it may affect 
the ultimate use of the revenues allotted to business relief. 

While the deterioration of business profits may not be 
apparent to the man in the street, or even in the stockholders' 
reports, the professionals have not been fooled. The devas 
tating effect of inflation on business profits has been 
reflected in sharp price drops in the equity markets. This 
decline in the stock market has rendered it practically impos
sible for most companies to raise money on favorable terms 
in the equity markets. As a result, corporations have been 
forced to rely more heavily on borrowed money, thus raising 
their debt-equity ratios to unusually high levels and driv-
ing up interest rates. Such interest rates become a major 
depressant on corporate earnings. Equally important, the 
lessening of the equity "cushion" leaves businesses inflex
ible and very vulnerable to bankruptcies in a business down
turn. 

The oil and environmental problems have been a further 
and major exacerbation. The past year's increase in the cost 
of petroleum products has rendered many business operations 
substantially less profitable , if not unprofitable. The air 
line, auto, travel, and electric utility industries--which 
are all closely related to oil usage--were hard hit. Increased 
oil prices have caused lower profits, lesser incomes, and 
fewer jobs in many businesses--which, stated another way, 
means that businesses were not able to pass on fully increased 
energy costs, and were required to absorb a significant por
tion in the form of lesser profits. 

All of these developments argue strongly that tax relief 
for business is both deserved and required. We should also 
keep in mind that our system of business taxation bears more 
heavily on corporations than do the tax systems of almost 
every other major industrial nation. Our provisions for cap
ital recovery are·more restrictive than those in most other 
countries. More importantly, almost all our major trading 
partners have in the last few years largely eliminated the 
classical two-tier system of corporate taxation in which 
income is taxed once at the corporate level and again at the 
shareholder level. Through a variety of mechanisms they have 
adopted systems of "integrating" the personal and individual 
income taxes so that the double taxation element is eliminated 
or radically lessened. This has occurred in Canada, the 
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United Kingdom,_France, ?erm~ny, Japan, and Belgium. The 
European Economic Community is asking that all of its members 
adopt such a system. While the complexities of this subject 
are best left for another occasion, the point I am making 
does bear on the general question of whether the tax burden 
on our corporations is excessive and should be relieved in 
some degree. 

The Need for Anti-Recession Stimulus. 

The need for som7 form ~f stimulation must be apparent 
to 7very mem~er ?f this Committee. The recession is already 
serious and it will get worse before it gets better. Our 
l~test estimat7s indicate that the rate of unemployment should 
rise to approximately 8%. We continue to believe in fact 
that even in the absence of further stimulation the economy 
should bottom out in the middle months of the year and that 
we should begin a rec~ve7y_phase ther~after. The temporary 
tax cut ~ould be of significant help in making the recovery 
more solid and more certain. It would also help to reduce 
the une1!1ployment rate from what it might otherwise be. More
over, since we are.likely to have a margin of slack in the 
eco~omy for some ~i1!1e, taxes can be cut temporarily without 
serious~y compromising our efforts against inflation. Under 
these circumstances, we should do what we can to strengthen 
the economy through a temporary reduction in taxes. 

$16 Billion Temporary Anti-Recession Tax Cut. 

_In order to provide the needed economic stimulus, the 
Presi~en~ proposes a one-time, temporary tax reduction of 
$16.bil~ion, to be placed in effect within the next 90 days. 
Making it ~e1!1porary avoids building into the system the 
larger deficits that would later refuel inflation. 

The temporary tax reduction will be an across-the-board 
refun? 07 ta~ reduction for all taxpayers. The total of 
$16 bill~on.is allott7d $12 billion to individual taxpayers 
and.$4 bill7on_t? busi~ess taxpayers, which is the same 3 to 1 
ratio that individual income taxes bear to corporate income 
taxes. 

.. 

... 
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Refund of 1974 Taxes to Individuals. 

Individual taxpayers will receive a refund of 12% of 
their income taxes for 1974, with a maximum refund of $1,000 
per tax return. The great majority of taxpayers would thus 
benefit in proportion to the income taxes they pay for 1974, 
but high-income individuals would not receive excessively 
large refunds. 

Taxpayers are now filing their income tax returns for 
1974 and nearly all will be filed by April 15. All taxpayers 
will continue to file their returns and pay income tax in 
accordance with present law. After their returns are filed, 
the Internal Revenue Service will calculate the. amount of 
their refund, which will then be paid to them by checks in 
two equal installments . 

I cannot emphasize too strongly the point that individ
uals should continue to file their tax returns in accordance 
with existing law. The sooner they do that, the sooner the 
system will be able to process their returns and mail their 
re.funds. They should, under no circumstances, try to compute 
and deduct their own refunds. If Ehe-Y-<lo~---rriey will face 
possible fines and penalties and, at a minimum, an Internal 
Revenue Service examination of their return will probably be 
necessary to straighten out their final liability. 

If, as requested by the President, the 12% refund is 
enacted by April 1, 1975: 

--refund checks for the first installment--in total 
about $6 billion--would begin to be mailed in 
May and would continue through June as the later 
filed returns are processed; and 

--refund checks for the second installment of the 
remaining $6 billion would be mailed in September. 
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The effect of the tax refund can be illustrated for a 
family of four as follows: 

Adjusted Present Proposed Percent 
Gross Income Tax Refund Saving 

$ 5,000 $ 98 $ 12 -12.0% 
7,000 402 48 -12.0 

10,000 867 104 -12.C 
12,500 1,261 151 -12.0 
15,000 1,699 204 -12.0 
20,000 2,660 319 -12.0 
40,000 7,958 955 -12.0 
50,000 11, 465 1,000 - 8.7 
60,000 15,460 1,000 - 6.5 

100,000 33,340 1,000 - 3.0 
200,000 85,620 1,000 - 1. 2 

Taxpayers with incomes of less than $15,000 now pay 
31% of the income tax, and they will receive 36% of the 
refund. Eighty percent of the refund will go to taxpayers 
with less than $30, 000 of income who pay 68/o of the income 
tax. At the upper extreme, 24% of the income tax is paid by 
taxpayers with incomes in excess of $40,000. These taxpayers 
will receive only 11% of the refund. 

Adjusted 
Gross Income 

Less Than: 

$ 10,000 
15,000 
20,000 
30,000 
40,000 
50,000 

100,000 

Percent of 
1974 Tax 
Liability 

Before Refund 

13. 0% 
30.8 
48.4 
68.5 
76.3 
80.8 
90.8 

Percent of 
Refund 

15.1% 
36.0 
56.6 
80.0 
89.l 
93.4 
98.7 

.. 

'', 
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This proposed method of tax relief has the following 
advantages: 

Larger amounts can be returned faster by mail
ing refund checks based on 1974 taxes, than by 
reducing tax liabilities for the year 1975. 

A reduction in 1975 tax liabilities would be 
achieved through reductions in withholding. 
It would not occur for at least a month after 
enactment of the tax reduction and then only 
in relatively small weekly or biweekly amounts 
stretching all the way through December of 
this year. 

With a refund based on 1974 taxes, taxpayers 
will know more precisely the total re~uction 
they will receive and can plan accordingly, 
thus accelerating the stimulative impact. 

Receipt of two relatively large refund checks 
should have a greater psychological effect on 
family budget decisions and consumption atti
tudes than receiving the same total a few 
dollars at a time, thus increasing the impact 
of the $12 billion temporary tax reduction. 
This should also help the sales of cars, fur
nishings and other big ticket items that have 
been depressed by the recessior. 

With a refund based on 1974 taxes, taxpayers 
will be assured of getting the refund whether 
or not their incomes may be reduced or uncer
tain in 1975. Thus, taxpayers who had jobs 
in 1974 but are now unemployed would be 
assured of refunds; they would not receive 
such refunds if they were applied only to 
1975 income. 

Paying the refund in two checks rather than 
one will ease the strains on the capital 
markets that would be caused by the Treasur s 
financing of the entire amount all at once . 
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Emergency 12% Investment Credit. 

The remaining $4 billion of the total $16 billion 
temporary tax refund and reduction will go to corporations, 
~armers ai;d othe: business firms in the form of a one-year 
increase in the investment tax credit. That should stimulate 
the demand for capital goods and help increase productivity 
and employment. 

The invest~ei;t tax c7edit would be increased temporarily 
to 12% for qualified machinerv and equipment placed in ser
vice .in 1975 or ordered by th~ end of 1975 and placed in . 
service by the end of .1976. As under existing law,· special 
rules apply to property constructed by the taxpayer or to 
his special order. · 

We propose that this increase in the investment credit 
~e effective beginning Jai;uary 1, 1975. That is extremely 
impo:tant, as we wan~ businesses to move ahead promptly with 
new investment, and it would be 'IlOSt undesirable if they were 
to suspend purchases and orders until Congress has finally 
acted. For this reason, Congress has in the past adopted a 
r~troactive effective date like that proposed, and ba~ed on 
our conversations with members of the tax writing committees 
we are confident that it will do so her~ to~ if the proposal 
for an increase is ultimately enacted. 

Because of the need for speedy enactment and because 
this emergency increase in the rate of the investment tax 
credit is for only one year, no ot~er changes or restructur
in~ of the present investment tax credit are proposed at 
this time, except for utilities. Because of the particular 
plight of the Nation's regulated public utilities, we 
recommend that the following additional changes be made: 

The discrimination against publi utilities 
which under current law are allowed only a ' 
4% investment credit, would be eliminated 
permanently. Under the temporary emergency 
investment tax credit, and thereafter, public 
utilities would receive the same general 
investment credit rate as other businesses. 

The provision of present law which limits the 
maximum credit to 50% of liability for tax in 
excess of $25,000 would be modified in the case 
of regulated public utilities. The limitation 
would be increased to 75% in 1975, and be 
reduced by 5 percentage points each year 
through 1979, returning to 50% in 1980. 

·•I .. 
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The proposed 12% rate would be extended for two addi
tional years, through 1977, for property, not fired by 
oil or gas, that provides power to electric generating 
facilities, including property converted from oil or gas 
use. This two-year extension will provide significant 
incentives for the development and use of nuclear, geo
thermal, coal, hydro, solar and other petroleum-saving 
power sources. 

Increasing the rate of the investment tax credit has 
proved very helpful in reversing adverse economic trends. When 
the investment tax credit was repEaled and other provisions 
increasing the tax burden on business were enacted in 1969, 
there followed a period of rising unemployment and business 
stagnation. Subsequent to the reenactment of the credit in 
1971, new investment increased by 9% in 1972 and 13% in 1973. 
Further, in the period 1972-1973 industrial production in
creased 19% and there was a significant decline in unemploy
ment. 

Energy Taxes in General 

The goal of the energy tax package is to reduce total 
consumption of oil and natural gas, which will reduce imports 
in like amount. 

The package has three parts: 

(1) An import fee increase ultimately settling at $2 
per barrel on crude oil and products and a corresponding 
excise tax on domestic crude oil. 

(2) Decontrol of crude oil prices and a Windfall 
Profits Tax. 

(3) Price decontrol of new natural gas and the equivalent 
of the $2/bbl. oil excise tax (namely, 37 cents/thousand 
cubic feet) on all natural gas, to curtail its use and 
discourage switching from fuel oil to natural gas. 

This combination of fees, taxes and decontrol will raise 
the prices of oil, and gas and related products relative to 
other prices. That will discourage their unnecessary use, 
encourage the c ubstitution of other energy souL·ces, and 
induce the rer 'cement of existing energy-using devices. 
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Gasoline Tax as Alternative. 

Many persons have sup.gested that a gasoline tax would be 
preferable to taxes on crude oil. 

There are several reasons for preferring a tax on crude 
oil to a gasoline tax: 

A price increase in crude oil is far more.effec~ 
tive in reducing consumption than a gasoline pricP 
increase. the increased orices u~der_the proposals 
amount to about lOt per gallon, distributed across 
all of the prdducts that come from a barrel of 
crude. It would take a gasoline tax of 4St to 
sot per gallon to achieve the same r~duction in 
consumption. There are two exp~ana~ion~ for that. 
First, since the price of gasoline is higher than 
for other refinery products, a larger cents per 
gallon change is required to get the same per
centage change. Secon<l, gasoline accounts for 
only about 40% of the barrel of crude and a tax 
on only 40% must obviously be higher than a tax 
on 100% . 

With a 4St to 
would rise an 
compares with 
billion under 

prices 
That 

$21 

sot gasoline tax, gasoline 
aggregate of $4S billion . 
oil price increases of only 
the proposed program. 

Crude oil--not gasoline--is the problem. We want 
to reduce consumption of each of the elements in 
a barrel of crude . 

There is just as much opportunity to conserve 
other petroleum products and other forms of 
energy and energy intensive products as there 
is to conserve gasoline. For example, many 
thermostats could be turned down with no real 
discomfort. Our trash cans arEo: heaped with 
direct petroleum products such as plastics , and 
other products that require large amoun· of 
petroleum related energy to create, sue • a~ 
aluminum. We can conserve a little on a wide 
range of items and save a lot in total. 

It is fairer to let all pC' troleum users make a 
moderate adjustment than impose a d:as~ic 
increase on just easolin ~rs. And it is 

.. 
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easier for the economy as a whole to accoaunodate 
a moderate, broadly distributed increase than 
a very large, more narrowly based increase. 
The proposals avoid devastating the automobile 
industry, the travel industry , and others which 
depend on gasoline for survival. 

$2 License Fee and Excise. 

The U.S. now imports about 4.1 million barrels per day 
of crude oil and about 2.6 million barrels per day of fuel 
oil and other refinery .products. An additional import fee 
of $2 per barrel on crude and product is to be i~posed in 
stages of $1 each on February 1 and March 1 by Presidential 
Proclamation under the authority of the Trade Expansion Act 
of 1962. In addition, if Congress has not enacted the excise 
tax on domestic oil by that time, the import fee will be 
raised another $1 on April 1, for a total increase of $3 . 
Adjustments in the fees on imported products will be made to 
reflect obligations under the old entitlements program . 

The $~ per barrel increase in the fee wil l raise the 
average price of imported crude oil and its products by $2 
per barrel. In the case of crude oil, that means an increase 
from around $11 per barrel to $13 per barrel . Domestic crude 
would also sell at about $13 per barrel, and the excise tax 
of $2 would leave the effective price to domestic producers 
also at $11 per barrel. 

The import fees will bring in revenues of $3.2 billion 
in 197S and $4 . l billion in 197 6 and the excise tax will 
raise $4.8 billion in 197S and $7.2 billion in 1976 . 

Decontrol and Windfall Profits Tax. 

Last year the United States produced 9.2 million barrels 
of crude oil per day. We now produce only about 8 .8 million 
barrels of crude oil per day, approximately 60% of which, or 
S.3 million barrels, sell at an average price of $S.2S per 
barrel because of price controls. If present controls con
tinue, this year's production will decline further to per
haps 8.6 mil lion barrels per day. Our system of price con
trols is seriously counterproductive to our need for greater 
domestic supplies. 
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An illustration of the way that price controls discour
age production occurs in connection with the "stripp7r well" 
exemption, which permits oil produced from leases which 
average fewer than 10 barrels per day per well to sell at 
the world price. The exemption encourages producers to let 
their wells decline from 15 or 16 barrels a day to 9.9 bar
rels per day. They actually make money by suffering a pro
duction decline. 

Another illustration arises in connection with secondary 
and tertiary recovery processes, which are used to stimulate 
additional production .after original production has ·declined. 
Those processes are costly and part of our production decline 
is attributable to the fact that they are uneconomic at con
trolled prices. Money will not be invested to produce mo~e 
controlled oil at $5.25 per barrel if it can be invested in 
producing uncontrolled oil at $11 per barrel, or in some 
completely unrelated business at a higher rate of return. . 
Regulation of prices drives people out of the regulated busi
ness and into other lines of business not so subject to 
uncalculable, nonmarket risks. Price controls were imposed 
as·a means of preventing windfall profits, but clearly we 
must find a more sensible approach . 

The combination of price decontrol and the Windfall 
Profits Tax is a workable solution to the problem. In 1975, 
we estimate that a producer of controlled oil would receive 
$11 per barrel after decontrol (net of the $2 excise) , or 
an increase in price of $5.75 per barrel ($11.00 - $5.25 = 
$5.75). The Windfall Profits Tax proposed would average 
$4 . 53 per barrel, reducing the producer's net price increase 
to $1.22 per barrel. That $1.22 translates into about 76¢ 
per barrel after tax. 

After decontrol, the price for all oil will be the same, 
thus eliminating all the inefficiencies of the two-tier pric
ing system. Producers of uncontrolled oil will begin to pay 
a windfall tax on the increased prices they have enjoyed for 
more than a year. As a result, they will pay $2.81 per bar
rel more tax on those increased profits than they paid last 
year. Producers of controlled oil will begin to receive the 
same increased prices but will be permitted to keep o~ly ?6¢ 
of that increase. Both controlled and uncontrolled ~il will 
receive the same prices and pay the same taxes. 

... 

Price per barrel 
Former price 
Net price increase 
Windfall Profits Tax 
Gain (loss) 
Income tax at 38%"' 
Net effect after tax 
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Uncontrolled 
Oil 

$ll. 00 
( ll. 00) 
~ 

( 4. 53) 
(~) 

1. 72 
(~) 

Controlled 
Oil 

$11. 00 
( 5.25) 
-s:Ts 

( 4. 53) 
--r:22 

( . 46) 
r-:-n 

*Corporate rate Qf 48% adjusted for percentage 
depletion and minimum tax. 

Most significant producers have both controlled ~nd 
uncontrolled oil and, compared with last year, they will net 
less on the uncontrolled oil and net more on the controlled 
oil. For the industry as a whole, net after-tax in~?me will 
be reduced by $2 billion, which means that ~he .benet its f~om 
decontrol will be more than offset--by $2 billion--by addi
tional tsxes paid to the Treasury. Those Treasury revenues 
are among those to be returned to taxpayers in the fonn of 
tax reduc t ions. 

The concept of the proposed Windfall Profits Tax is the 
same in general as the Windfall Profits Tax proposed last 
year, although the new proposal has been structured ~o rai~e 
substantially higher revenues . In summary, the tax is designed 
to capture a windfall profit--that is, one ~hich results . 
from a sudden change in price caused by a circumstance which 
is accidental and transitory. It is difficult to separate 
ordinary market prices from prices which permit windfall 
profits (or "excess" profits if one wishes to think of it 
that way). We have made an estimate--a judgment--as to the 
"long-term supply price," i.e., the minimum price to producers 
that will be sufficient to induce an increase in our supplies 
of oil sufficient to make us energy independent by 1985 . Our 
judgment is that the price required for this is around $7 to 
$8 at today 's pr .ce levels, assuming the continuation of per -
centage depletic The tax is designed to permit pr?ducers 
to retain an amr equal to the long-term supply price by 
the time additic oil supplies will be coming on line three 
to five years f l now.'~ 

>~If percentage depletion should be eliminated, net to 
producers from a $7 to $8 pri · would be reduc" a higher 
price woulo be required t:o p, ce the same n c.:; eturn and 
the same oi.I ;-,rodur.ti.on, and pro0osed Wi.nd1all Profits 
Tax base and brackets would 11< ,, to be revised up1~ards 
accordingly . 
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The proposal does not include a credit for so-called 
"plowback" investments, nor does it include exemptions for 
certain classes of producers. Plowback is not justified 
because the amounts oil producers will retai~ after the tax 
as it is structured, will provide a price incentive sufficient 
to attain our energy independence goals. To put it another 
way, there is no convincing evidence that permitting a plow
back credit will produce significantly more energy than not 
doing so. Further, a plowback credit means that persons 
already engaged in oil production can make investments with 
tax dollars supplied by the government, while new investors 
must use their own money. We do not believe that kind of 
discrimination and anti-competitive effect can be justified. 

. In the case.of different classes of producers, we simply 
believe that a windfall produced by cartel prices is a wind
fall to large and small producers, high- and low-cost pro
ducers and producers located everywhere. Producers all 
receive a cartel price and not a free-market price. 

·. The issue of plowbacks and si:;ecial exemptions ultimately 
boils clown to whether windfall profits should go to oil pro
ducers or to the public in the fonn of tax reductions. The 
permanent tax reductions proposed depend upon the government 
receiving these revenues. If the revenues are curtailed, the 
tax reductions will need to be curtailed, too. We have tried 
to design a tax that will not inhibit those investments in 
oil production which are economic and which are needed to 
reach our goals. If we believed that the tax would inhibit 
needed investment, we would not propose it. Plowback credits 
and special exemptions would undoubtedly make existing oil 
producers wealthier than they would otherwise be, but would 
not significantly increase oil production. It is taxpayers 
generally who pay the prices that produce the windfall, and 
the revenues should go for the benefit of taxpayers generally. 

,, ,, 
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Decontrol of New Natural Gas and Excise Tax. 

Natural gas shortages last year forced ~ajor curta~lments 
of supplies to many industrial firms and denial of se:vice to 
many new residential customers. Curtailments and denials 
are much greater this year and are causing not only extra 
costs and hardships, but, in many cases, business close-
downs and loss of jobs. 

New natural gas goes primarily into intrastate, uncon
trolled markets where prices range around $1 per thousand· 
cubic feet ('-'m.c.f."). Gas in the interstate market aven~ges 
less than 40i./m.c.f. 'The result is that interstate supplies 
are insufficient, and the energy gap in nonprodui;:ing states . 
is made up with imported oil, which on a BTU equivalent basis 
costs about $2.00, and with imported liquefied natural gas at 
$1.80/m.c.f. Deregulation will permit new domestic ga~ to 
flow into the interstate markets with an aggregate savi~gs 
to existing customers in those markets, an end to curtailments, 
and a net saving in national resources. 

. Whether or not new natural gas is deregulated, the 
President proposes an excise tax of 37i./m.c.f. on natural gas. 
That is equivalent, on a BTU basis, to th: proposed $2.00. 
excise tax on oil and will prevent fuel 011 users from switch
ing to gas. It will also bring the average intersti:te price 
close to the market clearing price (the price at which supply 
and demand will coincide), and end the careless use of this 
fuel by those for whom it is cheap at present prices. 

An equivalent tax, based on BTU content, will also be 
placed on natural gas liquids. Gas wells produce about 86 
percent "wet" gases and 14 percent "dry" gases. The wet gases 
are treated to remove the natural gas liquids, such as propane 
and butane, and the dry gas goes on into the natural gas.pipe
line. The dry gas and liquids will thus be treated c?ns1stencly. 
For example, the tax on natural gas liquids sold in mixed 
stream would be $1.43 per barrel. 

The liabilities for this tax would be $6.3 billion in 
calendar 1975 and $8.5 billion in calendar 1976. 

Effectiveness of Energy Package. 

The energy package will reduce consumption significantly, 
with modest adjustments by most of our citizens. 
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It is natural for businessmen and consumers to react 
to a sudden increase in price of particular goods with the 
thought: "This will merely increase my costs. It won't 
cause me to reduce my purchases." That reaction reflects 
the fact that we are creatures of habit. But we are also 
rational beings who adapt our habits to changing circumstances. 

When meat prices rose sharply in the early months of 
1973, the instantaneous response was a loud complaint ~s each 
of us found his grocery bill inflated. In time, we adjusted 
to thE higher price by buying less meat. There is no doubt 
that the portions of m~at being served by many families 
today are smaller than they were only three years ago. We 
didn't like it, but it had to be done. There was no other 
way to adjust to the new situation--no way that was better. 

So it will be with energy. None of us relishes the 
prospect of higher oil and gas prices. We have all dev~l?ped 
habits of energy use conditioned by two decades of declining 
relative prices of energy. As in the recent experie~ce with 
meat, after the initial shock of resentment at the higher 
prices of petroleum products and gas, our rati?nal se~ves 
will take over and we individually and collectively w1.ll 
find ways to reduce our useage of energy. 

Innnedia tely, we wi 11 slice smaller portions of the energy 
pie for ourselves: 

We will turn off the lights when we leave 
the room to save electricity bills. 

Thermostats will be adjusted downward in 
winter, upward in summer, and heat will be 
turned off in rooms not in use. 

Marginal trips in cars will not be taken; 
some second and third cars will be scrapped. 

Married couples will look closer-in for 
their first home, and possibly settle for 
an apartment instead ." a detached home; and 
owners of homes and Jdings who formerly 
considered the fuel :ngs from insulation, 
weather-stripping, ai otherwise improving 
the thermal efficienc. of structures too 
costly to obtain will. now reconsider. 

,, ., 

fl 
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Equally important, over the longer run: 

Industrial firms, ever on the lookout to 
cut costs, will speed-up the replacement 
of energy-using machinery and processes 
that were perfectly adequate in the days 
when oil cost $3 a barrel and gas only a 
few cents per thousand cubic feet, with 
substitute equipment and processes that 
may have higher initial costs but which 
consume less energy and thus have lower 
over-all cost~ of operation. 

Families will replace their present aut·os 
featuring comfort and speed at the expe~s~ . 
of low mileage with lighter and more. ut1.litar1an 
cars that use less of the now expensive energy; 
and they may eliminate some of tb~ir mo.qt 
frivolous appliances whilcc replac1.ng others 
with initially more costly but more energy
efficient substitutes. 

Materials which require large amounts of 
energy to produce will ~e displaced by 
substitute materials which have become 
relatively cheaper because their production 
consumes less energy. 

More recycling will occur. 

The higher relative cost of oil and gas 
as energy resources will stimulate the . 
development of other energy sources. Oil 
and gas will fill a smaller share of energy 
requirements. Just as coal displaced wood 
as our basic energy source; and oil and gas 
displaced coal, oil and gas will be 
displaced. 

All of these examples are.illustratiop,s ?f what i~ ~he 
technical jargon· of economics is known as price el as tici ty 
of demand": quantities of things consum~d decrease when 
their prices rise relatively to other prices. Every food 
merchant knows he will sell more bananas and oranges when a 
crop failure causes the prices of apples and pears to,,be. 
high, and vice-versa. He may ~ot have heard the term price 
elasticity," hut he knows how it operates. 

45-417 0 - 75 - 7 
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It is natural for businessmen and consumers to react 
to a sudden increase in price of particular goods with the 
t hought: "This will merely increase my costs'. It won't 
cause me to reduce my purchases." That reaction reflects 
t h e fact that we are creatures of habit. But we are also 
rational beings who adapt our habits to changing circumstances . 

When ~eat pri ces rose sharply in the early months of 
1973, the instantaneous response was a loud complaint as each 
of us found his grocery bill inflated. In time, we adjusted 
to thE higher price by buying less meat. There is no doubt 
that the portions of m.eat being ser ved by many families 
t?da~ ar~ sm~ller th~n they were only three years ago. We 
didn t like it, but it had to be done. There was no other 
way to adjust to t he new situation--no way tha t was better. 

So it will be with energy . None of us relishes the 
pro~pect of higher oil and gas prices. We have all developed 
habit~ of e~ergy use conditioned by two decad es of declining 
relative prices of energy. As in the recent experience with 
me~t, after the iniLial shock of resentment at the higher 
prices of petroleum products and gas, our rational selves 
will take over and we individually and collectively will 
fin d ways to reduce our useage of energy . 

Innnedia tely, we wi 11 slice smaller portions of the energy 
pie for ourselves: 

We will turn off the lights when we leave 
the room to save electricity bills. 

Thermostats will be adjusted downward in 
winter, upward in summer, and heat will be 
turned off in rooms not in use. 

Marginal trips in cars will not be taken; 
some second and third cars will be scrapped . 

Married couples will look closer-in for 
their first home, and poss ibly settle for 
an apartment instead ~ a det~ched home; and 
owne~s of homes and J dings who formerly 
considered the fuel ·ngs from insulation, 
weather-stripping, a1 o therwise improving 
the thermal efficien c. of structures too 
costly to obtain will° now reconsider. 
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Equally important , over the longer run: 

Industrial firms, ever on the lookout to 
cu t costs, will speed-up the replacemen t 
of energy- using mach inery and processes 
that were perfectly adequate in the days 
when oil cost $3 a barrel and gas only a 
few cents per thousand cubic feet, with 
substitute eq uipmen t and processes that 
may have higher initial costs but which 
consume less energy and thus have lower 
over - all cos t~ of operation. 

Families will replace their pr esent autbs 
featuring comfort and speed at the expense 
of low mileage with lighter and more uti lita1·ian 
cars that use less of the now expensive enerr,y; 
and they may eliminate some of Lhcir most 
frivolous appliances while replacing others 
with initially more costly but more energy
efficient substitutes. 

Materials which require large amounts of 
ener gy to produce will be displaced by 
s ubstitute materials which have become 
relati vely cheaper because their production 
consumes less energy . 

More recycl i ng will occur . 

The higher relative cost of oil and gas 
as energy resources will stimulate the 
development of other energy sources. Oil 
and gas wi l l fill a smaller share of energy 
requirements. Just as coal displaced wood 
as our basic energy source; and oil and gas 
dis placed coal, oil and gas will be 
displaced. 

All of these examples are illus trations of what in the 
technica 1 jargon of economics is known as "price elasticity 
of demand": quantities of things consumed decrease when 
their prices rise relatively to other prices. Every food 
merchant knows he will sell more bananas and oranges when a 
crop failure causes the prices of app les and pears to be 
hi p;h, and vice-versa. He may not have heard the term "price 
elasticity, " hut he knows how it operates. 

45- 417 0 . 75 • 7 
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Yet many remain skeptical that there is price elast~city 
in the demand for oil, or that if there is any, whether it 
is sufficiently large to make any difference in the volume 
of our oil imports. Experience since 1973 should put doubt 
to rest even if the findings of such major research efforts 
as those of the Ford Foundation Energy Project and the 
Federal Energy Administration do not. 

For example, during the decade prior to 1974 ~hen utility 
rates were steady, consumption of electric energy inc;reased 
at a rate of 7.4%. Normally, one would expect any given. 
period in 1974 to be 7.4% higher th<;n the c;ornparable period 
of 1973. But for the six-month period April through September, 
1974 consumption was not 7.4% abov~ 1973, it was one ~ercent 
less, a swing of 8.4 percentage points below expect~tion. 
Some of this reduction in consumption could be attributed to 
the then just perceptible s lowin?,-down of ~he economy, but a 
major portion of the reduction can be attributed to th~ 
energy price effects on electric utility rates. ExperLence 
with,oil demand and prices is similar. During the decade 
prior to 1974, total U.S. petroleum deman~ increased at ~n 
annual rate of just over 5%. But the April-September 1974 
petroleum demand was under_ the com~arable 1973 period.by 
2.7%, a swing of 7. 7 percentage points below expectation. 

We need another reduction in petroleum useage of about 
5% in order to reduce consumption by a million barrels a clay. 
All of the econometric data indicates that the proposed 
price changes are on target. 

Econometric models of the economy, such as those under
lying the Ford Foundation Energy Project report, A Time To 
Choose,and the Project Independen~e R~port, suggest that the 
short-term responses to energy price increases that we have 
already seen are half, or less, of the_long-t~rm response 
we can expect after households and .bus~ness firms have had 
an opportunity to adapt fully to the higher costs of energy. 

Thus we have confidence that the President's energy_ 
program will easily achieve the.one million barre~ ~eduction 
in consumption by the end of this year and an additional 
one million barrel reduction by 1977. 

\.\ ,, 
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Permanent Tax Re_duction and Restructuring. 

The Treasury will collect an additional $30 billion in 
taxes from the windfall profits tax and the excise taxes and 
fees on oil and natural gas. The private sector will bear 
an estimated $25 billion of that in the form of higher costs 
of energy related items they buy, and Federal, state and 
local governments will bear the remainder. 

The $25 billion paid by individuals and businesses will 
be returned to the economy by the permanent reductions in · 
individual and corporate income taxes. Like the temporary 
anti-recession tax cut, the $25 billion total is divided in 
approximately the ratio of individual and corporate income 
tax payments generally, so that about $19 billion is 
allocated to individuals and $6 billion to corporations. 

These are major income tax reductions. They accomplish 
multiple purposes, rest on multiple foundations, and should 
be considered in that way. 

First, the changes proposed i11 the individual and corpo
rate income tax structures are desirable on their own merits. 
They have heretofore been too expensive to accomplish within 
existing revenue constraints. 

Second, these tax reductions return to the economy 
the energy conservation taxes. Thus, the energy conservation 
measures reduce energy consumption without reducing the aggre
gate purchasing capacity of the private economy. 

Third, these income tax reductions will provide energy 
consumers with additional after-tax spendable income to help 
meet higher energy costs if they still wish to consume the 
same amount of energy as before. Alternatively, they can 
buy more of other products and cut back on their energy 
consumption--and many will do that. The income tax reductions 
are such that most individuals in the lower and middle income 
range, up to about $15,000, will receive tax reductions 
greater than their increased energy co~ts even if they should 
choose to continue consuming the same amount of higher-cost 
energy. Taxpayers in higher income brackets will receive 
significant income tax reductions also, but generally less 
in proportion to their greater expenditures for energy. 
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Fourth, these permanent income tax reductions are 
approximately similar ~o what is required to offset the 
so-called "bracket and deduction compression" caused by 
inflation over the last three years. Because deductions 
and rate brackets are stated in dollar terms, when infla
tion causes money incomes to rise, deductions offset a 
lesser portion of the same real incomes and the remainder 
is taxable in higher brackets. 

Benefit for Individuals. 

For individuals, ehe President proposes an income tax 
reduction of $16-1/2 billion beginning in 1975. This will 
be accomplished--

By increasing the Low Income Allowance 
from its present level of $1,300, to 
$2,600 for a couple and $2,000 for 
single taxpayers, which will provide 
benefits of-------------------------- $5 billion 

And by cutting in half, from 14 to 7%, 
the tax rate for the first taxable in-
come bracket and making substantial, 
but smaller, reductions ~n tax rates in 
the next four brackets,!/ which will 
provide additional benefits of------- $11-1/2 billion 

Low Income Allowance. 

The Low Income Allowance is the minimum standard deduc
tion allowed to everyone regardless of his income level or 
the amount of deductions he actually has. In combination with 
the $750 personal exemption, the Low Income Allowance deter
mines the minimum or base income on which no income tax is 
levied. In 1969, Congress defined the threshold taxability 
level by reference to so-called "poverty level" data, the 
assumption being that families with "poverty level" incomes 
did not have the requisite ability to pay and should be 
excused from liability. The Low Income Allowance was the 
mechanism adopted to achieve that result. 

The Low Income Allowance is now $1,300. That means that 
a family of four with four $750 personal exemptions for a 
total of $3,000, plus a $1,300 Low Income Allowance, currently 
does not pay income tax if its income is ~4.300 or less. 

lTillustrates rate changesfor married persons filing jointly. 
- Comparable changes are made in other rate schedules. 

,. ,, 
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Because of inflation, the poverty level for a faml.ly of 
four is now estimated to be about $5,600. Nevertheless, 
under present law, this family would in 1975 be required to 
pay income tax of $185. · 

The proposed increase of the Low-Income Allowance to 
$2,600 on a joint return will bring the nontaxable level for 
the family of four up to the new poverty level of $5,600, 
which is $3,000 of personal exemptions plus the new Low-Income 
Allowance of $2,600. The proposed increase in the Low-Income 
Allowance will also make comparable changes for single per
sons and families of other sizes, as shown by the following 
table. 

No. in Estimated 
the 1975 Poverty Tax-Free Income Level 

Family Level Present Proposed 

1 $2,850 $2,050 $2,750 
2 3,686 2,800 4,100 
3 4,382 3,550 4,850 
4 5,608 4, 300 5,600 
5 6,618 5,050 6,350 
6 7,446 5,800 7,100 

Increasing the Low-Income Allowance to the levels pro
posed will provide benefits of about $5 billion to low-income 
taxpayers and relieve from income tax altogether over 5 mil
lion presently taxable returns. 

Reduction of Tax Rates. 

In addition to the change in the Low-Income Allowance, 
which benefits the lower income taxpayers, the proposals will 
reduce income tax rates for the 62 million remaining taxpayers 
in a generally progressive manner. 

The present income tax rates for married persons filing 
jointly would be reduced as follows: The 14% rate reduced 
to 7%; the 15% rate reduced to 10%; the 16% rate reduced to 13%; 
the 17% rate reduced to 15%; and the 19~~ rate reduced to 17% 
for part of the present bracket and the balance of that 
bracket to remain at 19%. Rates for other income brackets 
would remain the same, except that the present 28/, and 32/o 
rates would be increased 1 percentage point each. Taxpayers 
with incomes falling in those brackets would still have a 
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substantial net reduction in liability because a part of 
their income will also be taxed in the brackets in which 
rates have been reduced. Comparable reductions will be made 
in the tax rates for single returns and other types of returns 
also. The revised rate schedules are set forth in the 
appendix. 

Progressive Income Tax Reduction. 

The effect of the two elements of the proposed income 
tax reduction for individuals, both singly and in combination, 
is progressive. The proposed tax reductions are proportion
ately greater in both ·dollar amounts and percentages toward 
the lower end of the income spectrum. Nevertheless, taxpayers 
at all income levels share significantly in the proposed 
reductions. 

The benefits from doubling the Low-Income Allowance are 
heavily concentrated in the adjusted gross income classes 
below $5,000, $10,000 and $15,000. The benefit of the reduc
tion in tax rates goes 96% to persons with adjusted gross 
in.comes below $20, 000 and 89% to rhose below $15, 000. \Tner; 
the two tax reductions are combined, 41/o goes to persons w1.th 
adjusted gross incomes below $10,000, 70% to persons with 
adjusted gross incomes below $15,000 and 86% to those below 
$20,000. 

The following table shows the percentage reduction in 
the income tax by income class: 

1975 Levels 

Adjusted Income Tax Amount of Percentage 
Gross Income Paid Under Income Tax Reduction in 

Class Present Law Reduction Income Tax 
($000) ($ billions) 

0 - 3 $ 0.3 $- 0.25 -83 • 3/o 
3 - 5 l. 8 - l. 20 -66.7 
5 7 4.0 - l. 96 -49.0 
7 10 8.9 - 3.38 -38.0 

10 15 21. 9 - 4. 72 -21. 6 
15 20 22.8 2. 70 -11. 8 
20 - 50 44.4 - 2.15 - 4.8 
50 - 100 13. 5 - 0.11 - 0.8 

100 and over 13 .3 - 0.03 - 0.2 

Total 130. 9 -16.50>\ -12.6 

'"Does not include payments to nonta,:paycrs. 
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Some have suggested that there 
at all for upper bracket taxpayers. 
that fairness requires some--though 
upper brackets. It is important to 

is no reason to cut taxes 
We believe, however, 

lesser--relief in the 
remember that: 

Only about 12% of all taxpayers have gross 
incomes above $20,000, and they now pay about 
52% of total individual income taxes. They will 
pay an even higher percentage of individual 
income taxes if our proposals are enacted. 

Upper income individuals have been adversely 
affected by inflation, just as lower income 
individuals. The prices of the things they buy 
have increased too, and since they buy more, the 
increase is greater. Also, "bracket and deduc
tion compression" has adversely affected high~ 
income taxpayers just as it has affected lower 
income taxpayers. Everybody has had, in effect 
an income tax increase because of inflation. 

Upper income taxpayers play a disproportionately 
large role in providing th('! investments which 
help everyone's income to increase. 

The following table illustrates the tax reductions that 
will be received by a typical fami~y of four at various income 
levels. 

Adjusted Present New Tax Percent 
Gross Income Tax Jj Tax Saving Saving 

$ 5,600 $ 185 $ 0 $185 100.0% 
7,000 402 110 292 72.6 

10,000 867 518 31+9 40.3 
12,500 1,261 961 300 23.8 
15,000 1,699 1,478 221 13.0 
20,000 2,660 2,450 210 7.9 
30,000 4,988 4,837 151 3.0 
40,000 7,958 7,828 130 l. 6 

y Calculated assuming Low-Income Allowance or 
itemized deductions equal to 17% of income, 
whichever is greater. 
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Increased Energy Costs Compared with Tax Reductions . 

The proposed changes in the structure of the individual 
income tax stand on their own merits and were not designed 
primarily to offset increased energy costs. 

Solving the oil problem will require the public, and 
particularly large energy users, to make adjustments that 
will be unpopular and which in some cases will cost money. 
Nonetheless, the proposed tax reductions are very s ubstantial 
for low and middle income taxpayers below the $1S,000 income 
level and we believe are, on aver age , sufficient to more than 
offset the average increases in their energy costs. The 
Council of Economic Advisers has calculated that the increase 
in the Consumer Price .Index at tributable to this program will 
be 2% or less. Others have suggested different percentages . 

The following table provides some guidance, by indicat
ing how much the tax reductions add to after- tax disposable 
income. It is after tax income which ind ividuals have at 
their disposal to buy g oods and services. incl uding energy. 
If the cost of livine goes up 1%, a l~ increase in after- tax 
income should l ce>ve the average t2xpayer even. The table 
indicates that with a rise in prices of 2% or less , average 
taxpayers through the $1S,000 AGI class will be ahead . 

Adjusted 
Gross Income 

Class 
---rsooo) 

0 - 3 

3 -

s -

s 

7 

7 - 10 

10 - lS 

15 - 20 

20 - so 
so - 100 

100 and over 

After- Proposed Reduction as a P~r-
tax Tax cent of Present 

: Income : ~R:c.::e~r~lu::.:c::.:-t::.l::.:. 0:::.1:..:.1~~....,:.:A:..::f..::L:..::c:..::rc.-,...:t=-=a:..:x.:_cI:::n::... c:::.o=-1"-'n~e-
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21. 7 
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$2 Billion for Paymen ts to Nontaxpayers. 

Ind~viduals whose incomes are s o low that they do no t 
pay ~ny income tax will not benefi t from the income tax re
d~ctions . Because of their low i ncomes, these persons are 
likel~ to have the least flexibility in shifting their con
sumption patterns as energy becomes r elatively more costly. 

I~ ?rder to avoid hardships from higher energy costs, 
an additi ona l $2 billion of t he energy tax revenues ha s been 
al~ocat ed. to provide cash payments or' $80 to each adult in 
this low income, non taxpayer category . Thes e persons wi ll 
thus no t be forc7d to reduce t heir energy consumption, 
although they, like others, will have the choice. In 
addition, ver:i:' low incorne persons who now pay some income 
tax and wh? will.receive some benefit from the proposed 
~ax reduc t i ons will also be e ligible to receive distributions 
in amounts approximately sufficient, when added to the in
come tax reduc t ion, to give t hem a total benefi t of about 
$80. per adult . In tot a 1, this payment sys tern is es ti.mated 
to involve about 26 million adults, 21 rn illion of whom are 
nonta~paye:s under present l nw , and to provide a total 
benefi t to them of about $2 billion. 

. Payments will he made as early in 197S as possible, and 
if the energy ta~es are enacted by April 1st, as the President 
requests , we believe that payments can be made i n the sununer 
T~e payments will be made by the Internnl Revenue Service 2.nd 
will be based on a return--comparahle to a very simple in
~ome t~x return- -filed by those persons eligible. In design
ing. chi~ sy~tem for payments, emphasis has been placed on 
~aking it simple and speedy. ~~ile we should he generous 
in order to be certain that_w7 ha~e avoided genuine hardships, 
we should not create an add1tiona1 welfare system or bureaucracy. 

The essential details of this system for cash payments 
are as follows: 

Adults .18 years or olde~ and not eligible to 
be claimed as a dependent on an income tax 
return would file with the Internal Revenue 
Ser~ice a simpl7 income tax return showing 
their name, social security number and their 
adjusted gross income for 1974. 
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Adults are eligible to file and receive a 
payment if they are married persons filing 
a joint return and their adjusted gross in
come is less than $5,500 and if they are 
single persons and their adjusted gross 
income is less than $2,750. 

To take account of the fact that some persons eligible 
for payments will also receive income tax reduction, pay
ments will be made under the following schedule: 

For Married Persons Filing_Joint Returns 

If their incom~ is $4,500 or less, 
the payment is------------------------- $160 

If their income is more than $4,500, 
the payment is reduced by $4 for every 
$25 of income over $4,500 

For Sigg.le Returns 

If their income is $2,250 or less 
the payment is------------------------- $ 80 

If their income is more than $2,250, 
the payment is reduced by $Li for 
every $25 of income over $2,250 

This schedule of payments will result in phasing-out the 
payments as income rises to the level where the amount of 
income tax reductions that have been received equal $80, or 
$160 on a joint return. For example, a married couple with 
two children and income of $5,600 would have received $185 
of income tax reduction and would therefore receive no 
additional cash payment. 

Because the payment system is simple and distinguishes 
only between single returns and joint returns, there cannot 
be complete precision and some persons will receive payments 
which, when combined 1·'. th income tax reductions, will vary 
somewhat from the $80 r·r adult minimum. Imprecision is the 
price of simplicity. ecision can be obtained o~ly with 
returns that report t] number of personal exemptions.and 
itemized deductions--, ,,. , a full tax return. Exemptions 
and deductions are maj 'r problems, even with higher income 
persons, and. as a practical matter, would be unpoliceable 
on these ret· ;s. The $80 per a<lult minimum is an average 
and somewhat ·bitrary (though generous) figure in the first 
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instance, and it would be quixotic to construct a second and 
complicated tax system to see that no family, regardless of 
size or need, varied slightly from the figure. 

The amount of $80 per adult appears adequate to com
pensate individuals in these low-income classes generally, 
with a margin for extraordinary situations. The total 
increase in energy cost for the households represented 
by the about 26 million adults who will participate in 
the $80 payment system is estimated to be $1.3 billion, 
an average of $50 per adult. This group includes 17 
million single adults and 9 million married persons who 
would file jointly. Thus, the average increase in energy 
cost per filing unit, or roughly speaking, "household," 
in this category is about S60. Looked at another way, 
the increase in energy cost may induce an increase in the 
Consumer Price Index of as much as 2%. A 2% increase for 
a person with $2,000 income would be only S40, and for a 
family with an income of $5,000 would be only $100. 

In contrast, total benefits of $2.l billion are pro
posed for this group by the combination of cash payments 
and income tax reductions. The basic benefit will be $80 
for a single adult and $160 fo1 • married couple. 

In addition there are ano: 
adjusted gross incomes are bel•. 
receive $80 or more entirely tl 

7 million adults whose 
~.ooo, but who will 

•gh income tax reductions. 

Residential Conservation Tax Cr~dit. 

To complete the total of $19 billion of tax and cash 
payment benefits for individuals, a residential conservation 
tax credit will be allowed for expenditures for thermal 
efficiency improvements for existing homes. Such improve
ments include storm windows and doors, and insulation and 
weather-stripping. The credit will be effective for years 
1975, 1976 and 1977 and the maximum credit allowed over 
that three-year period will be $150 per family. It is 
estimated that at least 18 million homes will be eligible 
for the credit and that the total credits will be $500 million 
annually for the three years. 
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Corporate Tax Rate Adjustment. 

The President proposes that the corporate tax rate, 
which is now 48%, be reduced to 42%. This will provide 
benefits of approximately $6 billion. This reduction will 
be accomplished by reducing the corporate surtax rate on 
taxable income in excess of $25,000 from the present 26% 
to 20'7,. The basic or normal rate applicable to all corporate 
taxable income will remain at the present 22%. Thus, the 
first $25,000 of a corporation's taxable income will con
tinue to be taxed at a rate of 22%. The balance will be 
taxed at a total normal and surtax rate of 42%. We propose 
that the reduction be made in the high surtax rate because 
that is where the excessively heavy double tax burden on 
corporate earnings falls. Corporations that pay only the 
normal tax rate of 22% are paying tax at about the average 
top marginal tax rate of individuals. 

The reasons for recommending reduction in corporate 
taxes by means of a rate reduction instead of by some other 
means are as follows: 

Rate reduction is the most neutral way of reducing 
corporate taxes. Neutrality means that all corporations 
now paying at a 48'7, rate will share in the tax reduction, 
will have maximum flexibility in making business and invest
ment decisions, and can therefore operate most efficiently 
without regard to tax consequences. 

Reduction of the presently high corporate tax rate 
will be the most meaningful and symbolic signal to business, 
to investors and to the market of a serious intent to assist 
business. This type of tax reduction will provide corpora
tions the maximum assurance of continued more favorable 
climate for the long-term investment decisions that are 
necessary to ensure prosperity and control inflation. 

Rate reduction has a character of permanence. We have 
proposed to make the permanent tax reduction for individuals 
in large part by rate reduction. We should do the same for 
corporations. 

The amount of the proposed corporate tax reduction 
of about $6 billion is approximately the 25 percent corporate 
share--when divided in )::be 75'7,-25'7, ratio of corporate and 
individual tax payments-- the total of $25 billion of 
permanent tax reductions ~ payments we propose to make. 
This proposed corpo1·ate L .·eduction lL $6 billion refh:cts 
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the fact that corporations, too, will have an additional 
burden from higher energy costs. Corporations will bear 
these additional costs in a variety of ways--higher energy 
costs reflected in costs of equipment they buy, not all of 
which they will be able to pass on to consumers; reduced 
sales and lower prices for some products as demand for 
energy is reduced; and the additional capital equipment 
and other costs that will be involved for many corporations 
in shifting over to lesser energy using processes and 
products. 

As their energy costs increase, business will be 
under pressure to pass these costs through to consumers 
and they will be successful in varying degrees. T.o the 
extent that this increase in cost is offset by a decrease 
in income tax cost, a part of that pressure to pass 
through energy costs to consuir.ers will be relieved. 

Corporate tax reduction is seldom politically popular, 
because it is levied against an inanimate entity. But 
corporate taxes are borne by people--in part by people 
generally in the cost of what thev huy from coroorations, 
and in part hy shareholders in the form of a reduced return 
on the capital they have invested in the businesses. 

_In recent years other nations, including our principal 
trading partners, have recognized this and adopted various 
"integration" plans which move towards eliminating the 
double tax on income earned in corporate form. Rut the 
United States still imposes a double tax on income earned 
from a business conducted in corporate form, thus taxing 
that income more heavily than other income. 

As you consider the President's proposal to reduce the 
corporate rate from 48'7o to 4r10, you should have firmlv in 
mind that incoir.e earned in a cor~oration would still he 
taxed at 42%, and then taxed again at rates going up to 
70% when paid out as a dividend--producing a maximum tax 
of 82.6%. 

I have already discussed the compelling reasons for 
a reduction in corporate taxes wholly apart from any in
crease in energy costs. These reasons are real and serious. 
While corporate tax reduction mav he urrnooular. the con
sequences of increasing unemploy]nent and declining 
productivity will be even more unpopular. They already are. 
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Corporate Tax Rate Adjustment. 

The President proposes that the corporate tax rate, 
which is now 48%, be reduced to 42%. Thi~ will pr?vide_ 
benefits of approximately $6 billion. This reduction will 
be accomplished by reducing the corporate surtax rate o~ 
taxable income in excess of $25,000 from the present 26k 
to 20%. The basic or normal rate applicable. to all corporate 
taxable income will remain at the present 227.. Thus, the 
first $25,000 of a corporation's ;axable income wi~l con
tinue to be taxed at a rate of 22~. The balance will be 
taxed at a total normal and surtax rat e of 42%. We propose 
that the reduction be made in the high surtax rate because 
that is where the excessively heavy double tax burden on 
corporate earning s falls . Corporations that pay only the 
normal tax rate of 22% are paying tax at about the average 
top marginal tax rate of individuals. 

The reasons for recommending reduction in corporate 
taxes by means of a rate reduction instead of by some other 
means are as follows: 

Rate reduc tion is the most neutral way of: reduc~_ng 
corporate taxes. Neutrali~v means t~at all corporati?ns 
now paying at a 481'. rate 1-nll share ::-n the ~ax reduct7on. 
will have maximum flexibility in makinr, business ai:d. invest
ment decisions, and can therefore operate most efficiently 
without regard to tax consequences. 

Reduction of the presently high corporate tax rate 
will be the most meaningful and symbolic signal to busine~s, 
to investors and to the market of a serious intent to assist 
business. This type of tax reduction will provide corpora
tions the maximum assurance of continued more favorable 
climate for the long-term investment decisi?ns th~t are 
necessary to ensure prosperity and control inflation. 

Rate reduction has a character of permanence. We have 
proposed to make the permanent tax reduction for individuals 
in large part by rate reduction. We should do the same for 
corporations. 

The amount of the proposed corporate tax reduction 
of about $6 billion is approximately the 25 percent corporate 
share--when divided in tlH' 75/',-25/', ratio of corporate and 
individual tax payments~- the total of $25 billion of 
permanent tax reductions ~ paymei:ts we prop?se~ to ma~e- , 
This proposed corporate c ~eduction o_ $6 billLon reLl~cts 
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the fact that corporations, too, will have an additional 
burden from higher energy costs. Corporations will bear 
these additional costs in a variety of ways- - higher energy 
costs reflected in costs of equipment they buy, not all of 
which they will be able to pass on to consumers; reduced 
sales and lower prices for some products as demand for 
energy is reduced; and the additional capital equipment 
and other costs that will be involved for many corporations 
in shifting over to lesser energy using processes and 
products. 

As their energy costs increase, business will be 
under pressure to pass these costs through to consumers 
and they will be successful in varying degrees, T.o the 
extent that this increase in cost is offset by a decrease 
in income tax cost, a part of that pressure to pass 
through energy costs to consumers will be relieved. 

Corporate tax reduction is seldom politically popular, 
because it is levied against an inanimate ent ity. But 
corporate taxes are borne by people--in part by people 
generally in the cost of what they huy from coroorations, 
and in part hy shareholders i n the form of a reduced return 
on the capital they have invested in the businesses. 

In recent years other nations, including OU( principal 
trading partners, have recognized this and adopted various 
"integration" plans which move towards eliminating the 
double tax on income earned in corporate form. Rut the 
United States still imposes a double tax on income earned 
from a business conducted in corporate form, thus taxing 
that income more heavily than other income. 

As you consider the President's proposal to reduce the 
corporate rate from 48% to 42°',, you should have firmly in 
mind that income earned in a corporation would still be 
taxed at 42%, and then taxed again at rates go ing up to 
70% when paid out as a dividend- - producing a maximum tax 
of 82.6%. 

I have a lreadv discussed the compelling reasons for 
a reduction in cor~orate taxes wholly apart from any in
crease in energy costs. These reasons are rea l and serious. 
While corporate tax reduction may be unpopular, the con
sequences of increasing unemplo~nent and declining 
productivity will be even more unpopular . They already are. 
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Conclusion. 

It is clear that our country faces serious economic 
problems. I am confident that we can solve them. They are 
complicated problems and their solutions will require pains
taking attention and balanced judgments. The President's 
program, which I have outlined to you, provides an integrated 
blueprint for action. I am confident that as we consider 
the problems in the objective and professional manner for 
which this Committee is distinguished, we will be able to 
reach joint decisions that will set us back on the path to 
continued prosperity. I look forward to working with you. 

0 

;/ 

'I 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 29, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF 

THRU: VERN LOEN 

FROM: DOUG BENNETT 

SUBJECT: Al Ullman's Tax Proposal 

Chairman Ullman introduced late Tuesday his alternative to the President's 
temporary tax relief program. This proposal for temporary relief will be 
followed by a permanent tax relief plan offset by revenues gained from an 
energy package. Ullman's plan is to rush thru the temporary cuts withfn a 
few weeks. 

This temporary relief package (parts of it to become permanent) borrows 
some concepts from the President's, is intended to. be deficit financed to the 
extent of $19. 4 B and sharply favors the lower income classes. It is a six 
point program with political sex appeal the thrust of which will probably be 
supported by the majority of the Ways and Means Committee. There is plenty 
of room for compromise between the President's program and this one. While 
it lacks the totally integrated economic/energy comp.rehensiveness of the 
President's package, it seems to be a step in the right direction provided the 
second stage (as yet undeveloped) proves adequate. 

Ullman intends to begin markup of the temporary tax relief measure this week 
and hopes to complete it prior to the recess. Reps. Gibbons, Karth and Corman 
are developing a very similar proposal with the exceptions of providing a larger 
rebate favoring lower income taxpayers and repeal of the depletion allowance 
for oil.In the final analysis, repeal of oil depletion will probably not be included 
because of an anticipated slowdown of the measure due to Russell Long's oppo
sition (although it is sure to go in the next package). 

Attached is a description of the Ullman plan, comparision with the President's 
plan and description of present law. 
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Comments on the Proposal 

(1) Calls for some tax cuts which are permanent in nature and should 
for strategy purposes be tied to the politically harder-to-get energy revenue 
raising proposals. 

(2) Is an attractive package as it provides money to low income people, 
helps utilities greatly, helps business generally, surtax exemption favors small 
business and maintains approximately the 3 to 1 relief distribution between in
dividuals and business. 

(3) Borrows somewhat from President's proposals. 

(4:) Has the stamp of approval of many of the "leaders" on the Democrat 
side of the Ways and Means Committee. 

(5) Has the potential to be done quickly. 

(6) Lacks the balance of the President's proposals. 

(7) At fir&: glance looks o. k. but needs the careful analysis of the 
Treasury Department tax lawyers. 

(8) Might hinder political chances for getting energy package. 



(6) Utility reinvestment feature whereby there 
would be no tax paid on utility dividends 

(6) Similar to October 1974 proposal with respect 
to preferred stock dividend. 

if recipient reinvested in special issue · 
equity shares of the utility within a limited 
period of time. 
Estimated cost - $200 - $300 M 

TOTAL ESTIMATED RELIEF - $19 .4 B INDIVIDUALS - $15.3 B BUSINESS $4.1 B 

NOTES: 1. Ullman would make items 2 through 6 temporary for 1975 
until and unless revenue from energy package is avail
able -- then they become permanent. 

2. The Gibbons, Karth, Corman proposal is very similar except 
the rebate on 1974 taxes would have a higher percentage -
over 12 -- with a cap of $300 (thus rebate primarily to 
low income taxpayers) and possibly repeal of ~he percentage 
depletion allowance on oil. 

3. Apparently the second energy relief package of a permanent 
nature may include tax reductions for both individuals and 
business. 

(6) No provision. 
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Ullman Plan 

(1) Rebate on 1974 tax liabilities of approxi
mately log.;. Cap of $300. Reaches cap at 
approximately $20,000 income and will phase 
out rebate between $20,000 and $30,000 by 
cutting the percent number to 3%. Paid in 
one lump sum in May. 

·Estimated cost - $7+ B 

(2) (a) Increase the low income allowance to 
$1,900 for single tax payers and to $2,500 
for married. 
(b) Increase the percentage standard.deduction 
from 15% to 16% with a maximum allowable 
deduction of $2,500 for a single taypayer 
and $3000 for married. 
Estimated cost - $5+ B 

(3) Provide a S9o credit on earned income 
(wages and salaries) with a credit ceiling 
of $200. Provide for a $4,000 to $8,000 
adjusted gross income phaseout of the credit. 
Estimated cost - $3+ B 

(4) Increase investment tax credit for all 
business to 10%. Increase limitation for 
utilities to 100% for two years and ·phase 
back to 50% at 10% per year over a five 
year period. Limitation for all other 
business remains at 50%. 
Estimated cost - $3.2 .B 

(5) Increase the surtax exemption level for 
corporate forms of business from $25,000 

'to $35,000. 
Estimated cost - $600 M 

COMPARISON OF PLANS 

President's Plan 

(l)' Rebate on 1974 tax liabilities of 12%. Cap 
of $1, 000. Paid. in two distributions - May 
and September. Provides some rebate to all 
taxpayers peaking at approximately $40,000 
income bracket, 
Estimated cost - $12.2 B 

(2) Increase the low income allowance to $2,000 
for single taxpayers and to $2,600 for married. 
Estimated cost - $5 B 

(3) Provide an $80 cash payment for nontaxpayers. 
Estimated cost - $2 B 
[These two are similar in nature.] 

(4) Increase investment tax credit for all 
business to 12%. Increase limitation on 
utilities to 75% and phase back to 50% over 
a five year period. Limitation on all other 

·business remains at 50%. 
Estimated cost - $4 B 

(5) Reduce corporate tax rate from 48% to 42%. 
Estimated cost - $6 B 
[Ullman proposal apparently, however, does 
not preclude rate cut at time of energy 
package.] 

Present Law 

(1) No provision. 

(2) (a) Low income allowance is $1,300' 
for single and married taxpayers. 
(b) The percentage standard deduct:l.on 
is 15% with a ceiling of $2,000. 

(3) No provision. 

(4) (a) 4% credit for utilities 
(b) 7% credit for all other business. 
(c) Limitation of 50% for all business. 

(5) Tax rate of 22% on first $25,000 of taxable 
income and surtax of 26% on all above or 
marginal rate of 48%. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

February 3, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF 

THRU: VERN LOEN 

FROM: DOUG BENNETT 1)?1) 

SUBJECT: Anticipated Ways and Means Action 

In my opinion Ways and Means decisions of this week are critical with respect to 
the President's economic/energy program. The tax bill Al Ullman introduced 
last Tuesday could be the cornerstone of diffusing th_e President's plan. I have 
reached this conclusion for the following reasons: 

(1) The Ullman package (description attached) contains approximately 
$12 B o~ permanent relief for individuals and corporations. Ullman claims it 
will become permanent only when the "energy tax bill" is acted upon but it will 
be most difficult, judging from past experience, to repeal any of these "temporary" 
decisions, particularly in light of their appeal to individuals and business (low and 
middle income taxpayers, business generally, small business and utilities - a 
broad political bas~ of support). This package has considerable momentum and 
may well be fundamentally approved this week. 

(2) The President's energy package on the tax side will be difficult to 
get anyway and with $12 B of the available revenue already given away by virtue 
of the Ullman package, the revenue will not be available to offset the price impact 
of the import/excise taxes anq decontrol of oil and gas by cutting both individual 
and corporate tax rates. In other words, the hard part - asking people to pay 
more for their energy needs - will not be offset by the 11 goodie 11 

- individual and 
corporate tax relief. The "liberals" on the committee are well aware of this and . 
fear there will never be an energy package of any degree (windfall profits tax will 

- be diffused by substantantial plowback provisions and exemptions for independents 
and stripper wells) ..• hence, they want repeal of the oil depletion allowance at
tached to this "quick relief" bill. 

(3) Thus Ullman will have, in effect, separated the individual and business 
tax relief from an energy tax package and make it extremely difficult to find fiscal 
and political incentive to support the President. 
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(4) I understand Ullman has in mind, on the energy side, repealing the 
oil depletion allowance, imposing a windfall profits tax with some plowback for 
investment, possibly phased in decontrol of oil and gas in order to lessen the blow 
on individuals and business and an import quota system with allocation. In addi
tion, there may be incl'1:ded a tax on gasoline and some form of tax on automobiles 
according to weight, horsepower or gasoline consumption. 

(5) If no incentive exists for a strong energy tax package and the Presi
dent decontrols oil and gas giving the companies an extraordinary "windfall11 (price 
of domestic oil will go from $5.25 a barrel to approximately$11.00), while this 
would place some pressure on the Congress to act, with the rise in the price of· 
petrolewn products to consumers, the President might be subjected to criticism 
and be unable to have tax revenues available to offset the rise in the Consumer 
Price Index. Congressman Jim Corman suggests the President delay for a limited 
period of time decontrol of oil so as to mellow oil industry opposition to an energy 
tax bill and still give incentive for Congressional action. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) I think among the Republicans, Southern Democrats and responsible 
liberals the votes are in the committee to keep the permanent tax relief out of this 
first biil but it will take some real salesmatiship. This position should be advocated 
strongly by the White House and Treasury. 

(2) Recognize the possibility of a modified import quota system as a com-
promise for raising the tariff to the $2 and $3 levels (assuming the tariff delay bill 
is not approved). The Ways and Means Committee seems inclined to do this although 
it is still early to access this accurately. 

(3) Consider in place of a cut in corporate tax rates the "integration con-
cept" which replaces present- law taxation of corporations and dividends received 
by. shareholders with a unified tax structure whereby shareholders do not pay taxes 
on dividends received to the e'.?Ctent that corporations have already paid taxes. This 
helps greatly capital formation as it serves as an incentive for equity investment 
and has positive corporate financial results. This concept is advocated by the 
Joint Tax Committee staff, the committee itself generally (those who have thought 
about and understand the concept), almost all economists and tax lawyers and the 

_Treasury Department. This would be a very positive step in tax law and would 
provide the corporate tax relief of the nature the economic/energy program seeks. 
This decision should be made very soon so that Treasury witnesses can advance 
it with the committee this week before final action is taken on the "temporary11 

tax package. 

cc: Counsellor Marsh, F. Zarb, P. O'Neill, C. L'pert, M. ·Duval 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

February 19, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF 

DOUGLAS P. BENNETT ~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Tax Reduction Act of 1975 

\ _..... 
This afternoon by a vote of 28 to 6 the Ways~ 
Mean·s ordered report~d out the attached ~ which 
remains unchanged from that it had tentatively agreed 
to prior to the recess. Chairman Ullman anticipates 
taking the bill to the floor next week. 

Attachment 

.· 
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SUMMARY OF CONFERE\:CE REPORT ON H.R. 2166 
THE TAX REDUCTION ACT OF 1975 

1. -Refund of 1974 Taxes 

The Conference·agreed to the House provis1on providing ,. 
a 10 percent rebate of tax liability for 19_74 taxes -1.J.p ·to a 

maximum of $20-0 with a minimuq of $100 (or tli.e amount of .···_ 

actual .tax liability if less than $100). The· $~00 ·maximum: 

is phased- down to $100 as the taxpayer's adjusted gJ"oss _inco_m·e· 

rises from $20,POO to ·$30,000~ The revenue loss £0-r this ~-· 

-provi~ion is $8.1 billion for 1975 onlj._ 

2. Standard Deduction 

The Conference increased the low income allowarfce or minimum 

standard deduction-to $1600 for single persons and $1~00-f~r jojnt 
-

returns. The regular standard deduction is increased to 16% pf-~GI 
. -

up to a maximum .. of $2300 for singles and $2&0P-for j9int retui-r:ls. __ ~ ::: 

- - . 

3. ~ersonal Exemption Credit 

In lieu of a $200 tax credit as an alternative to the $750 

personal exemption deduction, the Conference agreed to a $30 tax credit 

in addition to the personal exemption for the taxpayer and his spouse . 
. r -~ 

and an additional $30 tax credit for each dependent. -

Revenue loss: $5.2 billion. 

\. 

'· .... 

• 

• 
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·. 4· .· -· -Ea~ned_ Income Credit 

The Conferees adopted the Senate provisions providing 

. a iefundabl~ credit of 10 percent of earned income up to 
-

·a·maximurri of $400. · The $400 maxirµum is phased out as.adjusted .. . - - .. 

-gro?_s -i11come rises from $4iooo to $s,ooo. 
) . ..-.- . 

The credit is 

.. ~vaiiahie- only -to families ~vi<th dependent children and is 
- . 

__ - toc_b_~ ta_k_~_n._into account as income for welfare purposes., in 

.t·- ·:-----> ._- ~dete:t~ining- eligibility for aid for dependent children p_ay-
··;_.- I - • 

.- ... 

--. ::. ·. _:m~nts. --it ~is effective· for 1975 only and ha~ ·a revenue loss· -- . : ;. .. - . ·:...· - . - . . .. -___ -· '- .. . 

-· 
·-· :- -

--:... .:- -
:: 

. -- .- - -- ... 

'.-_ ~ ._. -~ -~_--~---=~_Ta~ -Cr~dict -~or Home -Purchases-· 

: -~~- _: ~---=--< Jhe_ Con!erence agre~ment provides a 5% _tax credit up to $2 ,000 
. . -- -- - . - .:.. ·- - . ....... --

: . -::: - _:- - ~-- _.-for- -the: purchas~ of· .new. houses either in- being- or in construction_ -
~ -· -- - ·- ·: . ··_-- .. ··. 

In order to obtain this credit the taxpayer-

- - -- -- 'm~s.t receiv-e-a certi.ficate _f~om the seller--that the price of t.he house 
- . . . . ..... __ -··:.. . 

. _-is· the- lowest ·pric(! ·a~ which the house, has ever been offered for sale. -
- - -~- .. - . . . . -

- . - .· ::-_~ -·· 

_fr-t~e sell~r ·fal-.sifies this ce~tifica.tion he is subject- to treble 
. --·- - ·-

dam~ges ,- th,e fraud provi s idns of the Interna 1 Revenue Code and reasonable 

-· attorney's fees. 

.. 
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.IJ.: -- Child Care Deduction 

The Conferees agreed to a provision increasing froci the 

present $18,000 to $35,000 the limit of adjusted gross income 
- -

which.would ~ualify so that an in~ividual could tak~ ,n 
. . ../-

·it~rrdzed deduction for care of children or household senrices ·· 

: _~elated to ·o~· ·necessary for that individual to become employed .. 
' 

__ T4e Senate bad changed this credit to a business deduction and 
-. - . - -- --

jem0yed. ihe i~come. liriii tat ions generally. 

-· . - -- -

. -- ~-- -- . - - - - -- __ ,. 
-

- . 
--- - - --

·_ -7·: ~--·· -I-~nv··· e--s·t_m~ ....... : ,..r·e·· d.·-1_-t-:. 
-~ ·-~-. ___ .... __ :·-· .6- - • -~.c; .... "" - \...I 

_. 

--- -

_:; ·: ,~~-.:.~-The Co-~fer_ees agreed to the House prov is ion increasing 

th~~~ percent investment credit for all taxpayers including 

- pJibffc utilities to lOpercent for a two-year period Pnding 

:-.-ne~ember-31,:·197.6._ At that time the credit reverts to the 
- .. 

y.~percent and 4percent levels in present law. In adJ.ition, 

. th~-- Conferees -a.greed to a_ one perce11t additional· investnlent 

iax credit foi all companies and provided that in the case of 

those.companies with investments of $j0 million or more, this 

one percent must be used antl established in an employee stock 

ownership ~lan. Other provisions provide for progress paymen~st 

an .,. '"""' r ..,. ... "~. --· •:':-
.1.. -U .. \_,..::.. '- ,_;;., ,:_: ---

prope! L)' lH 1-:t 1 => a.nu i'::u o irom SU percent to 10-U percern ot: the 
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-
income tax liability of the utility. This would be reduced 

by 10 percentage points a year over a five-year period until 

1981 when the SO percent limitation would go back into 

effect. The Conferees also agreed to delete the provision 
f' - • 

in the House-bill putting~ $100_mil~ion limit on tbe r~te 

. increase in the investment credit-that could be claimed for 

. any one public utility (AT&T): 

Al_so, the Conferees agreed to th,e normalization provisions of 

the Senate bill ~hich basically allow pµblic utilities_t~ 

make ftew el~ctions as to whether they wish to continue the 

immediate flow~through_~f the investment credit. The conse

quence of this amendment is to allow the utilities to retain; 

at least temporarily, t~e investment credit so that they will 

be able to increase their plant and equipment rather than 

flowing it through to consumers. In addition, the Conferees 

compromised to allow an increase in the limitation en used 
-

property that qualified for the investment credit to $100,000. 

Existing law places a limit of $50,000, the House had increased 

this _lim~t to $15,000 and the Senate amendment had removed 

the limit ~ntirely. The revenue loss associat~d with this 

is $140 million-. 

\ 

\ 
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t. Increase in Corporate Surtax Exemption and Reduction 

in Rates 

-The Conferees agreed to a compromise provision under which 
,. 

the corporate surtax exemption would pe increased f9r one year 

- to $50,000. In addiiion, they agreed to reduce the 22 percent 

rate applicable to the first '$25,000 to 20 percent of the first 
-

$2_5,000 and agreed to a provision under :vhich the next $25,000 

of income would be taxed at 22 percent ~ith 48 percent being 

applied on ~he remaining amount of income. Therevenue loss 

associated with-this provision is n.55 billion. 

-CJ. - Increase in Minimum Accumulated Earnings Credit 

The Conferees agreed to a Senate provision increasing 

ihe amount of the actumulated earnings credit from Sl00,000 

to- $150, 000 eff P.cti ve foT tax years beginning after December 

31, 1974. 

\ 
\ 
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11. Federal Welfare Recioients Emnloyment Incentive (WIN) 

Tax Credit 
. . 

The Conferees agreed to a Senate amendment which basically 

allows both business and non-business e~ployers to hire an . r • 

AFDerecipient for any kind of employment in-excess df 30 days 

and obtain a tax credit equal to 20 percent of the wages_of 
t . . 

that individual, not to exceed $1,000 per individua~ each year. 

The amendment is to go into effect on July 1, 1976 .and is 

estimated to cost $3 million jn revenue. 

12. Keogh Plan Amendment 

j - -

- The Conferees -agreed to a provision included in the -

Senate bill-which allows individuals participati?g in Keogh_ 
-

plans to make contributions to that plan up to the time when 

they have t6 £ile a tax return for the plan~year involved.~ 

This means that a part_nership could determine at _the end 

of the- calendar year the amount it wished to contribute to 

the Keogh pl~n for the previous yeai and do so-make the· 

contribution before April 15 of _the subsequent year. This 

is merely a conforming amendment to the Pension legislation 

enacied by Congress during the last session. 

\ 
\ 
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13. Special Payment to Recipients of Social Security and 

Certain Other Benefits 

· · The Conference ·agreement pro vi des. to Socia 1 Security, supp 1ementa1 

~ecud-ty-in_come_ and ra~1road retirement-beneficiaries a $5~ payment. -
-- - , . . - .. --

. ·rhi·s. d_oes ·not ~pp]yto _recipi~nts_ outsiqe the United States, o~<to· those·_ 

.i 
, ·_who-· ar~ el igible-_but· not_jlrese-ntl-y working .. · 

. - ·- - - -- ..... -_. -·. - - -

·Revenue:=-loss: -$1.l bil]ion _ 
I·- - _- -.. :::. -:_-_ -

t - -
' . . ~ -

.. 
..: - - --- -

- . . . 
--

\ -- ~ -
~ -- - - - -- -
i - . -- -.c --

r.:~------- - ~ - ~ ::_ _. --_ -_ --~--~~:-~~, _:- -- --__ : ~ _-- --,;..- - -

'1 -- -· 

r -- . f _ _:. 
l .. ·_:_. 

i 
- j - - -

'··.:. 
' ... 

~ . ~ -· -

~ .. 

'i . 1 - . 

'- .. 

- - _ ':. -· ...._ 

- . -
-- -- .--:.··-:· :-· . ...:.·- .... - -- .... -·-- - --

.. - ---
· ..... -.· -- __ ----

' 14-•. _· pinergency Unemployment Compensation Benefifs 

.-. . ' --· -·· -- . ---
. _ . ·· , :The_ C~n:f erees -agreed to a_ proyision ext~nding _ _th~ beriefi ts -

~ - ... - --~ 

·f6r __ those who hav.e exhausted 52 weeks of benefits for· an- -addj -

:}ional l~ w~eks within.a period ending June 30, J97S.~ Nin~ 
.. 

l_. ~tates are·affected~ Cal~fornia, Massachusett~~ ~ichigari~ 

'l 
j 

' 
'Ne~_Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 

_and Washingto_n. The th1·ust of this amendr:J.ent is to urovide 

an additional 13 weeks of benefit~ to individual who qualified 

under the State Extended Unef'!ployment Benefits Program, but 

those benefits-have already expired. The revenue loss associated 

with this amendment is $200 million through June 30, 1975. 
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15. Extensicin of Period for Replacing Old Residence for the 

Purposes of Capital Gai~s Treatment 

The Conferees agreed to a provision which extends the 
-

time period in which a taxpayer may purchase a subse'quent 

residence an_d. thereby defer gain from one year to 18 months 
' 

and also the period under which the taxpayer may defer may 
·a .. -· 

sell his old residence and building/new .one from 18 months 

to 24 months._ The effective date for this provision is 

December 31,- 1974 and tlie revenu~ loss is negligible. 

I ............._ .. 
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16. Foreign Tax Credit 

The Conference agreement: 

(1) repeals the per country limitation on oil and gas 

effective January 1, 1976. 

(2) recaptures certain foreign losses when there are later earnings 

from abroad, effective January 1, 1975. 

(3) provides that where there is no economic interest in the oil 
t 

in place, taxes paid to sovereign governments are not to be 

considered a tax for the purposes of the foreign tax credit 

unless the purchase and sale price is at fair market value. 

Effective January 1, 1975. 

(4) provides that the foreign tax credit for foreign oil and gas 

extracttonincome is limited to 10% above the normal U.S. 

tax rate for 1975: 5% for 1976 and 2% for 1977. To the 

extent of excess credits these could be claimed as a credit 

only against foreign oil related income including interest 

and dividends. 

Revenue gain: $370 million. 



17. Deferral of Income of Foreign Subsidiaries 

The Conference agreement provides: 

(1) If subsidiarie~ have tax haven income and it ~epresents 

30% or less of their total income, they are not taxed currently. 

The provision would change the 30% to 10%. 

(2) Shipping income would be taxed currently unless reinvested 

in shipping. 

(3) Repeals the minimum distribution exceptions under sub. F 

except for agricultural commodities notindigenous to the U.S. 

(4) Certain changes in the treatment of subsidiary income reinvested 

in less developed countries. 

18. Oi 1 

The effective date for these provisions is January l, 1976 

and the revenue gain is $225 million. 

The Conference action provides for a repeal of percentage depletion 

generally. However, 22% depletion on oil and gas will be available 

on the first 2,000 barrels of oil in 1975 with the number of barrels 

getting the 22% reduced 200 barrels per year through 1980. In 1981 

a 20% depletion would be available on the first 1,000 barrels and this 

rate of depletion is reduced to 18% in 1982, 16% in 1983, and 15% 

in 1984 and thereafter. For this later period (between 1981-1985) secondary 

and tertiary wells would continue to get the 22% depletion rate but would 

get only 15% thereafter. The 50% limit on net taxes increased to 65% 

immediately. 



... 

Revenue 

Individual Tax Cuts 

Business Tax Cuts 

Social Security and 

Unemployment Comp. Changes 

TOTAL 

Tax Increases 

Depletion 

Foreign 

Net Revenue Loss of Bill 

$18.l billion 

4.8 

1.9 

$24.8 billion 

$ 1 . 7 bi 11 ion 

.3 

$22.8 bill ion 

t'AGe If. 




